
From: Pamela McNickle
To: City Clerk; Brandon Phipps; Melissa Blaustein; J Kellman; Jill Hoffman; Ian Sobieski; Joan Cox; Planning

Commission
Subject: Public Comment in Support of Planning Commission Site and Program Recommendations to the 6th Cycle

Housing Element - Please Include in the Joint Meeting of Sausalito CC and PC of January 30,2023
Date: Friday, January 27, 2023 11:09:01 AM

I am writing in support of the unanimous Planning Commission Recommendations to City Council for the 6th Cycle
Housing Element .
Planning Commissioners Feller and Saad and CC member Kellman have devoted 2 years to the guidance,
development and oversight of the Final Draft.

Identifying, vetting and submitting to CC recommended, safe and suitable Sites for Intense Rezoning for 724 new
housing units was a detailed and complex process..
The final list of recommended sites took into account objective  suitability criteria and informed objective known
site and location hazards.
Sites approved for Overlay Districts will be granted intense densities in perpetuity , not granted just  to any present
owners expressed development intents.

Site 100 , 66  Marion Avenue , a parcel that would allow a minimum of 12  and grant 16+ new units as an
Opportunity Site (49 u/pa), has been Removed for good cause in the Final Recommendation from the Planning
Commission.
Removal of a bad or dangerous  site is appropriate and responsible  at any point in the process prior to Adoption.

For the Record , Below are the Site 100 Risks in support of Removal for High Intensity Rezoning  :

1.Creek Limitations and Risks
 Site 100 is bisected by a GGNRA Creek with 40 foot setbacks limiting development of this Site. Hydrologic
impacts of the Creek on this Site are unknown.It was the only draft site with such issues.

2. Mudslide Risk on Marion Avenue at the Site
During the most recent CC Meeting of 1/24/23, 66 Marion Avenue was highlighted by Director McGowan as a
known Mudslide Hot Spot. Hecht Road runs parallel to this portion of Marion Ave  is raveling .
 Stormwater Runoff Video of the GGNRA Creek and Hecht Road Hillside above and onto Site 100 was provided to
the CC , PC and DPW.  DPW responsibly monitored this portion of Marion Avenue during the recent slides. 
Geologic and Mudslide mapping is finally anticipated that will assess the ROW and constant hillside erosion along
this portion of Marion Avenue.
Soil instabilities in the GGNRA above Site 100 from Stormwater runoff and the creekbed also require a thorough
analysis. CC has injected urgency in assessing and addressing Mudslide Hazards and
pursuing a future Landslide Ordinance. ( Thank you )  This is the wrong location to rezone for 49 u/pa.

3. Dangerous Dead End Streets 
Marion Avenue and its extension,South Street are narrow, steep Dead end streets in a High Fire Zone with no
turnouts or turnarounds. Both streets meet the definition of Hazardous Streets by current Cal Fire 2019
Definitions. Emergency vehicle access is very restrictive and inadequate to handle potential disaster response. This
is the wrong location to rezone to 49 u/pa.

4. Slope Constraints of Site 100  - Site 100 is a 50 degree slope. The Sausalito General Plan recommends the
adoption of a Hillside Ordinance to strengthen building requirements on slopes of 30 degrees or greater.
 The preliminary ODDS also directs minimizing the development footprint on steep sites. . Steep sloped parcels
attempting to incorporate 49 u/pa densities are likely to be unfeasible as objective standards evolve.

5. Water Deficiency for Fire Suppression
The Sausalito 2021 General Plan identifies only 2 small areas in Sausalito with Water Deficiency in Section 7 -
Health, Safety and Community Resilience.
( Sausalito 2021 GP -  Page 271: Policy HS-1.3 Fire Safety , Program HS-1.3.10 Water Deficient Areas and Figure
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7-8. Page 295)
This area of Marion Avenue is Water Deficient. No plan has been developed to correct the fire suppression
Water supply deficiency. Densities of 49 u/pa pose an unacceptable risk with existing deficient fire suppression

6. Insufficient Infrastructure Access
Site 100 does not have direct sewer access to accommodate Multi Family High Density Development. ( See HE
Infrastructure Sewage Maps )

If the owner desires, 66 Marion Avenue has the potential to develop under existing zoning as an underutilized site. 

Thank you most sincerely,

Pamela McNickle



From: sue currier
To: City Clerk; Brandon Phipps; Melissa Blaustein; J Kellman; Jill Hoffman; Ian Sobieski; Joan Cox; Planning

Commission
Subject: Support of Planning Commission Site and Program Recommendations
Date: Friday, January 27, 2023 3:15:46 PM

We are writing to express our support for the efforts of the Planning Commission for the thorough,
well-researched, and thoughtful recommendations to the City Council for the sixth cycle Housing
Element. 

After two years of development, the final draft reflects objective suitability for the 724 new housing
units.  

Thank you

Sue & Ken Currier                                                                                                                                     564
Sausalito Blvd
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From: j Fraser
To: City Clerk
Cc: j Fraser
Subject: HOUSING ELEMENT QUESTION/COMMENT
Date: Friday, January 27, 2023 3:57:00 PM

1.  EXACTLY how much state money does Sausalito receive if we comply with the current
housing element?

2.  EXACTLY how is the Compliance Money Sausalito receives distributed?

3.  What strings are attached, if any, to the Compliance Money.

4.  When does Sausalito receive the Compliance Money?

5.  Does Sausalito REALLY need this Compliance Money?  Why?  Do the council members
have varying individual thoughts on this?

Thank you so much.

Judy Fraser
53 Central Avenue
Sausalito
415-332-3002
415-332-2421
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From: Nicole Schaefer
To: City Clerk; Brandon Phipps; Melissa Blaustein; Janelle Kellman; Jill Hoffman; Ian Sobieski; Joan Cox; Planning

Commission
Subject: Support for Planning Commission recommendations
Date: Friday, January 27, 2023 5:46:23 PM

Hello all, 

I fully support the Planning Commission's recommendations for the Sixth Cycle Housing
Element.  The Planning Commission's recommendations are thoroughly vetted and present a
workable and sustainable solution to a very challenging problem. 

Regards, 

Nicole Schaefer
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From: Joe Garma
To: City Council; Planning Commission; City Clerk
Subject: I am endorsing the planning commission"s housing element recommendations
Date: Friday, January 27, 2023 6:41:54 PM

Greetings.

As a long-time Sausalito resident, I email you in support of the Planning Commission’s housing element
recommendations in its entirely, and encourage the City Counsel to accept said recommendations, particularly that
the City Hall property be removed from the “opportunity sites”.

Thank you for your consideration.

Joe Garma
527 Olive St.
Sausalito
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From: Sue Stephenson
To: City Clerk; Planning Commission; City Council
Subject: In support of housing element decisions!
Date: Friday, January 27, 2023 6:46:16 PM

Dear city council members, city clerk, et al,

I just read of several decisions with regards to the housing element in Sausalito Currents. I am heartened by them, in
particular the decision to remove City Hall parking lot! As a long-time resident of Sausalito, you have my full
support and applause. Thank you!

Sue Stephenson
403 Bonita
Sent from my iPad
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From: Lori S
To: City Council; Planning Commission; City Clerk
Subject: Housing Element
Date: Friday, January 27, 2023 7:17:31 PM

Dear council members

I have read that the City Hall has been removed from the list of possible sites.   I am so greatly relieved that
Sausalito will preserve our civic heart and community gathering place.

Thank you so much for your efforts in working on this for the benefit of all
Lori
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From: Elaina Hontalas
To: City Council
Subject: Supporting the planning commission’s housing element recommendations
Date: Saturday, January 28, 2023 8:05:02 AM

Hello,
As a resident of Sausalito I wanted to share that I endorse the plan and ask City Counsel to take all the Planning
Commission  recommendations into account by Monday.

Thank you,
Elaina
Sent from Elaina's iPhone
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From: Steven Hammersly
To: City Council; Planning Commission; City Clerk
Subject: Housing Element Recommendations
Date: Saturday, January 28, 2023 10:18:46 AM

To Whom it May Concern:

As a Sausalito resident, I support the housing element recommendations put forward by the
Planning Commission and encourage the City Counsel to accept those recommendations as
approved. I believe the sites selected by the Commission represent, in toto, the best set of
alternatives among the many under consideration.

Thank you for including the views of the citizenry in your deliberations—we know this has
been a challenging process and I hope the Council respects the long and arduous work the
Commission has done in developing its recommendations.

Steven Hammersly
527 Olive St.
Sausalito
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From: lito brindle
To: City Clerk
Subject: housing element public comments
Date: Saturday, January 28, 2023 12:36:34 PM
Attachments: housing element eir public comments, 1-19-2023.docx

“Every day 10 people die on California’s transportation system.”
 
That quote is from Caltrans’ OWN website.  That is a HIGHER rate of death than US servicemen in
Vietnam.
 
For “the State” to mandate that Sausalito – and, indeed, the entire Bay region and, presumably,
beyond – arbitrarily shoehorn more people in, irrespective of where they may work, and whether or
not they have anything to do with the geography into which they are being shoehorned, would seem
to merit review in an Environmental Impact Report prompted by that mandate.  Such a mandate will
inevitably lead to YET MORE needless traffic deaths.
 
I would suggest that a better mandate from the State to “communities” might be:  “You SHALL
house your own essential workers.”  Because if a particular geography, a particular municipality, a
particular “community” does NOT house its own essential workers – the workers without whom, BY
DEFINITION, that “community” cannot function, then it is dumping its lethal, toxic, obnoxious traffic
out into the region.  It makes the roads, California’s “tragic commons,” more dangerous for ALL of
us, but in particular it makes second class citizens out of the essential workers who serve our
“communities,” usually five days out of seven, and then have to take to those lethal roads to
commute further and further to the region’s hinterlands – commutes that ALL OF US SUBSIDIZE, to
the tune of trillions of dollars.
 
It is well within living memory that municipalities dumped their raw sewage out into the waterways
of the US.  That practice did not stop until “the State” said, “You SHALL treat your sewage.”  It seems
well past the moment for the State to say, “You SHALL treat your traffic.”  The best way to do that, I
would suggest, would be to require “Traffic Obviating Infrastructure” (TOI) in the form of “Zip Code
Village Housing” (ZVH) instead of arbitrary RHNA growth –that is to say, low-cost housing that is
available EXCLUSIVELY to essential workers who serve the zip code in which the TOI/ZVH is located. 
Imagine the region organized into Zip Code Villages.  Each full time essential worker housed in the
zip code that he or she serves represents a de facto EXPANSION of transportation infrastructure, in
that it removes ten trips a week from transit, or, more often, roads.  I’m suggesting that we change
our minds slightly about the definition of “infrastructure” and “transportation,” that our first
thought should be:  How can we OBVIATE movement?  Notions of transit, of transportation, of
infrastructure MUST begin with ZVH, if millions and millions of us are going to share this finite
geography.  You will NEVER achieve “Vision Zero” without ZVH. 
 
One or both of the buildings at the Marina Office Plaza in the Marinship, for example, might be
repurposed as Zip Code Village Housing.  I think you would find that opposition to housing in the
Marinship would evaporate if it was dedicated ZVH, and indeed ZVH seems more appropriate for
that storied tract than banks or offices.  We have the Marinship to haggle over at all because a
previous generation did not TEMPORIZE in the face of an existential threat – do we have the
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Low cost ZVH would also mean that essential workers get to keep more of their paychecks, that THEY would get to save, and invest, and, importantly, spend, in their own communities, as they once did, not so long ago and well within living memory.  All that these out of control housing costs represent is that working people have to sign more and more of their meager incomes over to Wall Street to cover either their or their landlords’ mortgages.  Where did the “missing middle” go?  Follow the money, as they say.



Meanwhile, I hope this study will include the compiling of “commute maps.”  Who are Sausalito’s essential workers (the Governor’s office published a comprehensive list of which workers are essential during the early days of the pandemic shutdown), and what does their current commute map look like?  Shrinking that map, I would argue, ought to be the goal of this housing update.  Otherwise, we might as well come out and state that we are content for our essential workers to be second class citizens, and call ourselves a sundown town.
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From: Steve Gertz
To: City Council
Subject: Planning Commission Proposed Housing Sites
Date: Saturday, January 28, 2023 3:35:17 PM

City of Sausalito, 

As part of the HEAC process, we would like to add our support for the housing element
recommendations put forward by the Planning Commission last week and urge the City to
accept their recommendations. The selection of sites chosen by Planning represent, we
believe, the optimum locations among those being considered.

We also acknowledge the heavy lifting the commission has done in getting to this point and
applaud their time and efforts to reach a viable plan. 

Regards,

Stephen & Lauren Gertz 
111 Prospect Ave
Sausalito
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From: Kim Stoddard
To: City Clerk
Subject: 66 Marion Ave. Property Owner"s comments
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 9:04:04 AM
Attachments: Screen Shot 2023-01-29 at 8.19.48 AM.png

Re: Property Owners Support for Site 100 at 66 Marion Ave. for Housing Element Rezoning 

 

Dear Sausalito City Council Members:

 

I am the owner and current resident of 66 Marion Ave. My home was originally designated as an underutilized lot by the Consulting Firm working on the Housing Element Update and was listed as an opportunity site for re-development. After much thought, I responded, “YES” to the City questionnaire regarding interest in re-development of my lot for a number of reasons.

 

66 Marion is a third of an acre consisting of an older 2000 square foot home built in the 50’s and clearly outdated.  Eventually, 66 Marion will be re-developed. Currently, under existing zoning (R2-2.5) there are limited options for any type of housing other than a very large single-family home with an ADU or duplex.  If 66 Marion Ave. were  rezoned to allow for more flexibility, the lot could be better utilized for in-scale and congruent development, such as a limited number of reasonably sized townhomes that would provide harmony with the surrounding neighborhood and offer more
affordable housing opportunities for the community.

Benefits of re-development of 66 Marion Ave. for more reasonably sized affordable housing options:

* 1/3 acre (14520 sq. feet lot) 

* Extensive lot frontage along Marion Ave. for reasonably sized townhomes at street level (2 car) parking pads for each unit - no off street parking required

 

* Ample visibility at corner (with current bushes removed) for traffic ingress and egress

 

* Fire hydrant directly across the street - fire department has confirmed that there is adequate water hydrant incase of fire

 

* Large flat area on lot for development 

* Reasonably sized townhomes could be built if re-zoned which would offer more affordable housing for the community 

* This is the only lot being considered for rezoning in the residential south end of town

Consider, for example, what happened with the two homes recently built next door to my lot at 60-62 Marion Ave. that were designed by Peter McGuire and his wife Pamela McNickle. These property owners were able to maximize density and return on their investment by splitting an 8179 square foot lot and building two homes, significantly larger than any existing homes in the neighborhood totaling 5790 sq. ft., 4 stories high and selling for 2.5 million each.  Currently, only 1 person per home resides in each residence.  This did nothing to help the need for more affordable housing for local small business owners,
fire fighters, schoolteachers and others. Furthmore, the two homes are completely out of scale with the surrounding neighborhood and tower over homes on the hillside below. This is the kind of development we don’t need! 

Due to the recent development of the two SFR homes next door at 60-62 Marion Ave. the city has already assessed the landslide, traffic & fire risk in the area and was satisfied with the results and approved the development. Any objects regarding improvement of 66 Marion Ave. have already been heard by the city and were not considered to be of concern when the two homes next door were approved and built. 

In summary, although I am not a proponent for massive re-development of the R2 – 2.5 neighborhoods, I believe it should be considered on a case-by-case basis.  By limiting the existing zoning of 66 Marion Ave. to the current standards the opportunity will be lost to allow for more flexibility in options for re-development, thus offering a possible better option for the type and size of housing that would compliment the neighborhood and provide more affordable housing for the City of Sausalito. I urge the City Council to keep 66 Marion Ave part of the Housing Element Site location.

Thank you for your consideration,

 

Kim Stoddard

PHOTO OF 66 MARION AVE.

EXTENSIVE FRONTAGE FOR PARKING PADS & OFFSTREET PARKING - BUSHES NEED TO BE REMOVED

14520 SQ. FT. LOT WITH STREET FRONTAGE ON TWO SIDES OF LOT - EXISTING SMALL HOME - UNDER UTILIZED LOT
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From: Kira Kwan
To: Housing Element Advisory Committee; City Council
Subject: Support of Planning Commission Site and Program Recommendations
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 10:58:25 AM

We are writing to express support for the efforts of the Planning Commission for the thorough, well-researched and
thoughtful recommendations to the City Council for the sixth cycle Housing Element.

We commend the Planning Commission for listening to the public and removing our beloved city hall site.

We feel that the final draft is reflects objectively suitable options for the 724 new housing units.

Thank you.

Regards,
Kira and Daniel Cohen

Sent from my iPhone
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From: marniewilsonrn@gmail.com
To: City Clerk
Subject: Housing site at MLK tennis courts?
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 1:23:10 PM

Hello,
I recently heard the city plans to allocate the MLK tennis courts as a housing site. Firstly I would like to confirm this
is true. Secondly, I would like to add my input that I strongly oppose this site. The MLK grounds are a valued asset
to our community. These are not forgotten tennis courts that no one uses.  On any given day you will see the courts
bustling with people. My girls attend LFSF at MLK and we use all of the resources the MLK site has to offer.  It
truly is a community hub. It continually disappoints me that city council, at the expense of the citizens of Sausalito,
won’t fight the draconian housing rules set in Sacramento. To think the city plans to give up valued assets in the
community for housing that isn’t even guaranteed to be low-income or allocated to those who need it most is
absolutely bewildering to me. Please, members of city council, take the long view and realize every open space and
park we give up will be gone forever and the beauty of our community will continue to crumble.

Thank you,
Marnie Wilson
625 Locust Street

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Sam Penrose
To: City Clerk; J Kellman - Planning Commission Chair; Ian Sobieski; Melissa Blaustein; Jill Hoffman; Joan Cox
Subject: Please implement the housing element as-is
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 1:37:47 PM

Dear Sausalito Councilmembers—

Please do not edit down the Housing Element. Please adopt it as-is. Please support more
housing of all kinds in Sausalito. Please stop giving the people who got here first a veto over
new neighbors. Please acknowledge that your wealth and quality of life comes from being part
of the Bay Area, not in opposition to it. Bodega Bay, Petaluma, Vallejo, and Crescent City are
lovely places, but there is a reason you chose to live 20 minutes from downtown SF.

Please welcome new neighbors!

Thank you
Sam Penrose
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From: Working Waterfront
To: City Council; City Clerk; Brandon Phipps
Subject: Fwd: Open Letter to City Council, forwarded to Planning Commission
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 1:53:49 PM
Attachments: image.png

Dear City Council,
The following Open Letter contains a portion of the signatures and comments that were collected.  Others will be presented separately.. We request the
removal of RHNA inventory sites in the Marinship that are south of Harbor Drive.    We do not oppose sites north of Harbor Drive along Bridgeway.
There are 278 signatures. 220 are from Sausalito, 58 are from neighboring zip codes.
Thank you
Sausalito Working Waterfront Coalition

Please Help, Don't Hurt the Marinship
We, the undersigned, strongly endorse a long-term plan to secure and expand Sausalito’s working waterfront as a designated Maritime, Arts
and Industrial District.
We believe Sausalito should support its Blue Economy with living-wages and with sustainable STEM jobs in the maritime and ocean
technology sectors. Light industry and fabrication should be protected and expanded to diversify Sausalito's economy.  Zoning changes are
being considered that threaten ALL of Sausalito by destroying valuable jobs, pushing out essential maritime services, reducing tax revenues,
displacing innovators, artists, fabricators, and educators - while increasing traffic congestion.
 
 We support affordable senior and workforce housing in an appropriate Marinship location that won’t harm the industrial working waterfront.
Housing placed near boatyards and workshops will inevitably generate complaints, conflicts and lawsuits over noise, dust, fumes, lighting and
24/7 operations. Long after the developers are gone, the legal liabilities will transfer to Sausalito’s taxpayers.  These conflicts can be avoided
with smart planning that locates housing away from the boatyards, related industrial and adjacent parcels.  
Sincerely,

First Name Last Name Zip Code Additional Comments
1 Marianna Leuschel 94965
2 Lars Jensen 94965 I live in Sausalito. Keep the Marinship vital! Don’t make it a dumping ground for Sausalito’s housing

requirements.
3 Anne Komer 94965 We need to save this unique, revenue-generating, job producing resource. Keep Sausalito from being

nothing more than housing for rich people and souvenir shops for tourists.
4 Paula Blake 94960 Marinship is a valuable contributor to the Sausalito tourist industry, as well as financial contributor.

Housing is not as critical as the working waterfront.
5 jacob lalezari 94965 There is not reason to destroy the essence of Sausalito to build more condos.
6 Alison Johnston 94965
7 Edo Castro 94965
8 Catherine Lyons Labate 94965 Keeping a Working Waterfront is crucial to Sausalito 's future. Especially to all of us who live in

houseboats, (a major tourist attraction  for Sausalito.)
9 Amy Lipner 94965

10 Imran Khan 94965
11 Robyn Torres 94956 Keep Sausalito real, and for the people who call it home and make their livelihoods here.  Thank you.

12 Blaze Nash 94965 Keep Sausalito Salty
13 ginger cassady 94965
14 Peter Teague 94965 The Marinship is a treasure - please take the time to understand it before making any moves that could

place it in jeopardy
15 Megan Dixon 94965
16 David Johnson 94965 Home owner and business owner (Davey Jones Deli)

 PLEASE DO NOT CHANGE ZONING IN THE MARINSHIP!!!

People love this town because WE WORK WITH OUR HANDS. You turn this into some developer dream
BS and we’re out.  You’ll reap what you sow.  Protect the makers, not the bankers.

17 Paula Morris 94965
18 Tre Balchowsky 94965
19 Albert Strietmann 94965
20 Isabelle Ellingson 94965

mailto:sausalitoworkingwaterfront@gmail.com
mailto:citycouncil@sausalito.gov
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov
mailto:bphipps@sausalito.gov



21 Carolyn LeCoque 94965
22 Julie Durbin 94965
23 Samantha Fazio 94965 As a maritime insurance broker, with our office located in Sausalito, I cannot say enough how important

our working waterfront is. If you look at the history of working waterfronts all over our country that
have undergone similar proposals, you can easily see how destructive it is to more than just the local
community, but also to all of those who benefit from the waterfront industries. Think, technology,
transportation, local fire & police, trade groups & how they teach our community children, local job
opportunities, taxpayers in these industries that help support our communities' schools &
infrastructure. On our side of things, in maritime insurance, we are seeing more & more the devastation
that forcing working waterfronts out for big business investors to swoop in has demolished entire
communities around our country. Please do not allow one of our most successful & one of the very few
working waterfronts left be destroyed. There must be a way to work TOGETHER to solve the issued at
hand without destroying a community & its surrounding areas. We cannot go backwards once that has
happened. Please feel free to reach out to me if you would like to discuss what we have seen in other
areas with similar situations. We must preserve this amazing place for all of our futures!

24 Terrie Rasmussen 94965
25 Natasha Kimmell 94965
26 Jennifer Gennari 94965 Housing should also take into account sea levels rise.
27 Heather Frentzen 94965 This community should be highlighted. It’s a hidden gem which all can enjoy, observe and learn from

given the opportunity.
28 Linda Meyer 94965
29 Gavin Smith 94965 The working waterfront is Sausalito’s history, uniqueness and soul. To sell it off would be a travesty.

30 Cory Pohley 94965
31 Gary Diedrichs 94965
32 Kristine Barrett 94965
33 Thomas Omohundro 94965 As a maritime industry employee I feel the Marinship community should remain as such, a place for

maritime activities to be maintained.
34 James T Linderman 94901
35 George Stubbs 94965
36 Kelly English 94965
37 susan neri 94965 The loss or restriction of the Working Waterfront will directly impact the Houseboat community, which

brings tourism from around the world to Sausalito. We rely on being able to haul our boats out there,
not to mention all the pleasure craft in the Sausalito Marinas who need the services as well. This tiny
piece of waterfront land is historically and currently as important to the vibrance and individuality 
Sausalito has been proud of throughout its existence. Please do not be short-sighted when thinking
about income  for Sausalito. If anything, consider WHY people have wanted to visit and live here
through the years. It is certainly NOT because they are hoping to see condos on the shoreline or hum-
drum office space as they tour the waterfront.

38 Kelley Martel 94965
39 Sidney Tarlow 94965
40 Diana cohn 94965
41 Christine Fox 94965
42 John Ryan 94965 A long-time resident of the floating homes, a professional, a multi-decade resident of Marin County, I

beg that we not turn Sausalito into a drab suburb that rejects its own resources and its own history.

43 Bruce Thomas 94965
44 Sydney Mintz 94965
45 Melissa Pergerson 94965
46 William Greif 94965
47 Annette Jensen 94965
48 K. Melanie Hamburger 94965 I live on the waterfront and support this initiative as a resident!
49 Tracey Kessler 94965
50 Leslie Castro-Woodhouse 94965
51 David Pangaro 94965
52 Ona Schissel 94965 The working waterfront is a vital and historic area that houses many maritime and other businesses!

Stop gentrification and support History!
53 John Arndt 94960
54 Neil Weinstein 94965
55 Kathleen Roberts 94965
56 Pat Zuch 95965
57 Jane Dirkes 94965
58 Chris Monti 94965
59 Kellee Adams 94965
60 Mickey Allison 94965
61 Vincent Ciolino 94965
62 Jane Hook 94965
63 Kim McClure 94965
64 Brendan Huffman 90292 My family has leased a slip in Sausalito for 15+ years. We visit regularly to sail and spend time in



Sausalito. We always take our business to the local boat mechanic, sailmaker, canvas maker and
hardware store. And we love eating at the local restaurants and shopping at the local markets and
stores. Please protect these middle class jobs and the unique blue collar culture of Sausalito. We love it!

65 Susan Woodrum 94965 Let's make sensible decisions for a sustainable future.
66 Jill Powell 94904
67 Galen Licht 94965
68 FRED HUFFMAN 90049 Please, I beg you,  don't sellout all the  small business tenants and permanently alter the area called

Marine Ship. Don’t ruin the Sausalito we love.
Don’t ruin the productive and charming diversity of our community. Fix up the infrastructure to sqve the
area from flooding, etc, but, otherwise, leave is as is.

69 Lise Ciolino 94965
70 Cynthia Wagner 94965
71 Shelby and Peter Van Meter 94965
72 Shelby and Peter Van Meter 94965
73 Shawn Mercer 94965
74 Alain Poulenard 94965
75 Kay Carlson 94965 I have had a studio in the marinship for 30 years and see the long term value to Marin and its culture of

having a thriving working waterfront. A Sausalito Center for the Arts is opening this year, which will
unite the town as a cultural resource.

76 Monica Grant 94965 Much of Sausalito's economy stems from the working waterfront. To replace this area with housing will
limit the opportunities for gainful employment, innovation, and education. It will also cause more
pressure on Sausalito's limited infrastructure, roads and parking. Give us something to work with. Please
don't turn Sausalito into an even higher priced residential area of no substance or support.

77 Kay Mitzel 94965
78 Michele Harris 94965
79 Liz Brott 94965
80 William P Fisher Jr 94965 Just saw the film at Sausalito library. Very well done except for the music. Big questions are why you’re

not pushing for status as a research park and how on earth there could be so much education going on
with no overt programs for workforce development. Hasn’t anyone heard of the STEM ecosystems? 
Why are not all of those included in the film involved in this longstanding and highly reputable
international project?  See:
https://stemecosystems.org/ecosystem/bay-area-stem-ecosystem/

81 Alice Merrill 94966 This is our history from the past and into the future.  Keep Sausalito, what, Salty!
82 Lauri Flynn 94965 I appreciate the maritime history of Sausalito and the Marinship. I strongly support it being maintained

for maritime business, light industry and artists. It supports the economy and provides training for the
next generation of workers and innovators. Please spare it from development.

83 Nelson Teren 94965 I own the floating home located at !5 Yellow Ferry Dock, Sausalito
84 Marty Krasney 94965
85 Craig Merrilees 94965 We can protect good jobs, artists and entrepreneurs - along with housing where it makes sense.
86 John Dire 94965
87 Heather wilcoxon 94965 There are also  many fine artists who have studios in the Marinship. They  have been part of the rich

history of our town. Please protect their legacy by supporting the arts in Sausalito.
88 Samantha Renko 94965
89 David Maynard 94965
90 Jon Bradley 94965
91 Kimberly McClure 94965
92 Elly Gibbs 94965
93 Kaden Gibbs 94965
94 Kali Gibbs 94965
95 Wm Carey Chenoweth 98261
96 ANNETTE ROSEa 94901 Marinship is the heart of the town i love so much and served for 16 years on Council and Board of

Supervisors.  Protect our special place.
97 Carol Parkinson 94965
98 Cherie Sinclair 94965
99 Julian Gilbert 94965

100 Meredith McMurrah 94965
101 Tom Macey 94965 Our waterfront is the most important part of Sausalito
102 malinda macey 94965 Let's hope the money people lose!
103 Pamela Wayne Delizonna 94965 I am the founder of a Marine Insurance Brokerage  business in Sausalito that supports local marine

businesses. We pay business taxes - Marine Industry on the working waterfront is Sausalito!
104 John Walsham 94965
105 Larry Clinton 94965 The Floating Homes Community relies on many tradespeople based in Marinship.
106 alan olson 94965 Protect our water front!
107 Amy Wilhem 94965 I also support more mixed use in the Marinship.
108 Jeff Gossett 94965 Thank you for organizing this.
109 Frank Ostaseski 94965
110 Reason Bradley 94965
111 Laurie Tandy 94965

https://stemecosystems.org/ecosystem/bay-area-stem-ecosystem/


112 kellee Adams 94965 Thank you for your consideration.
113 deirdre slevin 94965
114 Catherine Cole 94941 Please figure out other alternatives to this housing mandate
115 Erika Parrino 94941 I am an artist at the ICB and find the entire Marinship area to be inspiring and so unique to Sausalito!

Please preserve the culture and businesses of the working waterfront!
116 Christopher Tellis 94965 Lived on the waterfront since 1953. Please keep it working.
117 RAND SIEGFRIED 94966
118 Christopher Chaffin 94941
119 Sam Abrahams 94920
120 Rebecca Lawther 94965 We don’t want gentrification in our already highly functioning, job manufacturing, innovative and tax

paying industrial community. It’s like throwing the baby out with the bath water! It makes much more
sense to find numerous empty lots of land throughout the whole of Sausalito, utilizing various
properties and not overpowering and ruining the impressive working waterfront.

121 Anna-Pia Slothower 94941 Dear Sausalito City Council - 
I would like to add my name to the long list of Sausalito supporters who would like to see the Active
Waterfront part of this city stay vibrant and full of creativity and innovation power. The fantastic spirit
that exists in this neighborhood can never be brought back once it gets diluted with mixed use of
housing in an overwhelming amount. Housing is of course necessary, but would strongly suggest it gets
planned outside of the waterfront and innovation hub that we now have in Sausalito. Why not embrace
this asset and make Sausalito get an even bigger brand of innovation hub? Support the innovators, build
innovation shop spaces, tech-shops, support the STEM education opportunities and Maritime internship
opportunities that are already in progress. Sausalito has so much to offer because of this active
industrial waterfront and ship building industry. It's buzzing with enterprises today - let it buzz even
louder and make this a strength for Sausalito!

122 Anna-Pia Slothower 94965 Hello Again - 
I sent a note earlier today, but without my return email. Can you please confirm you got my letter?
anna-pia@deapdesign.com
Many thanks - I look forward to attending the meeting tonight.
/Anna-Pia Slothower

123 Beth Rowe 94965
124 Alice Cochran 94901 The "working waterfront" of Sausalito is a treasure to keep.
125 Mark Bidgood 94952 I have enjoyed Marinship my whole life. From visiting the toy store on the beached ferryboat as a boy to

patronizing yacht support and dive shops now.
It has for the last 50 years been a place I have bicycled through and got to experience the unique
atmosphere.
If Marinship changes substantially it will ruin Sausalito.

126 Heather Richard 94965
127 Patricia Zuch 94965 These uses are vital to the vibrancy and solvency of our town.  Housing is important, but NOT to the

exclusion of every other meaningful feature of the place in which we live and work.
128 Donna Colson 94965
129 Andrew Mould 94965 I’m an owner of a tech-company that’s been headquartered in Sausalito for the last 25 years. My

company is located in the Marinship, and I walk through the historic shipways every week. I believe the
proposed housing around the Marinship area in general, and the shipways in particular, is completely
inappropriate.  It will displace much-needed light-industrial, marine, tech and arts institutions for the
sake of short term political and financial gain. Long-term the new residents will be incompatible with
what’s left of the old institutions – but at that point the power will have shifted and the institutions will
be forced out of business. Sausalito’s rich and unique maritime past will be gone, and the “salt” will
have left Sausalito.  

Please keep the housing development away from the Marinship – it just doesn’t belong.
130 Megan McCollum 94965
131 Carol Fusco 94965
132 Chris Monti 94965 I have written City Council and Advisory Committee.  There seems to be a disconnect.  The existing 

working waterfront properties should be fortified, not compromised out of existence.
133 Michael Muldoon 94965
134 Carolyn Ford 94965 What percentage of City income is generated by our maritime/light industry? DIVERSITY IS IMPORTANT!

135 Catherine Callahan 94015
136 John Stephens 94965
137 Guy Biederman 94965 Putting housing in this area is a terrible idea. To begin with, the street will not support it. Gate 5

becomes a parking lot at certain times for cars attempting to avoid Bridgeway because it has become a
parking lot for people avoiding 101 because it has become a parking lot . . . which means here on S., 40
Pier we sometimes can't even get out of our driveway. This is a safety, as well as a lifestyle issue.  If you
need more places to put housing, try the hill, the empty school, or just accept the limittions of a city of
7,000 people on a fairly narrow corridor of land. At the minimum, do your field work and stand on the
corner of Bridgeway and Gate 5 Rd. on a busy day and see for yourself. This housing idea is NOT what
your constiuients want.

138 Barbara Finnegan 94965
139 Stephen Dowler 94965
140 Laurie Monroe 94965

mailto:anna-pia@deapdesign.com


141 Stephen Olsson 94965
142 Susan White 89451
143 PETER TEAGUE 94965 Why are elected and appointed officials in Sausalito working to advance the interests of wealthy

developers, and not the craftspeople, workers and artists who are our greatest asset?
144 Rebecca Green 94941 Marin County resident, Tenant Marina Plaza Harbor, work and recreate in Sausalito
145 BettyAnn Kram 94965 Save our historical heritage and so many important jobs.
146 Elizabeth Brott 94965
147 Courtney Richardson 94930 Please save the waterfront.  I’m an engineer and trades and craftsmanship is slowly diminishing.  We

need a place for people to build and create so it can be passed on to the next generation.
148 Stefano Santo Sabato 94965
149 Paulette Blake 94960 We need boat repair facilities to stay! Very important to the SF Bay community.
150 Lynn Spiller 94965
151 Gigi Sims 94965 It's crucial for Sausalito to keep our maritime  and industrial services...and our artists, as well!  That's

what keeps Sausalito authentic, not just another touristy community with no soul.  There are much
more appropriate places for housing

152 Deana Zornow 94040
153 Susan Lindstrom 94941 As a Marin county and Sausalito and MV resident, please save this vital part of our community.
154 Robert Schultz 94941
155 Margaret Badger 93940
156 MILES Smith 94901 Please keep Sausalito’s working waterfront as a designated Maritime, Arts and Industrial District.
157 Debra Inman 94965 The current vote by the Sausalito city council is verging on a willingness to allow the destruction of the

livelihoods and necessary taxpaying businesses in the Sausalito Marinship community. There is an
apparent lack of real and well-considered focus on who and what matters to current and future citizens
of Sausalito and beyond.  Your votes as they stand are attempting to turn a blind eye to the destruction
of Sausalito/Marinship businesses that CURRENTLY PAY A VERY LARGE PORTION OF THE REVENUES
which Sausalito needs.
     It is a well-known fact that the Marinship does more than produce a large amount of revenue for
Sausalito’s coffers: It is also one of the very few remaining public maritime service centers on the entire
West Coast of the United States! The loss of the essential products/services of the Marinship would
create a dangerous vulnerablity to sailors of every size boat and ship, and their families because coastal
land/waters are costly.
     The current vote undermines COMMON SENSE in upholding the health and safety of Sausalito
current and proposed residents.  It is willing to develop needed housing on virtually uncleanable waters
over the bay’s bottom, at a proposed costing beyond known measure. This is unconscionable and would
permanently undermine the actual and fiscal health of our community generally.
     The council’s vote, instead of safeguarding the civic health and fiscal responsibility that the office
requires is holding itself out to be one that developers’ money can buy, FOR ALL TO SEE treating the
people here now as if disposable trash!  The shame of creating a ruined Sausalito by destroying the
Marinship AND the practically guaranteed losses of necessary and required community funds by future
law suits to remediate the health of the bay, it’s peoples, and it’s wildlife, will be AN UNFIXABLE and
COSTLY LEGACY.
     Council members, turn your votes around and rethink the problem that the California legislature has
presented for housing by find a solution that upholds the strongly established revenues from the
venerable Marinship, and brings sustainability, common sense, and positive fiscal responsibility, to all
the citizens of Sausalito, California, and beyond.
Respectfully,
Debra J. Inman

158 Kim Maynard 94965
159 Julieta Gismondi 94965
160 Jack Walker 94965
161 Moira Conzelman 94965 A working waterfront is not the place to put any kind of housing.  I vehemently oppose this idea.  I

suggest "we" as a community look at other locations more suitable for residential housing.
162 Pamela Wayne 94965 I am a marine insurance broker in Sausalito, many of my clients are in the marinship. This community is

rich in maritime history and supports the larger bay areas marine industry bringing revenue to Sausalito!
Do not let our working waterfront become residential - Sausalito is and has always been salty and a
working waterfront that can never be replaced. The San Francisco Fireboat’s are repaired here, and
where will all the boats in the marinas go to be hauled and repaired? All that money will go to
Richmond. I am just sick that people that have no clue what we have here on our waterfront are making
decisions that will change our world.

163 kathy White 94965 Saving the waterfront saves Sausalito!
164 Debbie Ford-Scriba 94965 I feel strongly about this issue. Thank you for your close attention to this letter.
165 Jean Magistrale 94965
166 Janeane Moody 94966
167 Marty Krasney 94965 As a Sausalito homeowner on Santa Rosa Avenue for close to forty years, I am writing to express my

profound dismay at the recent misguided vote in favor of rezoning the parcels adjacent to Arques
Boatyard to permit the development there of expensive and intrusive speculative residential housing,
when there are numerous other local sites that will not, as this option does, imperil and probably
terminate our community's venerable and irreplaceable working waterfront.  The educational and
employment value of the working waterfront is an intrinsic, distinctive and invaluable feature of
Sausalito, and helps keep us from being little more than another pretty, prosperous and insipid
commuter town.  Jobs, skills, community cohesion and character are at stake in this decision, which flies



in the face of climate, sea-rise and toxic-remediation realities.  

I profoundly hope that you will reconsider this thoroughly awful decision.  We and you can do better.

Sincerely, 
Marty Krasney
122 Santa Rosa Avenue
415-717-7661

168 matt klein 94080 One of my main concerns along with those addressed above is the 30 day maximum leasing for some of
the properties within the Marinship. in particular the former Aqua Maison site run by the late Ian
Moody. It is not possible to form a viable replacement for that business with such a short term lease and
no extension guarantee. There have been many advancements in concrete hull construction. among
these are the use of crystalline additives https://www.xypex.com/ and basalt fiber FRP
reinforcementhttps://basaltreinforcedcomposites.com/products/?
msclkid=164a567ecd8b1671a91834049b4af686&utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campai
for sail, motor and stationary concrete hulls. Leasing polices  for properties in the Marinship by property
owners must be policies that allow sustained manufacturing

169 NELSON TEREN 94965
170 John Schlag 94965 We’re unique. Please let’s keep it that way.
171 Laurie Fossier-Mills 94965 No zoning changes on waterfront please!
172 Janell Pekkain 94965
173 Bill smith 94066
174 Andrew Pope 94966 Rushing into compliance with a state housing mandate could forever alter the Marinship working

community that has grown for generations.    We should enshrine the light industry that flourishes
here,  we do not want an economy based on tourism and the wealthy.
Please do not build housing in the MARINSHIP.

175 Dennis Bayer 94965 Save Sausalito's working waterfront!We need a working waterfront!
176 Sandra Bushmaker 94965 This is a very serious movement  that must be stopped. Too many working waterfronts have been shut

down using the City Council majority plan on the drawing board. Who is going to service the marine
vessels in our area?  And who is going to fund litigation for placing housing next to an industrial area? 
Didn't we learn anything from Bayview Hunters Point, Treasure Island and Alameda?

177 Pamela Terry 94965
178 Eugenia Silveira 94965
179 Kendall Finnegan 94965 keep sausalito salty
180 John & Suzan, McQuitty 94965
181 Jacqueline Amrikhas, J.D. C.P.A 94965 I stopped the development of BaySide School 15 years year ago. I can stop this as well.
182 Ellen Fusco 94965
183 Barbi Reed 94965 Floating home Yellow Ferry Dock - let's continue to celebrate and preserve for future generations 

Sausalito's Working Waterfront
184 John Finnegan 94965
185 Lawrence Litvak 94941 I am involved in the Sausalito working waterfront as both a traditional wooden boat builder and the

purchaser of many services and products from Sausalito merchants and businesses.
186 Alex Friedman 94941 Sausalito has unique attributes..please protect and support the Marinship zoning. With thoughtful

planning it could be a tourist draw and add to the town’s attractions. Do not let greed turn the town
into another bedroom suburb.

187 Hoss Ward 94608 I have an historic Ferryboat that was built in 1941. Due to the size of the boat the only place I can haul
out is Bayside Boatworks.
It is very important to keep the boatyard in Sausalito to perverse these boats.

188 Anton Hottner 94965 I am working in the maritime trades and my lively hood would be directly affected by any zone changes.
Support the marine industries, don't destroy them. People need these services

189 Marc Green 94965 Please do not be a destroyer of value and tradition. Our waterfront is a highly valued asset that not only
deserves to be protected but also made a historical landmark. It is part of Sausalito's soul.  Rezoning is
an act of canceling history. Those who vote are not proud of Sausalito’s past and dance to the tune of
money.

190 Elaine West 94965
191 Kristina Academia 94965 Our community depends on these maritime and industrial services.  I am in support of the focus more

on public-owned parcels to ensure we have more affordable housing for our local workforce and
seniors.

192 Sue King 94965 The development plans for our working waterfront have seemed like a perverse effort to sabotage one
of the most important parts of our town from the time I first heard of it. The longer it is being pushed by
a very few, the more obvious it becomes that it is a selfish attempt by a few property owners to
capitalize on our City Housing Mandate and “make hay while the sun shines”, while ignoring what a
destructive idea it actually is. This is the only sustainable business district in the town which keeps all the
rest afloat.  We ignore it our peril!! There goes the serious, profitable, productive engine of Sausalito.

193 Linda Hammond 94965
194 Barbara Geisler 94965
195 Melissa Bialla 94965

https://www.xypex.com/
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196 George Shea 94930 I arrived in Sausalito in early 1961.  Since my Marine Corps discharge I have berthed my boats and have
lived aboard and ashore in properties we owned.  I have been very involved in the waterfront over the
years and have many stories to tell.  Unfortunately what made Sausalito such an interesting place is
slowly being whittled away to make room for development.  I have been a member of the Sausalito
Yacht Club for nearly 25 years, and before that raced Yacht Club boats.  I am an avid wooden and small
boat worker, recently helped Spaulding build 6 Bay Pelicans which will be available to the public and
more importantly used by the summer campers.  I read dozens of magazines that describe exciting
boating events all over the United States, and wonderful museums that keep the history of these places
alive.  Yet Sausalito has no boat museum.  And the little boat activity is hidden away.  A few days ago I
was sitting outside the bookstore and was approached by a number of walking tourists wanting to know
where the secret cool places were.  I told them about the wonderful paths and stairs up in the hills and
the great architecture and gave them info about the houseboats.  I can tell you were Sausalito to really
take advantage of its maritime history, you would see happy people learning and enjoying the treasure
that Sausalito could be.  Please please please protect protect protect and bring back what we once had. 
Don't let reinvent what is left of the waterfront.  If you let me I can bring you magazines that illustrate
all the wonderful boating stuff going on all over the United States.  Why is it not happening here?

197 Amanda Hoehler 94965
198 Robert W. Sass 94965
199 jane and robb petty Petty 94965 We want variety not a plain vanilla waterfront where Sausalito looks like every other coastal town in

California.
Development does not create jobs.

200 Nancy Ilg 94965
201 Christopher Jones 94965 Respect Science.

Respect the environment.
Respect one another.

The working waterfront is an innovation hub for science and technology.

It is one of the last bastions of skilled maritime trades and craftsmen.

It is a community of striving, emerging and established artists.

It is a home to those who make Sausalito colorful, unique and thriving.

Do not pave paradise with a parking lot!  You will never get it back.
202 Richard Felker 94965 I support the preservation of the working waterfront at Marinship. It is a vital part of the city and

provides essential support to the maritime industry in Sausalito. Preservation of the working waterfront
is crucial for the city of Sausalito. Please don't dismiss the treasure that generates a lot of money and
prestige for the town.

203 Jeff Polick 94941
204 Rae Hurley 94965
205 Robb Petty 94965 Please consider not changing the zoning laws of our Sausalito Waterfront. Luxury housing is not a need

for our community and does not produce any income on a steady basis other than the initial income
from selling the property. The working Waterfront has a continuous income base. Moreover, it is the
livelihood of The Artisans and owners in the area. We need affordable housing, not luxury housing. We
don't need to have Sausalito be any more pretty than it is.

What this city needs is diversity, not only cultural and ethnic diversity, but economic diversity. Allowing
a change of zoning will cripple the little Industries within the waterfront.

206 Perry CHAPPANO 43212 I volunteer at the Arques School 6-9 months out of the year.  Keep Sausalito's heritage intact.
207 JUSTINE KAHN 94965 I will be voting for city officials who protect the working waterfront.
208 Tim Dabner 94506 I lived in Sausalito for 35 years & I know how important the working waterfront is to the culture.
209 Katy Kuhn 94941 If you really care about housing, and I do, what are the laws about Airbnb’s? Perhaps we should limit the

number or have none at all and create more rental properties. That said, I love new development. It’s
exciting it’s progressive and I’m not against development in general. Sausalito is awesome! I would love
to live there if I could afford it. But what’s more important is keeping our funky little waterfront a
working waterfront! Working working working! I am an artist at the (ICB) and I’ve been there for over 12
years. The rents go up up up. Pretty soon there won’t be any character left if it isn’t preserved.

210 Neil Gibbs 94965 Thank you
211 James T Linderman 94965
212 Olivia Smith 94965
213 Michan Graves 94965 It is incomprehensible and unconscionable that we would encroach upon and ultimately endanger our

working waterfront communities.
214 Elizabeth Raynor (Howes) 94965
215 Carla Ada 94965
216 Karina Hughes 94965
217 Susan Samols 94965
218 Sonja Hanson 94965 Thank you, SWWC, for your work on saving our Marinship.  It is not an “eyesore”, it is the soul of our

town. What soul we have left resides in the Marinship, not in the bright shiny objects being planned for



our downtown. 
Keep up the good work.   Sonja

219 Quinn Koster 94965
220 Amy Novesky 94965
221 Michael Samols 94965 Please preserve the industrial working waterfront
222 Cameron Colson 94965 Good news 

So hopeful logical and good decisions are being made to preserve your trust in innovation and that is
what the future holds if there are intelligent decision makers who are forward looking. 

Developers are doing no favors to the future of the industries that need space to make innovative ideas
into profit and jobs.

223 Mark Bower 94965
224 Tom Relyea 94965
225 Laura Koehler 94122 I live in SF but keep my boat at Clipper Yacht Harbor. Please keep the working waterfront! They are

disappearing throughout the country.

Thank you for your consideration.
Laura

226 Brian Scarth 94941 Marinship builds and sustains our community.  Condos do not.
227 Veronica Cargay 94965
228 Mackenzie Evans 94930 Save marinship save Sausalito and authenticity!
229 Simone Howard 94965
230 Lisa Evans 94947 We have to keep Sausalito’s working waterfront open, it’s imperative for the safety of our sea going

vessels to have prompt retrieval and repair capabilities.
231 Robert Keller 94920 Please preserve Sausalito’s century old working waterfront !
232 Michael Short 94965 By giving up the working waterfront the bay will have greater impact of travel of services, access to the

waterfront, and added stress of more traffic of residents.
233 David West 94965 Condos can go anywhere, recreational boating, a major industry, can ONLY be serviced on the

waterfront. Sausalito’s waterfront is essential to its place in the world. DON’T screw up the waterfront!

234 Peter Van Dine 94565
235 James Gabbert 94965 Marinship must be protected..2330 Marinship must NOT end up with residents as ity would mean the

end  of the last boat repair yard that can handle large boats
236 Tim Nousen 94965
237 anthony badger 93940 do not let the work of the Marinship Steering

Committee go to waste!!! Protect and expand the working waterfront and the artists.
238 Perry M CHAPPANO 43212
239 Gwynne Petersen 94965
240 Fay Rudio 94965 We have a history. Let’s preserve it
241 Dayna West 94965
242 Steve Wax 95472 I strongly support the campaign to protect the Marinship boat yard. The working artists and craftsman

in the ship yards are essential to the culture & attraction of Sausalito’s culture.

I grew up in Sausalito and have lived there three times since. I urge you to protect the character of the
waterfront and surrender to gentrification & PayPal billionaires.

243 Cameron Colson 94965
244 Sylvia Stompe 94930 I work and own a boat in the Marinship.
245 Che Covey 94965
246 Amanda H 94965
247 Mira Kanter 94965
248 Mary Ross 94941 As a member of the Sausalito Yacht Club and a frequent visitor to the Marinship area, I highly value the

historic and productive current use of the area. Please fully explore all other options before destroying
the working waterfront.

249 Ona Schissel- Kettmann 94965 This area is so valuable to the local community please don’t mar it up with unnecessary buildings
250 Annabelle Joy 94965
251 Jason Landis 94965 Save the industry that works on floating homes!  Revitalize marinship but ensure it is focused on marine

based businesses and artists
252 Keely Weiman 94117 A working waterfront is so very important. Please don’t let Sausalito become like Alameda!!!
253 Sarah Muchnick 94965
254 Philip Moyer 94965 ICB Studio 320
255 Agnieszka Trubacz 94965
256 Mary Crowley 94965
257 Catherine Amatruda 94965
258 Maral Boyadjian 94965
259 Michelle Orr 94965
260 Susan Shea 94965
261 Newcomb Barger 94901 All people running for governing positions in Sausalito are encouraged to see this important film.
262 Robert/Judith Haslam 94965
263 Leslie McLean 95482 I support the working waterfront.  This is the heart of Sausalito and one of the many reasons I moved

here.  This is not just a bedroom community- it is vital.



264 Marlene Starrett 94920
265 Gina Quinlan 94965 Excellent, award worthy documentary- THANK YOU!
266 Chandler Young 94965
267 hillair bell 94965
268 Y Miller 94941 I support the maintaining of our working waterfront harbor.
269 Bonnie MacGregor 94965 Keep Sausalito Beautiful and Salty!
270 Mary Crowley 94965 The Sausalito Waterfront is unique in so many ways. We need to preserve what is there now and let

good maritime activities and small industry flourish and grow. Yea for the Sausalito Working Waterfront
Coalition !  I am totally behind Sausalito's working waterfront !

271 Ralph Szur 94804
272 Steve Jones 94930 We have to fight developers again City never enforced Marinship DP so now we do it all again Sad
273 Christy Stein 94920
274 Jonas Edvardsson 94941
275 Adrian Dunne 94965
276 Brad Storm 33322
277 Sandra Williamson 94551



From: Jim Girardeau
To: City Clerk
Subject: Planning comission meeting Jan 30
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 2:12:17 PM

I am a resident of Sausalito at 927 Bridgeway. I would like to sign up to comment at the
meeting.
Thanks, Jim Girardeau 
512 560 0461

mailto:jwgirardeau@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: Lauren
To: City Clerk
Cc: City Council
Subject: Please preserve our working waterfront!
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 3:47:31 PM

Dear Mayor Blaustein and Council members,

I grew up in Sausalito and have been here 38 years, I care deeply about our working
waterfront. I support the need for housing where it makes the most sense, but not at the
expense of our town (we can only take in so many people, and when we must come up with
solutions, we should do it in a way that doesn’t jeopardize who we are and what makes our
town “salty”).

I received your email newsletter that there is an important meeting tomorrow to protect these
old shipways from housing developments. We have hardly any marine railways left on the
west coast; traditional wooden ships and the floating homes community - which isn’t
technically part of the city of Sausalito (tho they should be!) - is dependent on them for
maintenance. So unless you want to see floating homes towed across the bay to Alameda, this
is an important consequence to acknowledge. 

Zoning measures were put into place under Donlon Arques for maritime & light industrial use
to protect these critical areas that bring in millions in revenue a year and make our town
special, and I worry if we’re not careful we will allow Marinship to become a cheap solve for
complying with state housing mandates / for financial profit. We should be prioritizing the
revisioning/cleanup of the Arques property - along with the owners and incentivizing the
renters - to see how to best elevate out unique maritime industry & tradespeople vs
squandering it. 

I urge you to please vote to remove any residential sites from the heart of Marinship, south of
Harbor Drive. The future of our waterfront community is at stake with these decisions, and I
fully support keeping the zoning in place for how it was intended. 

Thank you in advance for prioritizing this issue, we cannot guarantee who will be in office
after you and it is our duty as a community to protect the Marinship and Sausalito’s Working
Waterfront; otherwise, housing pressure will encroach more and more and the heart of our
town’s identity will be lost forever. 

Thank you,
Lauren de Remer

mailto:lauren5984@yahoo.com
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From: Sandra Bushmaker
To: City Clerk; City Council; Planning Commission
Subject: Housing Element 2023--January 30, 2023 meeting
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 4:16:17 PM

Please attach to City Council Agenda of Jan 30, 2023.  Thank you.

Dear Council, Commissioners and Staff:

Thank you for your herculean effort in getting our 2023 Housing Element adopted by
the statutory deadline of January 31, 2023.  I appreciate all the efforts everyone done
who had the "nuts and bolts" job to finish the element. This included members of the
City Council, Planning Commission, staff and the public.  We have done this to
preserve the vestiges of local control on our town's planning and growth, our cultural
and historical significance.

In addition, I am writing this to once again express my support of housing in the North
Bridgeway area of the Marinship (north of Harbor Drive) where it makes sense and
oppose housing in the heart of the industrial, arts and maritime areas especially south
of Harbor Drive where it doesn't.  We have plenty of housing sites identified in the
Housing Element to satisfy Sacramento's mandates without threatening the
functioning ecosystem that is the Marinship.  This area provides goods and services
not found elsewhere along with significant revenues for the City.  Given the City's
fiscal burdens over the past four years, we must keep the fiscal channels open and
grow them.  In addition, putting housing in areas effected by toxins, sea level rise,
subsidence, freshwater incursion and liquifaction makes the industrial areas of the
Marinship unsuitable for housing, except for floating homes. Besides that, we have
over 2000 boats berthed in Sausalito that are in need of regular maritime
maintenance; mine is one of them.

As a long-term resident, former business owner in town and former two-term mayor
and council member, I have seen Sausalito's population stay steady the past four
decades, in large part due our the small size and topography of Sausalito that is
largely built out.  As a member of the City's Landslide Task force, I oppose building on
unsteady slopes and vulnerable lands to avoid further calamities we have already
suffered.  I oppose Sacramento's one-size-fits-all formula for housing, given most of it
is not for affordable housing.  Over half of our 724 units are not for low and very low
income; folks need affordable housing.  Sacramento's plan feeds speculators and for-
profit developers and does not serve the needs of the community.

Despite this impossible culture that Sacramento has decreed, our City has arisen to
the challenge and will hopefully adopt its housing element before the statutory
deadline without delay.

Sandra Bushmaker

mailto:sandrabushmaker@yahoo.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov
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From: lito brindle
To: City Council
Subject: housing element public comments
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 5:35:40 PM

“Every day 10 people die on California’s transportation system.”
 
That quote is from Caltrans’ OWN website.  That is a HIGHER rate of death than US servicemen in
Vietnam.
 
For “the State” to mandate that Sausalito – and, indeed, the entire Bay region and, presumably,
beyond – arbitrarily shoehorn more people in, irrespective of where they may work, and whether or
not they have anything to do with the geography into which they are being shoehorned, would seem
to merit review in an Environmental Impact Report prompted by that mandate.  Such a mandate will
inevitably lead to YET MORE needless traffic deaths.
 
I would suggest that a better mandate from the State to “communities” might be:  “You SHALL
house your own essential workers.”  Because if a particular geography, a particular municipality, a
particular “community” does NOT house its own essential workers – the workers without whom, BY
DEFINITION, that “community” cannot function, then it is dumping its lethal, toxic, obnoxious traffic
out into the region.  It makes the roads, California’s “tragic commons,” more dangerous for ALL of
us, but in particular it makes second class citizens out of the essential workers who serve our
“communities,” usually five days out of seven, and then have to take to those lethal roads to
commute further and further to the region’s hinterlands – commutes that ALL OF US SUBSIDIZE, to
the tune of trillions of dollars.
 
It is well within living memory that municipalities dumped their raw sewage out into the waterways
of the US.  That practice did not stop until “the State” said, “You SHALL treat your sewage.”  It seems
well past the moment for the State to say, “You SHALL treat your traffic.”  The best way to do that, I
would suggest, would be to require “Traffic Obviating Infrastructure” (TOI) in the form of “Zip Code
Village Housing” (ZVH) instead of arbitrary RHNA growth –that is to say, low-cost housing that is
available EXCLUSIVELY to essential workers who serve the zip code in which the TOI/ZVH is located. 
Imagine the region organized into Zip Code Villages.  Each full time essential worker housed in the
zip code that he or she serves represents a de facto EXPANSION of transportation infrastructure, in
that it removes ten trips a week from transit, or, more often, roads.  I’m suggesting that we change
our minds slightly about the definition of “infrastructure” and “transportation,” that our first
thought should be:  How can we OBVIATE movement?  Notions of transit, of transportation, of
infrastructure MUST begin with ZVH, if millions and millions of us are going to share this finite
geography.  You will NEVER achieve “Vision Zero” without ZVH. 
 
One or both of the buildings at the Marina Office Plaza in the Marinship, for example, might be
repurposed as Zip Code Village Housing.  I think you would find that opposition to housing in the
Marinship would evaporate if it was dedicated ZVH, and indeed ZVH seems more appropriate for
that storied tract than banks or offices.  We have the Marinship to haggle over at all because a
previous generation did not TEMPORIZE in the face of an existential threat – do we have the
wherewithal not to temporize further in the face of climate change and traffic mayhem?  The postal

mailto:litobrindle@hotmail.com
mailto:citycouncil@sausalito.gov


workers at the Post Office and the butchers at Mollie Stone’s (both also in the Marinship), the
teachers at Bayside, the kitchen staff who feed the masses, perhaps even maritime workers and
artists, could all walk to work.  At this very moment we are spending $800 million to expand the
“Novato Narrows” of Highway 101 from Ignacio to Corona Road in Petaluma, and they want to
replace Highway 37 with a causeway at a cost of $6-8 BILLION.  Why aren’t we willing to subsidize
people living where they work, when we fall all over ourselves to spend TRILLIONS to subsidize
people living where they DON’T work?
 
Low cost ZVH would also mean that essential workers get to keep more of their paychecks, that
THEY would get to save, and invest, and, importantly, spend, in their own communities, as they once
did, not so long ago and well within living memory.  All that these out of control housing costs
represent is that working people have to sign more and more of their meager incomes over to Wall
Street to cover either their or their landlords’ mortgages.  Where did the “missing middle” go? 
Follow the money, as they say.
 
Meanwhile, I hope this study will include the compiling of “commute maps.”  Who are Sausalito’s
essential workers (the Governor’s office published a comprehensive list of which workers are
essential during the early days of the pandemic shutdown), and what does their current commute
map look like?  Shrinking that map, I would argue, ought to be the goal of this housing update. 
Otherwise, we might as well come out and state that we are content for our essential workers to be
second class citizens, and call ourselves a sundown town.
 
Which zip code, in which beclustered megalopolis, will be the first Zip Code Village?
 
Why not Sausalito?
 
 
Sincerely, Lito Brindle
 
Sent from Mail for Windows
 

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From: Jim Girardeau
To: City Clerk
Subject: Jan 30, 2023 Joint Council and Planning Commission meeting
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 5:51:54 PM
Attachments: Request to remove parcels 207_210 from Housing Element.pdf

Dear City Clerk, I would like to present the following letter to the meeting on Jan 30, 2023 for
the Joint Council and Planning Commission.

As I mentioned in a previous email today, I would like to present this letter at the meeting, in
person, and be on the speaker list.

Thank you -- 
Jim Girardeau
512 560 0461

mailto:jwgirardeau@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov



Request to remove sites 207-210, addresses: 911-917, 933,927 Bridgeway from HCD housing plan 
 
To: 
City of Sausalito 
 
City Council in Sausalito, Mayor Melissa Blaustein, Council member Joan Cox, Councilmember Jill James 
Hoffman, Councilmember Janelle Kellman 
 
Planning Commission, Chair Jeffery Luxenberg, Vice Chair Andrew Junius, Richard Graef, Kristina Feller, 
Nastassya Saad 
 
De Novo Planning Group, Beth Thompson, Principal; Steve McMurtry, Principal; Ben Ritchie, Principal; 
Amanda Tropiano, Principal 
 
Community and Economic Development Director Brandon Phipps 
 
From:  James and Denise Girardeau, 927 Bridgeway, Sausalito, CA 94965; property owners 
 
Date:  January 29, 2023 
 
We request that the late change by the Planning Commission on Jan 25th, 2023 to adopt these parcels be 


removed from the HCD housing plan: sites 207-210, addresses: 911-917, 933,927 Bridgeway 


These parcels were added on Jan 25th, 2023, without any public comment or notice by the Sausalito 
Planning Commission. They were added during a 45-second audio clip during a 5 ½-hour planning 
meeting (minute 39:45 to minute 40:30), with no information provided. No studies were presented 
regarding this addition, no justification was provided.  No public comment was solicited; a draft was not 
posted before (as required); people directly affected by this modification were not contacted.  
 
Our house was included without our knowledge. Our house is a small 1000 sq foot historic cottage that 
has been there for over 100 years, essentially unchanged but well-maintained. This is a classic Sausalito 
home, and the area and environs should be preserved.  Other nearby historic houses will be negatively 
affected by this zoning change. 
 
It is shocking that the De Novo Planning group would propose this last-minute change without any 
justification, and that Planning Commission members would allow and approve these additions without 
any justification. It is inexcusable that the property owners, nearby neighbors, and businesses were not 
notified and given time to provide comments.  It is inexcusable to add properties five days before the 
final review at City Council, as it is impossible now to have a valid comment period.  These newly added 
properties should immediately be removed from the Planning Commission recommendation. 
 
The Planning Commission has touted the careful process they followed, the 1000s of public comments, 
the many notifications sent, and the public postings – but related to parcels 207-210 none of these 
processes were followed. Instead, it was surreptitiously slipped in during 45 seconds of a video meeting, 
then adopted by the Planning Commission without comment or question.  This doesn’t follow set 
guidelines from the State or the Planning Commission and is implausible to understand. 
 







There has been no study of the effect on nearby neighbors, parking, traffic, safety, geological stability of 
the hill, environment, noise, and other concerns. The site is a wonderful place to live now and already 
provides reasonable housing choices with multiple rental residents and an affordable 1000 Sq ft house 
where we live. The inclusion of these properties will displace many families; it will cause significant 
economic penalties for nearby residents and homeowners and will destroy what is now a beautiful 
residential area. 
 
We are shocked that we found out about this matter only by casually reading the Sausalito Currents E-
newsletter late on the night of Jan 27th, 2023. We learned that on Jan 25th, 2023, our house was added 
to a recommendation to be redeveloped within a Planning Commission plan that had been developed 
over two years. During that time there was no prior mention at any point of our property or surrounding 
properties.  We learned that a final council vote to approve this will be on Jan 30th, 2023, and that the 
submission will be sent to the State on Jan 31st, 2023. 
 
This inclusion has not followed legal precedent or guidelines developed by the State, the Planning 
Commission, and the City of Sausalito. 
 
We request that these parcels be removed from the Planning Commission recommendation: sites 207-
210, addresses: 911-917, 933,927 Bridgeway 
 
If this is not promptly addressed before submission to HCD, we will be forced to seek legal remedies 
and seek penalties against all associated parties related to this matter.   
 
 
Regards,  
James and Denise Girardeau 
jwgirardeau@gmail.com 
(512) 560-0461 
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From: Jeremy Dover
To: City Clerk
Cc: natimejiat@gmail.com
Subject: MLK Tennis Courts - Against This Site for Housing
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 6:01:42 PM

These tennis courts are widely used by the community for enjoyment.  We strongly believe
they should not be added as a housing site on the Housing Element. Please listen to members
of the city and public community when they say they are against the site being used for
housing.  

Jeremy Dover
86 Marin Ave, Sausalito, CA 94965
-- 
Jeremy Gil Dover
Email: Rgdover@gmail.com
Mobile: 516-316-5116
LinkedIn: Jeremy Dover

mailto:rgdover@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov
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From: Working Waterfront
To: City Clerk
Subject: Re: Open Letter to City Council, forwarded to Planning Commission
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 6:18:25 PM
Attachments: image.png

City Clerk
Pls post this to the agenda for the Jan30 meeting.
Thank you

On Sun, Jan 29, 2023 at 1:53 PM Working Waterfront <sausalitoworkingwaterfront@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear City Council,
The following Open Letter contains a portion of the signatures and comments that were collected.  Others will be presented separately.. We request the
removal of RHNA inventory sites in the Marinship that are south of Harbor Drive.    We do not oppose sites north of Harbor Drive along Bridgeway.
There are 278 signatures. 220 are from Sausalito, 58 are from neighboring zip codes.
Thank you
Sausalito Working Waterfront Coalition

Please Help, Don't Hurt the Marinship
We, the undersigned, strongly endorse a long-term plan to secure and expand Sausalito’s working waterfront as a designated Maritime, Arts and
Industrial District.
We believe Sausalito should support its Blue Economy with living-wages and with sustainable STEM jobs in the maritime and ocean technology
sectors. Light industry and fabrication should be protected and expanded to diversify Sausalito's economy.  Zoning changes are being considered
that threaten ALL of Sausalito by destroying valuable jobs, pushing out essential maritime services, reducing tax revenues, displacing innovators,
artists, fabricators, and educators - while increasing traffic congestion.
 
 We support affordable senior and workforce housing in an appropriate Marinship location that won’t harm the industrial working waterfront.
Housing placed near boatyards and workshops will inevitably generate complaints, conflicts and lawsuits over noise, dust, fumes, lighting and 24/7
operations. Long after the developers are gone, the legal liabilities will transfer to Sausalito’s taxpayers.  These conflicts can be avoided with smart
planning that locates housing away from the boatyards, related industrial and adjacent parcels.  
Sincerely,

First Name Last Name Zip Code Additional Comments
1 Marianna Leuschel 94965
2 Lars Jensen 94965 I live in Sausalito. Keep the Marinship vital! Don’t make it a dumping ground for Sausalito’s housing

requirements.
3 Anne Komer 94965 We need to save this unique, revenue-generating, job producing resource. Keep Sausalito from being

nothing more than housing for rich people and souvenir shops for tourists.
4 Paula Blake 94960 Marinship is a valuable contributor to the Sausalito tourist industry, as well as financial contributor.

Housing is not as critical as the working waterfront.
5 jacob lalezari 94965 There is not reason to destroy the essence of Sausalito to build more condos.
6 Alison Johnston 94965
7 Edo Castro 94965
8 Catherine Lyons Labate 94965 Keeping a Working Waterfront is crucial to Sausalito 's future. Especially to all of us who live in

houseboats, (a major tourist attraction  for Sausalito.)
9 Amy Lipner 94965

10 Imran Khan 94965
11 Robyn Torres 94956 Keep Sausalito real, and for the people who call it home and make their livelihoods here.  Thank you.

12 Blaze Nash 94965 Keep Sausalito Salty
13 ginger cassady 94965
14 Peter Teague 94965 The Marinship is a treasure - please take the time to understand it before making any moves that

could place it in jeopardy
15 Megan Dixon 94965
16 David Johnson 94965 Home owner and business owner (Davey Jones Deli)

 PLEASE DO NOT CHANGE ZONING IN THE MARINSHIP!!!

People love this town because WE WORK WITH OUR HANDS. You turn this into some developer
dream BS and we’re out.  You’ll reap what you sow.  Protect the makers, not the bankers.

17 Paula Morris 94965
18 Tre Balchowsky 94965

mailto:sausalitoworkingwaterfront@gmail.com
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19 Albert Strietmann 94965
20 Isabelle Ellingson 94965
21 Carolyn LeCoque 94965
22 Julie Durbin 94965
23 Samantha Fazio 94965 As a maritime insurance broker, with our office located in Sausalito, I cannot say enough how

important our working waterfront is. If you look at the history of working waterfronts all over our
country that have undergone similar proposals, you can easily see how destructive it is to more than
just the local community, but also to all of those who benefit from the waterfront industries. Think,
technology, transportation, local fire & police, trade groups & how they teach our community
children, local job opportunities, taxpayers in these industries that help support our communities'
schools & infrastructure. On our side of things, in maritime insurance, we are seeing more & more
the devastation that forcing working waterfronts out for big business investors to swoop in has
demolished entire communities around our country. Please do not allow one of our most successful
& one of the very few working waterfronts left be destroyed. There must be a way to work
TOGETHER to solve the issued at hand without destroying a community & its surrounding areas. We
cannot go backwards once that has happened. Please feel free to reach out to me if you would like to
discuss what we have seen in other areas with similar situations. We must preserve this amazing
place for all of our futures!

24 Terrie Rasmussen 94965
25 Natasha Kimmell 94965
26 Jennifer Gennari 94965 Housing should also take into account sea levels rise.
27 Heather Frentzen 94965 This community should be highlighted. It’s a hidden gem which all can enjoy, observe and learn from

given the opportunity.
28 Linda Meyer 94965
29 Gavin Smith 94965 The working waterfront is Sausalito’s history, uniqueness and soul. To sell it off would be a travesty.

30 Cory Pohley 94965
31 Gary Diedrichs 94965
32 Kristine Barrett 94965
33 Thomas Omohundro 94965 As a maritime industry employee I feel the Marinship community should remain as such, a place for

maritime activities to be maintained.
34 James T Linderman 94901
35 George Stubbs 94965
36 Kelly English 94965
37 susan neri 94965 The loss or restriction of the Working Waterfront will directly impact the Houseboat community,

which brings tourism from around the world to Sausalito. We rely on being able to haul our boats out
there, not to mention all the pleasure craft in the Sausalito Marinas who need the services as well.
This tiny piece of waterfront land is historically and currently as important to the vibrance and
individuality  Sausalito has been proud of throughout its existence. Please do not be short-sighted
when thinking about income  for Sausalito. If anything, consider WHY people have wanted to visit and
live here through the years. It is certainly NOT because they are hoping to see condos on the
shoreline or hum-drum office space as they tour the waterfront.

38 Kelley Martel 94965
39 Sidney Tarlow 94965
40 Diana cohn 94965
41 Christine Fox 94965
42 John Ryan 94965 A long-time resident of the floating homes, a professional, a multi-decade resident of Marin County, I

beg that we not turn Sausalito into a drab suburb that rejects its own resources and its own history.

43 Bruce Thomas 94965
44 Sydney Mintz 94965
45 Melissa Pergerson 94965
46 William Greif 94965
47 Annette Jensen 94965
48 K. Melanie Hamburger 94965 I live on the waterfront and support this initiative as a resident!
49 Tracey Kessler 94965
50 Leslie Castro-Woodhouse 94965
51 David Pangaro 94965
52 Ona Schissel 94965 The working waterfront is a vital and historic area that houses many maritime and other businesses!

Stop gentrification and support History!
53 John Arndt 94960
54 Neil Weinstein 94965
55 Kathleen Roberts 94965
56 Pat Zuch 95965
57 Jane Dirkes 94965
58 Chris Monti 94965
59 Kellee Adams 94965
60 Mickey Allison 94965
61 Vincent Ciolino 94965
62 Jane Hook 94965
63 Kim McClure 94965
64 Brendan Huffman 90292 My family has leased a slip in Sausalito for 15+ years. We visit regularly to sail and spend time in

Sausalito. We always take our business to the local boat mechanic, sailmaker, canvas maker and
hardware store. And we love eating at the local restaurants and shopping at the local markets and



stores. Please protect these middle class jobs and the unique blue collar culture of Sausalito. We love
it!

65 Susan Woodrum 94965 Let's make sensible decisions for a sustainable future.
66 Jill Powell 94904
67 Galen Licht 94965
68 FRED HUFFMAN 90049 Please, I beg you,  don't sellout all the  small business tenants and permanently alter the area called

Marine Ship. Don’t ruin the Sausalito we love.
Don’t ruin the productive and charming diversity of our community. Fix up the infrastructure to sqve
the area from flooding, etc, but, otherwise, leave is as is.

69 Lise Ciolino 94965
70 Cynthia Wagner 94965
71 Shelby and Peter Van Meter 94965
72 Shelby and Peter Van Meter 94965
73 Shawn Mercer 94965
74 Alain Poulenard 94965
75 Kay Carlson 94965 I have had a studio in the marinship for 30 years and see the long term value to Marin and its culture

of having a thriving working waterfront. A Sausalito Center for the Arts is opening this year, which will
unite the town as a cultural resource.

76 Monica Grant 94965 Much of Sausalito's economy stems from the working waterfront. To replace this area with housing
will limit the opportunities for gainful employment, innovation, and education. It will also cause more
pressure on Sausalito's limited infrastructure, roads and parking. Give us something to work with.
Please don't turn Sausalito into an even higher priced residential area of no substance or support.

77 Kay Mitzel 94965
78 Michele Harris 94965
79 Liz Brott 94965
80 William P Fisher Jr 94965 Just saw the film at Sausalito library. Very well done except for the music. Big questions are why

you’re not pushing for status as a research park and how on earth there could be so much education
going on with no overt programs for workforce development. Hasn’t anyone heard of the STEM
ecosystems?  Why are not all of those included in the film involved in this longstanding and highly
reputable international project?  See:
https://stemecosystems.org/ecosystem/bay-area-stem-ecosystem/

81 Alice Merrill 94966 This is our history from the past and into the future.  Keep Sausalito, what, Salty!
82 Lauri Flynn 94965 I appreciate the maritime history of Sausalito and the Marinship. I strongly support it being

maintained for maritime business, light industry and artists. It supports the economy and provides
training for the next generation of workers and innovators. Please spare it from development.

83 Nelson Teren 94965 I own the floating home located at !5 Yellow Ferry Dock, Sausalito
84 Marty Krasney 94965
85 Craig Merrilees 94965 We can protect good jobs, artists and entrepreneurs - along with housing where it makes sense.
86 John Dire 94965
87 Heather wilcoxon 94965 There are also  many fine artists who have studios in the Marinship. They  have been part of the rich

history of our town. Please protect their legacy by supporting the arts in Sausalito.
88 Samantha Renko 94965
89 David Maynard 94965
90 Jon Bradley 94965
91 Kimberly McClure 94965
92 Elly Gibbs 94965
93 Kaden Gibbs 94965
94 Kali Gibbs 94965
95 Wm Carey Chenoweth 98261
96 ANNETTE ROSEa 94901 Marinship is the heart of the town i love so much and served for 16 years on Council and Board of

Supervisors.  Protect our special place.
97 Carol Parkinson 94965
98 Cherie Sinclair 94965
99 Julian Gilbert 94965

100 Meredith McMurrah 94965
101 Tom Macey 94965 Our waterfront is the most important part of Sausalito
102 malinda macey 94965 Let's hope the money people lose!
103 Pamela Wayne Delizonna 94965 I am the founder of a Marine Insurance Brokerage  business in Sausalito that supports local marine

businesses. We pay business taxes - Marine Industry on the working waterfront is Sausalito!
104 John Walsham 94965
105 Larry Clinton 94965 The Floating Homes Community relies on many tradespeople based in Marinship.
106 alan olson 94965 Protect our water front!
107 Amy Wilhem 94965 I also support more mixed use in the Marinship.
108 Jeff Gossett 94965 Thank you for organizing this.
109 Frank Ostaseski 94965
110 Reason Bradley 94965
111 Laurie Tandy 94965
112 kellee Adams 94965 Thank you for your consideration.
113 deirdre slevin 94965
114 Catherine Cole 94941 Please figure out other alternatives to this housing mandate
115 Erika Parrino 94941 I am an artist at the ICB and find the entire Marinship area to be inspiring and so unique to Sausalito!

Please preserve the culture and businesses of the working waterfront!

https://stemecosystems.org/ecosystem/bay-area-stem-ecosystem/


116 Christopher Tellis 94965 Lived on the waterfront since 1953. Please keep it working.
117 RAND SIEGFRIED 94966
118 Christopher Chaffin 94941
119 Sam Abrahams 94920
120 Rebecca Lawther 94965 We don’t want gentrification in our already highly functioning, job manufacturing, innovative and tax

paying industrial community. It’s like throwing the baby out with the bath water! It makes much
more sense to find numerous empty lots of land throughout the whole of Sausalito, utilizing various
properties and not overpowering and ruining the impressive working waterfront.

121 Anna-Pia Slothower 94941 Dear Sausalito City Council - 
I would like to add my name to the long list of Sausalito supporters who would like to see the Active
Waterfront part of this city stay vibrant and full of creativity and innovation power. The fantastic
spirit that exists in this neighborhood can never be brought back once it gets diluted with mixed use
of housing in an overwhelming amount. Housing is of course necessary, but would strongly suggest it
gets planned outside of the waterfront and innovation hub that we now have in Sausalito. Why not
embrace this asset and make Sausalito get an even bigger brand of innovation hub? Support the
innovators, build innovation shop spaces, tech-shops, support the STEM education opportunities and
Maritime internship opportunities that are already in progress. Sausalito has so much to offer
because of this active industrial waterfront and ship building industry. It's buzzing with enterprises
today - let it buzz even louder and make this a strength for Sausalito!

122 Anna-Pia Slothower 94965 Hello Again - 
I sent a note earlier today, but without my return email. Can you please confirm you got my letter?
anna-pia@deapdesign.com
Many thanks - I look forward to attending the meeting tonight.
/Anna-Pia Slothower

123 Beth Rowe 94965
124 Alice Cochran 94901 The "working waterfront" of Sausalito is a treasure to keep.
125 Mark Bidgood 94952 I have enjoyed Marinship my whole life. From visiting the toy store on the beached ferryboat as a boy

to patronizing yacht support and dive shops now.
It has for the last 50 years been a place I have bicycled through and got to experience the unique
atmosphere.
If Marinship changes substantially it will ruin Sausalito.

126 Heather Richard 94965
127 Patricia Zuch 94965 These uses are vital to the vibrancy and solvency of our town.  Housing is important, but NOT to the

exclusion of every other meaningful feature of the place in which we live and work.
128 Donna Colson 94965
129 Andrew Mould 94965 I’m an owner of a tech-company that’s been headquartered in Sausalito for the last 25 years. My

company is located in the Marinship, and I walk through the historic shipways every week. I believe
the proposed housing around the Marinship area in general, and the shipways in particular, is
completely inappropriate.  It will displace much-needed light-industrial, marine, tech and arts
institutions for the sake of short term political and financial gain. Long-term the new residents will be
incompatible with what’s left of the old institutions – but at that point the power will have shifted
and the institutions will be forced out of business. Sausalito’s rich and unique maritime past will be
gone, and the “salt” will have left Sausalito.  

Please keep the housing development away from the Marinship – it just doesn’t belong.
130 Megan McCollum 94965
131 Carol Fusco 94965
132 Chris Monti 94965 I have written City Council and Advisory Committee.  There seems to be a disconnect.  The existing 

working waterfront properties should be fortified, not compromised out of existence.
133 Michael Muldoon 94965
134 Carolyn Ford 94965 What percentage of City income is generated by our maritime/light industry? DIVERSITY IS

IMPORTANT!
135 Catherine Callahan 94015
136 John Stephens 94965
137 Guy Biederman 94965 Putting housing in this area is a terrible idea. To begin with, the street will not support it. Gate 5

becomes a parking lot at certain times for cars attempting to avoid Bridgeway because it has become
a parking lot for people avoiding 101 because it has become a parking lot . . . which means here on S.,
40 Pier we sometimes can't even get out of our driveway. This is a safety, as well as a lifestyle issue. 
If you need more places to put housing, try the hill, the empty school, or just accept the limittions of
a city of 7,000 people on a fairly narrow corridor of land. At the minimum, do your field work and
stand on the corner of Bridgeway and Gate 5 Rd. on a busy day and see for yourself. This housing
idea is NOT what your constiuients want.

138 Barbara Finnegan 94965
139 Stephen Dowler 94965
140 Laurie Monroe 94965
141 Stephen Olsson 94965
142 Susan White 89451
143 PETER TEAGUE 94965 Why are elected and appointed officials in Sausalito working to advance the interests of wealthy

developers, and not the craftspeople, workers and artists who are our greatest asset?
144 Rebecca Green 94941 Marin County resident, Tenant Marina Plaza Harbor, work and recreate in Sausalito
145 BettyAnn Kram 94965 Save our historical heritage and so many important jobs.
146 Elizabeth Brott 94965
147 Courtney Richardson 94930 Please save the waterfront.  I’m an engineer and trades and craftsmanship is slowly diminishing.  We

mailto:anna-pia@deapdesign.com


need a place for people to build and create so it can be passed on to the next generation.
148 Stefano Santo Sabato 94965
149 Paulette Blake 94960 We need boat repair facilities to stay! Very important to the SF Bay community.
150 Lynn Spiller 94965
151 Gigi Sims 94965 It's crucial for Sausalito to keep our maritime  and industrial services...and our artists, as well!  That's

what keeps Sausalito authentic, not just another touristy community with no soul.  There are much
more appropriate places for housing

152 Deana Zornow 94040
153 Susan Lindstrom 94941 As a Marin county and Sausalito and MV resident, please save this vital part of our community.
154 Robert Schultz 94941
155 Margaret Badger 93940
156 MILES Smith 94901 Please keep Sausalito’s working waterfront as a designated Maritime, Arts and Industrial District.
157 Debra Inman 94965 The current vote by the Sausalito city council is verging on a willingness to allow the destruction of

the livelihoods and necessary taxpaying businesses in the Sausalito Marinship community. There is an
apparent lack of real and well-considered focus on who and what matters to current and future
citizens of Sausalito and beyond.  Your votes as they stand are attempting to turn a blind eye to the
destruction of Sausalito/Marinship businesses that CURRENTLY PAY A VERY LARGE PORTION OF THE
REVENUES which Sausalito needs.
     It is a well-known fact that the Marinship does more than produce a large amount of revenue for
Sausalito’s coffers: It is also one of the very few remaining public maritime service centers on the
entire West Coast of the United States! The loss of the essential products/services of the Marinship
would create a dangerous vulnerablity to sailors of every size boat and ship, and their families
because coastal land/waters are costly.
     The current vote undermines COMMON SENSE in upholding the health and safety of Sausalito
current and proposed residents.  It is willing to develop needed housing on virtually uncleanable
waters over the bay’s bottom, at a proposed costing beyond known measure. This is unconscionable
and would permanently undermine the actual and fiscal health of our community generally.
     The council’s vote, instead of safeguarding the civic health and fiscal responsibility that the office
requires is holding itself out to be one that developers’ money can buy, FOR ALL TO SEE treating the
people here now as if disposable trash!  The shame of creating a ruined Sausalito by destroying the
Marinship AND the practically guaranteed losses of necessary and required community funds by
future law suits to remediate the health of the bay, it’s peoples, and it’s wildlife, will be AN
UNFIXABLE and COSTLY LEGACY.
     Council members, turn your votes around and rethink the problem that the California legislature
has presented for housing by find a solution that upholds the strongly established revenues from the
venerable Marinship, and brings sustainability, common sense, and positive fiscal responsibility, to all
the citizens of Sausalito, California, and beyond.
Respectfully,
Debra J. Inman

158 Kim Maynard 94965
159 Julieta Gismondi 94965
160 Jack Walker 94965
161 Moira Conzelman 94965 A working waterfront is not the place to put any kind of housing.  I vehemently oppose this idea.  I

suggest "we" as a community look at other locations more suitable for residential housing.
162 Pamela Wayne 94965 I am a marine insurance broker in Sausalito, many of my clients are in the marinship. This community

is rich in maritime history and supports the larger bay areas marine industry bringing revenue to
Sausalito! Do not let our working waterfront become residential - Sausalito is and has always been
salty and a working waterfront that can never be replaced. The San Francisco Fireboat’s are repaired
here, and where will all the boats in the marinas go to be hauled and repaired? All that money will go
to Richmond. I am just sick that people that have no clue what we have here on our waterfront are
making decisions that will change our world.

163 kathy White 94965 Saving the waterfront saves Sausalito!
164 Debbie Ford-Scriba 94965 I feel strongly about this issue. Thank you for your close attention to this letter.
165 Jean Magistrale 94965
166 Janeane Moody 94966
167 Marty Krasney 94965 As a Sausalito homeowner on Santa Rosa Avenue for close to forty years, I am writing to express my

profound dismay at the recent misguided vote in favor of rezoning the parcels adjacent to Arques
Boatyard to permit the development there of expensive and intrusive speculative residential housing,
when there are numerous other local sites that will not, as this option does, imperil and probably
terminate our community's venerable and irreplaceable working waterfront.  The educational and
employment value of the working waterfront is an intrinsic, distinctive and invaluable feature of
Sausalito, and helps keep us from being little more than another pretty, prosperous and insipid
commuter town.  Jobs, skills, community cohesion and character are at stake in this decision, which
flies in the face of climate, sea-rise and toxic-remediation realities.  

I profoundly hope that you will reconsider this thoroughly awful decision.  We and you can do better.

Sincerely, 
Marty Krasney
122 Santa Rosa Avenue
415-717-7661

168 matt klein 94080 One of my main concerns along with those addressed above is the 30 day maximum leasing for some
of the properties within the Marinship. in particular the former Aqua Maison site run by the late Ian



Moody. It is not possible to form a viable replacement for that business with such a short term lease
and no extension guarantee. There have been many advancements in concrete hull construction.
among these are the use of crystalline additives https://www.xypex.com/ and basalt fiber FRP
reinforcementhttps://basaltreinforcedcomposites.com/products/?
msclkid=164a567ecd8b1671a91834049b4af686&utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campai
for sail, motor and stationary concrete hulls. Leasing polices  for properties in the Marinship by
property owners must be policies that allow sustained manufacturing

169 NELSON TEREN 94965
170 John Schlag 94965 We’re unique. Please let’s keep it that way.
171 Laurie Fossier-Mills 94965 No zoning changes on waterfront please!
172 Janell Pekkain 94965
173 Bill smith 94066
174 Andrew Pope 94966 Rushing into compliance with a state housing mandate could forever alter the Marinship working

community that has grown for generations.    We should enshrine the light industry that flourishes
here,  we do not want an economy based on tourism and the wealthy.
Please do not build housing in the MARINSHIP.

175 Dennis Bayer 94965 Save Sausalito's working waterfront!We need a working waterfront!
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From: Vessy Klyce
To: City Council; Planning Commission; City Clerk
Subject: Housing Element
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 6:35:19 PM

Dear city council,

I endorse the planning commission’s recommendations on the housing elements, especially in
the protection of City Hall! I hope you will accept their recommendations. 

Thank you! 

Vessy Klyce 
- Sausalito resident 

mailto:vessyklyce@gmail.com
mailto:citycouncil@sausalito.gov
mailto:pc@sausalito.gov
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: Farinaz Tabatabai
To: City Clerk
Subject: MLK Tennis Court Site
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 7:40:21 PM

Hello,
As a resident of Nevada Valley, myself and neighbors regard the MLK tennis courts as a very valuable and much
needed recreational asset in our community. The Coloma street already experiences high traffic and adding
residential unit will greatly exacerbate the traffic situation as well. We are highly opposed to this proposal.

Fari and Seyed Tabatabai
195 Buchanan Dr., Sausalito

FT
Sent from my iPhone

mailto:faritaba@icloud.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: Karin Knutson
To: City Clerk
Subject: Housing on/at MLK tennis courts
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 8:18:00 PM

To whom it may concern, 

MLK park and tennis courts are one of the few outdoor spaces that north end local residents
use regularly. 

I know housing needs to be added to the area, but there are so many dilapidated, abandoned
and eroding warehouses, storage facilities and other properties along the water. Why demolish
a park/park facilities? Please don’t take our parks and green spaces for housing! 

And please don’t destroy the north end of Sausalito. While the residents here are not as
wealthy as those who live on the south end, we deserve spaces to play and gather. We deserve
to have a quality of life, given the taxes we pay…even if we don’t live in $5-10 million
houses. 

Thank you for your consideration, 
Karin 

Karin Knutson 
Resident / Owner 
129 Buchanan Drive
Sausalito, CA 94965

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:karinknutson@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: Long Water Trust
To: City Clerk
Cc: Melissa Blaustein; Melinda.Coy@hcd.ca.gov
Subject: Item to add to agenda January 30, 2023 City Council - Housing Element Sausalito
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 8:37:47 PM

January 29, 2023

City Clerk,

I request to add an item to the Council/(Planning Commission) Agenda for tomorrow Monday
January 30, 2023 at/from 3pm.

Some highly disturbing information (in writing and recorded by the City itself) came to light
this evening that one of the members of the Housing Element Committee has directly
interfered in the Opportunity Site inventory selection to directly benefit the Committee
member personally, and interfered in the process internally, to simultaneously potentially
reduce our entitlement rights significantly, if not to nothing, and immediately and directly
benefit the Committee member.  Interalia, the documentation, directly from City records,
shows an edit in the records to remove a lot from the Opportunity list, and Overlay 49 (or
others), which it was.  The actions of the Committee member, which are many, taken together
were in our very considered opinion, devised to achieve the above.  

The Committee member's personal interests, and public interest responsibilities & duties,
strongly appear to have been merged, whereby in the carrying out of the Committee member's
responsibilities the member has had an alteration made, keeping a property out of the
Opportunity List and thus attempting to negate benefits to us to move forward with necessary
development.   There are multiple other actions that the Committee Member has undertaken in
concert to the same objective go to what is very difficult to consider is anything but
malfeasance.

Further, it is very possible to deduce from the available information which will be discussed
tomorrow, that to achieve the Committee Members personal aim, the Committee Member at a
minimum supported nuanced changes to the Housing Element provision for a whole district, in
order to achieve the result the Committee Member wanted for a much more limited area
within that whole district.    The Committee Member appeared to act taking full advantage of
specialist knowledge, and to take unlawful advantage of the Committee member's power,
authority and influence to achieve the Member's personal aim.

Given the high sensitivity of this matter, I propose that this item be added to the Closed Door
sessions as a high potential for litigation item.     The matter is not suitable for the public
comment section (including that commenting does not normally provide an environment
where any response at all can be given by authorized persons at the City and this will likely
hold true at the very busy public meeting tomorrow).

As you will imagine, in the circumstances described above, this matter does indeed have a
high potential for litigation, both against the individual, but also therefore against the City
itself.

We are very disappointed indeed by this information.     We reserve all rights to bring this out
into public comment, depending on how the above request, and action associated with it

mailto:longwatertrust@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov
mailto:mblaustein@sausalito.gov
mailto:Melinda.Coy@hcd.ca.gov


proceeds during tomorrow.   This is a matter of much significance to us.  We reserve all rights.

Please confirm that this matter is added to the agenda.

Chris Sullivan
Long Water Trust
Sausalito, CA



From: Adriana Bentley
To: City Clerk
Subject: Mlk park development
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 9:22:19 PM

I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed rezoning of
MLK Park tennis courts.  I am also opposed to the proposed
development on this site.  We already have dense housing with the
whisky springs complex and the senior center and along Stanford
way.  There are two schools on the same site, many sports teams who
use the park for games and practices.  Believe me, there is a LOT of
activity in the area.   As it is cars speed down the neighborhood. I’ve
seen two bicyclists get hit by speeding cars and children/families
who walk through MLK park and in the neighborhood have also
been in danger from the amount of cars up and down this street.
There are no sidewalks, now you want to add a whole apartment
complex, more people, more traffic, and more danger to the
pedestrians and neighbors.   There are many other sites available in
Sausalito. Sites with buildings that are abandoned. There is a whole
other tennis court location that is not being used and is run down
because it was used for the homeless encampment, why can’t that
location be a developed into a new housing development.  There is
much more space there and the location is beautiful. Please please
don’t put families in danger by adding more people and cars to this
already dense street/neighborhood.  

Sent from my iPhone

This email (including any attachments) may contain material that is confidential and
privileged and is for the sole use of the intended recipient. Any review, reliance or distribution
by others or forwarding without express permission is strictly prohibited. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender and delete all copies. Exelixis, Inc. reserves the
right, to the extent and under circumstances permitted by applicable law, to retain, monitor
and intercept e-mail messages to and from its systems.

mailto:abentley@exelixis.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: Diana Cohn
To: City Clerk; City Council
Subject: Save Sausalito’s working waterfront
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 9:28:48 PM

Dear Mayor Blaustein and Council members,

I live in Sausalito, and care about our working waterfront and support housing where it makes the most sense. I have
lived in sausalito for over 20 years and the working waterfront is what makes sausalito special and unique.

I urge you to please vote to remove any residential sites from the heart of Marinship, south of Harbor Drive.

Thanks for having the courage to protect the Marinship and Sausalito’s Working Waterfront.

Sincerely,
Diana Cohn
Sausalito, CA 94965

mailto:dreamcarver@me.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov
mailto:citycouncil@sausalito.gov


From: Bryan Fahrenheit
To: City Council
Subject: Support for Planning Commission Recommendation
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 9:44:59 PM

I completely endorse the entire planning commission's recommendation to the city council for
the housing element. I hope the entire city council adopts the proposal as it is thoughtful and
effective. Thank you. 

mailto:bryanfahrenheit84@gmail.com
mailto:citycouncil@sausalito.gov


From: Joe Tate
To: City Council
Subject: Marinship Working waterfront
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 9:47:46 PM

Dear Mayor Blaustein and Council members,

I live in Sausalito, care about our working waterfront and support housing where it makes the
most sense.

I urge you to please vote to remove any residential sites from the heart of Marinship, south of
Harbor Drive.

Thanks for having the courage to protect the Marinship and Sausalito’s Working Waterfront.

Sincerely,
            
Joe Gramps Tate

mailto:joebtate@gmail.com
mailto:citycouncil@sausalito.gov


From: Aggie Bayer
To: City Clerk; City Council
Subject: Housing Element Reconsideration for the Waterfront Area
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 9:49:25 PM

Dear Mayor Blaustein and Council members,

I live in Sausalito, care about our working waterfront and support housing where it makes the most sense.

I urge you to please vote to remove any residential sites from the heart of Marinship, south of Harbor Drive.

Thanks for having the courage to protect the Marinship and Sausalito’s Working Waterfront.

Sincerely,

- Aggie Bayer

mailto:aggiebayer@comcast.net
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov
mailto:citycouncil@sausalito.gov


From: Peter Van Dine
To: City Clerk; cirycouncil@sausalito.gov
Subject: Marinship and the Housing element
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 9:51:22 PM

Mairnship and a Working waterfront in Sausalito are crucial to the viability and uniqueness of
Sausalito. While I understand and support the need for additional housing in both Sausalito
and Marin it should not be at the expense of the Working Waterfront,
Please vote to remove the housing and residential sites from  Marinship south of Harbor Drive.
 Thank you in advance to vote no to protect Marinship and the Working Waterfront
Respectively submitted
Peter Van Dine
  Studio3ida

mailto:studio3ida@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov
mailto:cirycouncil@sausalito.gov


From: Anne A. Trott
To: City Clerk
Subject: Site 84 Development Proposal
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 9:51:57 PM

To the City Clerk,

It's been brought to my attention that MLK Park and the nearby tennis courts (Site 84) are
under consideration of being included in a proposal for new housing development. I am a
resident of Sausalito and parent of a 4 year old student at Lycee Francais at Coloma Street. I'm
extremely concerned that this site would even be considered for development. There are
multiple schools in the area with students who use this area for sports, recreation and general
wellbeing. I cannot imagine the disruption and unhealthy environment that would be created
by the construction of a large housing development.  In addition to the children using these
areas, many adult residents use the green space as well as the tennis courts. 

If Sausalito decided to develop this area, I believe many people with children going to schools
in the area would relocate. I personally would not feel comfortable keeping my child in an
area under heavy construction and without green space.

Many thanks for your consideration,

Anne Trott

mailto:annetrott@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: Peter Van Dine
To: City Council
Subject: Fwd: Marinship and the Housing element
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 9:54:27 PM

Peter Van Dine
  Studio3ida

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Peter Van Dine <studio3ida@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, Jan 29, 2023 at 9:51 PM
Subject: Marinship and the Housing element
To: <cityclerk@sausalito.gov>,

Mairnship and a Working waterfront in Sausalito are crucial to the viability and uniqueness of
Sausalito. While I understand and support the need for additional housing in both Sausalito
and Marin it should not be at the expense of the Working Waterfront,
Please vote to remove the housing and residential sites from  Marinship south of Harbor Drive.
 Thank you in advance to vote no to protect Marinship and the Working Waterfront
Respectively submitted
Peter Van Dine
  Studio3ida

mailto:studio3ida@gmail.com
mailto:citycouncil@sausalito.gov
mailto:studio3ida@gmail.com
mailto:cityclerk@sausalito.gov


From: Neil Weinstein
To: City Clerk; City Council
Subject: Support for the working waterfront
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 10:22:30 PM

Dear Mayor Blaustein and Council members,

I live in Sausalito, care about our working waterfront, and support housing where it makes the
most sense.

I urge you to please vote to remove any residential sites from the heart of Marinship, south of
Harbor Drive.

Thank you for having the courage to protect the Marinship and Sausalito’s Working
Waterfront. Protecting the working waterfront is in the interest of all who live in Sausalito.

Sincerely,
Neil Weinstein

mailto:nhweinstein@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov
mailto:citycouncil@sausalito.gov


From: Tracey M. Kessler
To: City Council; City Clerk
Subject: Keep Marinship Light-Industrial
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 10:23:13 PM

Dear Mayor Blaustein and Council members,

I live in Sausalito, care about our working waterfront and support housing where it makes 
the most sense.

I urge you to please vote to remove any residential sites from the heart of Marinship, south 
of Harbor Drive.

Thanks for having the courage to protect the Marinship and Sausalito’s Working Waterfront.

Sincerely,

Tracey Kessler

Varda Landing on Gate 5 Road

-- 
TRACEY KESSLER

E-mail:       TraceyM.Kessler@gmail.com
Design:      http://tkid-sf.com/home.html
Fine Art:     http://traceykessler.com/home.html

mailto:traceym.kessler@gmail.com
mailto:citycouncil@sausalito.gov
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov
mailto:TraceyM.Kessler@gmail.com
http://tkid-sf.com/home.html
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From: Niall Frizzell
To: City Clerk
Subject: Public comment for Jan 30 meeting
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 10:27:01 PM

Dear Sausalito Planning Commission and City Council,

I am writing in regard to the ill-conceived plan to adopt the Housing Element at the January 
30 joint Planning Commission/City Council meeting. I urge the City Council to vote against 
adopting the Housing Element, and instead to focus on making the Housing Element 
complaint.

1. 
This process will likely result in Sausalito getting sued, and will not protect it 
from the consequences of missing the deadline for adopting a housing 
element. HCD requires community input throughout the process. The revised 
housing element has not been available for public review for seven days as required. 
As of Sunday morning, it wasn’t available for review for the Monday meeting. City 
Council cannot both adopt and give the public a chance to review and comment in 
one day. This will likely result in Sausalito being sued, just as Belvedere and Novato 
have been for their premature adoption of their housing elements. It’s also hard to 
see how HCD accepts a housing element that is so blatantly disregarding their letter 
and process. We should be spending our resources on making the Housing Element 
compliant, not on lawsuits. Premature adoption of the Housing Element will not 
protect Sausalito from the Builder’s Remedy. It will just cost it more time and more 
money. Council has a history of making decisions that lead this City into costly 
and avoidable litigation. Please stop doing that.

2. 
Revisions in the Site Inventory were not properly reviewed with the public and 
will likely anger many residents. Throughout the HEAC process, it was clear that: 

a. 
There is great support for affordable and senior housing

b. 
There is enormous debate on where they should be placed

Most of the HEAC time was spent reviewing the sites on the inventory. Yet at the 
last minute, the planning commission has recommended removing the sites from the 
Marinship most likely to develop into affordable or senior housing and to add a 
number of sites that were not vetted by the public. Throughout the process, there 
were concerns about development at MLK park. Now the MLK parcel has been 
expanded to include recently refurbished tennis courts. These changes were not 
based on the results of the EIR or comments back from HCD. They were proposed 

mailto:niall.frizzell@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


unilaterally by the Planning Commission. Over 10% of the sites on the inventory 
have been changed. If the City thinks that such wholesale change is required, the 
public needs to be re-engaged. 

The current process of revising the Housing Element behind closed doors and then 
speedily pushing it through reeks of the kind of secret backroom dealing that the Housing 
Element process was specifically designed to prevent.

Regards

Niall Frizzell
44 Cypress Place
Sausalito



From: MARK SCHUSTER
To: City Clerk
Subject: Re: Planning commission vote to add the MLK Tennis Courts as a housing site on the Housing element
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 10:54:57 PM

To Sausalito City Council and Planning Commission:

I strongly oppose the Planning Commission's recommendation to erect housing at the
MLK park and recreation area. This is not an intelligent solution for the housing
requirement the CIty is facing.

What attracts most people to a city is the ability to live in an environment where they
can safely access the simple pleasures provided by parks and recreation facilities,
tennis courts, and normal amenities that cities provide. To take that away from them
is destroying the very heart of what defines Sausalito and it's charm, and brings us
closer to the type of living found in New York or any other overcrowded municipality
which created the motivation for people to relocate here in the first place. 

The fact that this shortsighted solution to the housing requirement is even being
considered for MLK puts into question the competency of those individuals serving on
the Planning Commission. I can't even imagine where resident parking for such a
planned expansion would be. The safety of the school children attending the two MLK
schools is also a major factor. 

It's time to return to the drawing board and come up with something better for
Sausalito. Please acknowledge that this email will be presented at the meeting.

All The Best,

Mark Schuster
Sausalito, CA
415-272-4885 Cell
415-331-5986 Home
415-331-5848 Fax
mschust@pacbell.net

mailto:mschust@pacbell.net
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: Annette Jensen
To: City Clerk; City Council
Subject: Marinship
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 10:55:11 PM

Dear Mayor Blaustein and Council members,

I live in Sausalito, care about our working waterfront and support housing where it makes the
most sense.

I urge you to please vote to remove any residential sites from the heart of Marinship, south of
Harbor Drive.

Thanks for having the courage to protect the Marinship and Sausalito’s Working Waterfront.

Sincerely,
Annette Jensen 

mailto:ajenstein@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov
mailto:citycouncil@sausalito.gov


From: Juan Pablo Torres
To: City Clerk
Subject: MLK tennis courts and park area
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 11:12:19 PM

Dear City Clerk,

I am a resident of Sausalito for the past six years, living at the whiskey Springs housing area and with a son
attending the school at the MLK area.

I recently learned with concern that the city might be somehow considering transforming the MLK tennis courts and
recreational areas into housing.

As a resident of Sausalito, I just want to express my deep concern and sadness for such potential decision, that I’m
sure would have very negative consequences in the life and recreational spaces of many of our city residents.

Please consider this message as a proof of rejection for such action.

I’m available for any kind of testimony if needed!

Many thanks in advance,

Juan-Pablo Torres-Padilla
31 Cypress Place, Sausalito
8579190939

mailto:jptorres@pa-capital-management.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: Linda
To: City Clerk
Subject: Stop the spoil
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 11:33:37 PM

MLK is not the right place to build the required housing. Why is the research being ignored?
Sent from my iPhone

mailto:lindaballard@sonic.net
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: Wesley Lowell Renzas
To: City Clerk
Subject: Please stop any housing project on the mlk site whatsoever
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 12:14:16 AM

!!

Wesley Lowell Renzas
wesrenzas@gmail.com
Instagram= “luckywesterly”
415 601 5159 cell/text/WhatsApp/telegram/signal

mailto:wesrenzas@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: alison healy
To: City Clerk; cityciouncil@sausalito.gov
Subject: Protecting the Working Waterfront is Important to Me
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 12:15:36 AM

Dear Mayor Blaustein and Council members,

I live in Sausalito, care about our working waterfront and support housing where it makes
the most sense.

I am also a Sausalito homeowner for 23 years and have a business here too. 

I urge you to please vote to remove any residential sites from the heart of Marinship, south
of Harbor Drive.

Thanks for having the courage to protect the Marinship and Sausalito’s Working
Waterfront.

Sincerely,

Alison Healy

mailto:alisonehealy@hotmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov
mailto:cityciouncil@sausalito.gov


From: Chris Ryan
To: City Clerk
Cc: City Council
Subject: Please save the working waterfront!
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 5:01:05 AM

Dear Mayor Blaustein and Council members,

I live in Sausalito, care about our working waterfront and support housing where it makes the most sense.

I urge you to please vote to remove any residential sites from the heart of Marinship, south of Harbor Drive.

Thanks for having the courage to protect the Marinship and Sausalito’s Working Waterfront!

Sincerely,

Chris Ryan

mailto:chrisryan246@yahoo.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov
mailto:citycouncil@sausalito.gov


From: Bret Andrews
To: City Clerk; City Council
Subject: Marinship and housing
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 5:27:14 AM

Dear Mayor Blaustein and Council members,

I live on a houseboat on South Forty Dock. I urge you to save the Marinship and Sausalito's working
waterfront south of Harbor Drive. Please keep it as it historically is and remove residential sites from
there.

Sincerely,

Bret Andrews

27 S 40 Dock

mailto:bretwandrews@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov
mailto:citycouncil@sausalito.gov


From: Lisa Bennett
To: City Clerk
Subject: Public Comment for 1/30 CC Meeting
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 7:06:02 AM

Dear Sausalito Planning Commission and City Council*,
 
I am writing in regards to the ill-conceived plan to adopt the Housing Element at the 1/30
joint Planning Commission/City Council meeting. I urge the City Council to vote against
adopting the Housing Element, and instead to focus on making the Housing Element
compliant. 

1. This process will likely result in Sausalito getting sued, and will not protect it
from the consequences of missing the deadline for adopting a housing
element. HCD requires community input throughout the process. The revised
housing element has not been available for public review for seven days as required.
As of Sunday morning, it wasn’t available for review for the Monday meeting. City
Council cannot both adopt 1/30 and give the public a change to review and comment.
This will likely result in Sausalito being sued, just as Belvedere and Novato have
been for their premature adoption of their housing elements. It’s also hard to see how
HCD accepts a housing element that is so blatantly disregarding their letter and
process. We should be spending our resources on making the Housing Element
Compliant, not on lawsuits. Premature adoption of the Housing Element will not
protect Sausalito from the Builder’s Remedy. It will just cost it more time and more
money

2.              Revisions in the Site Inventory were not properly reviewed with the public and
will likely anger many residents. Throughout the HEAC process, it was clear that:

-           There is great support for affordable and senior housing
            -           There is enormous debate on where they should be placed
 

Most of the HEAC time was spent reviewing the sites on the inventory. Yet, at the
last minute, the planning commission has recommended removing the sites from the
Marinship most likely to develop into affordable or senior housing and to add a
number of sites that were not vetted by the public. Throughout the process, there
were concerns about development at MLK park. Now the MLK tennis courts are
part of the site inventory. This will anger many residents. These changes were not
based on the results of the EIR or comments back from HCD. They were proposed
unilaterally by the Planning Commission. Over 10% of the sites on the inventory
have been changed. If the City thinks that such wholesale change is required, the
public should be re-engaged. 

 
The current process of revising the Housing Element behind closed doors and then
speedily pushing it through reeks of the kind of secret backroom dealing that the Housing
Element process is specifically designed to prevent. It blatantly reveals that the current
Planning Commission and City Council leadership that is working on the revision is not

mailto:lisabpolitics@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


interested in listening to the community and is beholden to special interests such as the
Working Waterfront Coalition and the neighborhood residents adjacent to City Hall. Now
that you know better you should do better.
 
*You may receive an email very much like this from a group of Sausalitans.  I honestly can’t edit it any
better to get the point across.  Apologies for the duplication, I hope that you consider that each of us
feel very strongly about what’s about to happen.
 
Lisa Bennett
Many Hats
(415) 272-4927
 



From: Stephen Hansen
To: Andrew Davidson
Cc: Kevin McGowan; Walfred Solorzano
Subject: Re: Leak in City Clerk and Janitor Closet
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 7:45:31 AM

A new light has been installed in the City Clerks office. 

mailto:SHansen@sausalito.gov
mailto:ADavidson@sausalito.gov
mailto:kmcgowan@sausalito.gov
mailto:WSolorzano@sausalito.gov


Stephen Hansen 
Department Of Public Works
Maintenance Supervisor 
Office:(415)289-4110
FAX:(415)289-4138
shansen@sausalito.gov

On Jan 26, 2023, at 4:19 PM, Andrew Davidson <ADavidson@sausalito.gov> wrote:


Hello,
 
Roofers saw light thru the roof at the scupper adjacent to the lower roof at the
south/west second floor entrance. They applied mastic around the scupper above the
roof, and applied a caulk on the outside and at cracks they noted as photographed.
 
 
 

<IMG_4894.jpg>



<IMG_4895.jpg>

<image001.jpg>

Steve, please install the light fixture in the City Clerks office when you have the
opportunity.
 
Hope this addresses the issue.
 
Thank you,
Andy



From: Peter Teague
To: City Clerk
Subject: No Marinship Housing South of Harbor Drive
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 7:52:45 AM

Dear Mayor Blaustein and Council members,

I live in Sausalito, care about our working waterfront and support housing where it makes the
most sense.

I urge you to please vote to remove any residential sites from the heart of Marinship, south of
Harbor Drive.

Thanks for having the courage to protect the Marinship and Sausalito’s Working Waterfront.

Sincerely,

Peter Teague

mailto:pteague212@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: Jennifer Gennari
To: City Clerk
Subject: Public Comment for 1/30 CC Meeting
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 8:15:43 AM

Dear Dear Sausalito Planning Commission and City Council,

Please vote against adopting the Housing Element at the 1/30 joint Planning Commission/City
Council meeting. We need affordable and senior housing in areas that make sense, and not developing our
beloved MLK park and tennis courts! 

At the last minute, the planning commission has recommended removing the sites from the
Marinship most likely to develop into affordable or senior housing and to add a number of
sites that were not vetted by the public. Now the MLK tennis courts are part of the site
inventory. 

With good planning and smart development that takes into consideration sea level rise (see Amsterdam), we
can build affordable and senior housing in the Marinship and preserve our working waterfront!

Jennifer Gennari
60 Issaquah Dock

-- 
MUFFLED, Simon & Schuster, 2020 * A Junior Library Guild Selection *
MY MIXED-UP BERRY BLUE SUMMER, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2012
www.jengennari.com

mailto:jengennari@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov
http://www.jengennari.com/


From: Paula Morris
To: City Clerk; City Council
Subject: Please save our working waterfront
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 8:20:35 AM

Dear Mayor Blaustein and Council members,

I live in Sausalito, care about our working waterfront and support affordable housing where it
makes the most sense.

I urge you to please vote to remove any residential sites from the heart of Marinship, south of
Harbor Drive.

Thanks for having the courage to protect the Marinship and Sausalito’s Working Waterfront.

Sincerely,

Paula Morris

-- 
Paula Morris
[e] pauladpm25@gmail.com
[c] 415-305-6791
[p] she, her, hers

mailto:pauladpm25@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov
mailto:citycouncil@sausalito.gov
mailto:pauladpm25@gmail.com


From: Laura Hunter
To: City Council
Subject: Planning Commission - Re: MLK Park
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 8:29:50 AM

Good Morning,

I understand that today there will be a meeting of the planning commission regarding the option to site 162 new
units of housing at MLK. As a local resident and avid tennis player, this is incredibly concerning news. I use the
courts on average 2 times a week. I also play pickleball and use the dog park from time to time. I do not belong to a
private tennis club, and have loved the fact that my town has several tennis courts that are available for regular use. I
understand that we have a mandate and responsibility to help the housing crisis, but I am strongly encouraging this
commission to exercise moderation when it comes to creating housing at MLK. The preservation of our parks and
recreation activities there would be greatly appreciated!

Thank you for listening to one voice that speaks for many others who use the parks and recreation opportunities in
our great city!!

Best,

Laura Hunter
310 2nd Street
Sausalito CA 94965

mailto:lhunter916@gmail.com
mailto:citycouncil@sausalito.gov


From: Joan Cox
To: Walfred Solorzano
Subject: Fw: MLK Tennis Courts
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 8:31:43 AM

Walfred,

Please attach as late mail to the C/C and P/C.

Thanks,

Joan

From: Jeanne F. Stott <saus.jeannie@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 30, 2023 6:33 AM
To: Joan Cox <jcox@sausalito.gov>
Subject: MLK Tennis Courts
 
Dear Councilwoman Cox:

I am strongly opposed to removing the MLK tennis courts for the housing 
element.  I voted for you.

Please oppose this move!

Sincerely,

Jeanne Stott

mailto:jcox@sausalito.gov
mailto:WSolorzano@sausalito.gov


From: Nina Croner
To: City Clerk
Subject: NO Housing at MLK Tennis Courts Site
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 8:33:16 AM

Hello,

I am writing to express my opposition to having the MLK Tennis Courts as a site for housing
in the Housing Element.

NO housing at the MLK Tennis Courts site.

Thank you and best regards, Nina

Nina Croner 
11 Anchorage Road
Sausalito, CA 94965

mailto:nina.croner@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: Georgie Funk
To: City Clerk
Subject: Sausalito mlk tennis courts
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 8:40:57 AM

I have lived on Olima Street for 66 years, across from the MLK tennis courts. In all this time, I have never seen
these courts under utilized. They are busy every week all year round. Winter is definitely included.
To eliminate these courts would be eliminating one of the main recreational areas for Sausalito residents.
We have an aging population. Senior citizens are very active tennis players. You want Sausalito to attract younger
residents , families. Why would you eliminate an activity all ages enjoy?  There are other areas of Sausalito under
utilized that should be explored. Do your job. Respect the needs of Sausalito current and future citizens.
Any need to talk to me , please call
415 309 5623 or feel free to contact me by email.

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:thegfunk22@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: Jonathan/Pam Moe/Choy
To: City Clerk
Subject: Housing space at MLK tennis courts
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 8:43:23 AM

For the Sausalito City Council and Planning Commission (if applicable),
Please reconsider the proposal to repurpose the tennis courts at MLK for additional housing. 
These courts are one of the few public courts available in Sausalito for youth, adults and
families.
The loss of the courts would be a difficult loss and difficult to replace for those that use them.
Thank you,
Jonathan Moe

mailto:choynmoe2@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: Manuel Tsingaris
To: City Clerk
Subject: Please don’t destroy the tennis courts
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 3:43:04 PM

I’ve been a long time resident of Sausalito, living in the Headlands II condos and now a floating home in Kappas
marina, and I’ve just heard that you are voting on absorbing the MLK tennis courts into the new housing site. I think
building these new homes is a positive, forward thinking step…but, removing one of the few public shared areas for
tennis play is unnecessary. Not all of us can afford club memberships. Alienating the working class does not help in
the support of this new housing development for those who are home challenged. I suggest reconsidering this
option. There’s no need sacrifice elements that make our quality of life in Sausalito at its current level. Imagine:
maybe our new neighbors will start using the courts as well. I’d be more than happy to donate an older racket to
someone who can’t afford one so that they can play with me and feel more integrated into our lovely, loving, little
town.
Sincerely,
Manuel

Sent from my handheld device
Manuel "Manoli" Adrian Tsingaris
415-310-2404
tsingaris@mac.com
www.tsingaris.com

mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: Tom Werner
To: City Clerk
Subject: Housing at MLK tennis courts site objection
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 9:06:19 AM

This is absolutely unacceptable!!! Where was our formal notice in advance of today’s meeting? We
have 23 homeowners in our Terraces of Sausalito HOA and are an adjacent property. I also sit on the
Board of our HOA and am Treasurer.
 
First off what is your authority on converting public recreation space to a residential space??? You
can’t change zoning like that. Where is the process with public involvement? Has an EIR study been
done?
 
Secondly the tennis courts are a vital recreation amenity to many in this north end. You already took
away the courts for the homeless at Marinships. This is a valued recreational site as are the nearby
fields and other facilities for the use of all the public.
 
I strongly object to this direction and recommend a no vote at today’s hearing. Find another
location.
 
Tom Werner
141 Stanford Way
Sausalito, CA  94965
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows
 

mailto:twerner24@msn.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From: Andrea C. Rey
To: City Clerk
Subject: Against building housing at MLK park/tennis courts
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 9:20:12 AM

Dear City Council members;

I recently heard of your proposal to build housing on the MLK tennis courts site. 

I am fully in favor of affordable housing in every town. However, I am against  dismantling free and public access
to parks and recreation for a whole community.

Sincerely,

Andrea Rey

mailto:lareyhoy@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: Kathryn Roszak
To: City Clerk
Cc: Janelle Kellman
Subject: Objection to building on MLK park
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 9:23:48 AM
Attachments: image.png

Dear Clerk and Janelle, 
I object. I’m a homeowner above this area. It devalues our property to not have this park there.
What can be done? When is there a meeting? How to protest? I think this is a very bad decision
and so do others. Please, I’d like a personal reply.
Thanks,
Kathryn Roszak

mailto:dance@dlkdance.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov
mailto:jkellman@sausalito.gov



Sent from my iPhone



From: Lois Salisbury
To: City Clerk
Subject: MLK is a jewel in Sausalito"s crown of rec and park facilities
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 9:30:33 AM

Dear Sausalito City Council and Planning Commission members, 

I play tennis at MLK weekly, sometimes more often.  I'm always dazzled by the facilities'
vibrant use, be it for zumba, pickle ball, basketball, soccer or, of course, my beloved tennis. 

It would be extremely shortsighted to demolish this recreational facility for housing.  Sausalito
surely can do better than to rob Peter to pay Paul.  To quote the world champions, the Bryan
Brothers, "Once you lose a tennis court, you never get it back." 

Tennis and pickle ball are both on huge growth trajectories. They are lifelong sports and
should only be encouraged for the health and well being of the Sausalito community.  

Please do better, this housing proposal is a community wrecking option. 

Lois Salisbury 
18 Yellow Ferry Dock, Sausalito, CA 94965
415 225 2758

mailto:lois.salisbury@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: Kathryn Roszak
To: City Clerk; Janelle Kellman
Subject: Fwd: further info-Objection to building on MLK park
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 9:38:38 AM

Further: We lived the past two years with ongoing construction  on Coloma St. This will bring
traffic and noise to area. This is not good. Please stop this!
Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Kathryn Roszak <dance@dlkdance.com>
Date: January 30, 2023 at 9:23:42 AM PST
To: cityclerk@sausalito.gov
Cc: Janelle Kellman <jkellman@sausalito.gov>
Subject: Objection to building on MLK park

 Dear Clerk and Janelle, 
I object. I’m a homeowner above this area. It devalues our property to not have
this park there. What can be done? When is there a meeting? How to protest? I
think this is a very bad decision and so do others. Please, I’d like a personal reply.
Thanks,
Kathryn Roszak

<image.png>

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:dance@dlkdance.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov
mailto:jkellman@sausalito.gov


From: Claudia Brown
To: City Clerk
Subject: Housing Element Feedback
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 9:51:52 AM

Dear City Planners and Sausalito Counsel,

The decision to repurpose the MLK city park to provide low cost housing needs is not a
positive step for building a viable community.  I live adjacent to MLK park, schools and a
single unit housing neighborhood.  A large housing unit with parking is not consistent with the
scale of the Coloma/ Olima neighborhood.

My first concern is safety in case of an emergency.  Coloma is an evacuation route for
Sausalito residents in the North end.  The impact of high density housing needing to evacuate
from the Coloma/ Olima area and beyond in case of an emergency would put in coming
emergency vehicles and residents exiting on to Bridgeway in jeopard.

The reduction in size of MLK public park which provides an opportunity for outdoor
recreation and community events for all of Sausalito is a significant loss.  Having high density
housing adjacent to the park changes the park experience. The public voted in the past for park
improvements.  The public should have the opportunity to vote for changes in the size  and
nature of the park.  

I appreciate your consideration of these concerns in your decisions in approving the size and
existence of high density housing in a predominately single story neighborhood and
infrastructure consistent with a low density residential community.

With regards,

Claudia Brown
828 Olima
Sausalito

mailto:brownclaudia@comcast.net
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: BettyAnn Kram
To: City Clerk
Subject: MLK tennis courts a valuable asset to Sausalito
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 9:57:06 AM

I write as a concerned citizen of Sausalito and an avid tennis and pickleball player to ask that
we preserve our excellent courts at MLK. Our recreation facilities there are used daily and
afford many of us the opportunity to enjoy life in Sausalito that will not be possible without
these courts. 
Please consider an alternative site for housing. I urge moderation in this endeavor. 
Thank you .
BettyAnn Kram

 

mailto:bettyann.kram@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: tpkoszegi
To: City Clerk
Subject: Vote NO TO HOUSING ELEMENTS!
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 10:09:28 AM

We should not be sacrificing the MLK property tennis courts or any of that recreational area
for housing.  This is the only comprehensive green space we have for multifunction recreation
and events.  It also provides a safe space in the event of a natural disaster, fire, flood,
earthquake etc.

Please vote NO!

THOMAS KOSZEGI
802 BUTTE STREET
SAUSALITO
415-942-3518
BOARD MEMBER HARBOR VIEW IN SAUSALITO HOA

Sent from my Galaxy

mailto:tpkoszegi@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: Gennifer Choldenko
To: City Clerk
Subject: Don"t destroy MLK tennis courts and park
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 10:24:52 AM

Dear City Council,
 
I love Sausalito.  I own a duplex on Sausalito Blvd and have made Sausalito my home for
10 years.  One of the reasons I moved to Sausalito was because of the active vibrant tennis
community here.  That community centers around the MLK tennis courts.  These courts are
always packed full of Sausalito residents enjoying tennis, pickle ball, running on the track,
playing soccer, walking our dogs.  We have so few parks here.  Why would the city council
want to destroy our MLK park? 
 
The idea that the city council would destroy our courts is horrifying to me.  Don’t you guys
care about the people of Sausalito at all? 
 
Please please don’t destroy our MLK tennis courts and park.
 
Best,
Gennifer Choldenko
378 Sausalito Blvd., Sausalito
 

mailto:gennifer@choldenko.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: Jim Girardeau
To: Planning Commission
Subject: Request to remove sites 207-210, addresses: 911-917, 933,927 Bridgeway from HCD housing plan
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 6:09:38 PM
Attachments: Request to remove parcels 207_210 from Housing Element.pdf

Related to the joint Council and Planning Commission meeting on Jan 30, 2023, please
reference the attached letter.

I am the property owner at 927 Bridgeway and I am shocked that you have approved my
house for a recommendation to the state without any contact with me, and without any
notice period or hearing.

I will be at the meeting on Jan 30 and would like to understand why you allowed this addition
without any community comment or notice.

And why I, as the owner of the property at 927 Bridgeway listed to be designated as
redevelopment, was not even notified?

Regards, Jim Girardeau

mailto:jwgirardeau@gmail.com
mailto:pc@sausalito.gov



Request to remove sites 207-210, addresses: 911-917, 933,927 Bridgeway from HCD housing plan 
 
To: 
City of Sausalito 
 
City Council in Sausalito, Mayor Melissa Blaustein, Council member Joan Cox, Councilmember Jill James 
Hoffman, Councilmember Janelle Kellman 
 
Planning Commission, Chair Jeffery Luxenberg, Vice Chair Andrew Junius, Richard Graef, Kristina Feller, 
Nastassya Saad 
 
De Novo Planning Group, Beth Thompson, Principal; Steve McMurtry, Principal; Ben Ritchie, Principal; 
Amanda Tropiano, Principal 
 
Community and Economic Development Director Brandon Phipps 
 
From:  James and Denise Girardeau, 927 Bridgeway, Sausalito, CA 94965; property owners 
 
Date:  January 29, 2023 
 
We request that the late change by the Planning Commission on Jan 25th, 2023 to adopt these parcels be 


removed from the HCD housing plan: sites 207-210, addresses: 911-917, 933,927 Bridgeway 


These parcels were added on Jan 25th, 2023, without any public comment or notice by the Sausalito 
Planning Commission. They were added during a 45-second audio clip during a 5 ½-hour planning 
meeting (minute 39:45 to minute 40:30), with no information provided. No studies were presented 
regarding this addition, no justification was provided.  No public comment was solicited; a draft was not 
posted before (as required); people directly affected by this modification were not contacted.  
 
Our house was included without our knowledge. Our house is a small 1000 sq foot historic cottage that 
has been there for over 100 years, essentially unchanged but well-maintained. This is a classic Sausalito 
home, and the area and environs should be preserved.  Other nearby historic houses will be negatively 
affected by this zoning change. 
 
It is shocking that the De Novo Planning group would propose this last-minute change without any 
justification, and that Planning Commission members would allow and approve these additions without 
any justification. It is inexcusable that the property owners, nearby neighbors, and businesses were not 
notified and given time to provide comments.  It is inexcusable to add properties five days before the 
final review at City Council, as it is impossible now to have a valid comment period.  These newly added 
properties should immediately be removed from the Planning Commission recommendation. 
 
The Planning Commission has touted the careful process they followed, the 1000s of public comments, 
the many notifications sent, and the public postings – but related to parcels 207-210 none of these 
processes were followed. Instead, it was surreptitiously slipped in during 45 seconds of a video meeting, 
then adopted by the Planning Commission without comment or question.  This doesn’t follow set 
guidelines from the State or the Planning Commission and is implausible to understand. 
 







There has been no study of the effect on nearby neighbors, parking, traffic, safety, geological stability of 
the hill, environment, noise, and other concerns. The site is a wonderful place to live now and already 
provides reasonable housing choices with multiple rental residents and an affordable 1000 Sq ft house 
where we live. The inclusion of these properties will displace many families; it will cause significant 
economic penalties for nearby residents and homeowners and will destroy what is now a beautiful 
residential area. 
 
We are shocked that we found out about this matter only by casually reading the Sausalito Currents E-
newsletter late on the night of Jan 27th, 2023. We learned that on Jan 25th, 2023, our house was added 
to a recommendation to be redeveloped within a Planning Commission plan that had been developed 
over two years. During that time there was no prior mention at any point of our property or surrounding 
properties.  We learned that a final council vote to approve this will be on Jan 30th, 2023, and that the 
submission will be sent to the State on Jan 31st, 2023. 
 
This inclusion has not followed legal precedent or guidelines developed by the State, the Planning 
Commission, and the City of Sausalito. 
 
We request that these parcels be removed from the Planning Commission recommendation: sites 207-
210, addresses: 911-917, 933,927 Bridgeway 
 
If this is not promptly addressed before submission to HCD, we will be forced to seek legal remedies 
and seek penalties against all associated parties related to this matter.   
 
 
Regards,  
James and Denise Girardeau 
jwgirardeau@gmail.com 
(512) 560-0461 



mailto:jwgirardeau@gmail.com





From: Bryan Fahrenheit
To: Planning Commission
Subject: Support For Planning Commission Recommendation
Date: Sunday, January 29, 2023 9:45:50 PM

I completely endorse the entire planning commission's recommendation to the city
council for the housing element. I hope the entire city council adopts the proposal as it
is thoughtful and effective.

mailto:bryanfahrenheit84@gmail.com
mailto:pc@sausalito.gov


From: Annabelle Joy
To: City Clerk; City Council
Subject: Letter for attachment to 1/30/23 Agenda
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 10:21:41 AM


Dear Mayor Blaustein and Council members,

I live in Sausalito and support housing where it makes the most sense.

I urge you to please vote to remove any proposed residential sites from the heart of the
Marinship; specifically south of Harbor Drive.

Thank you for protecting Sausalito’s Working Waterfront.

Sincerely,
Annabelle Joy 

mailto:annabellejoy@me.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov
mailto:citycouncil@sausalito.gov


From: Gennifer Choldenko
To: City Clerk
Subject: Don"t destroy MLK tennis courts and park
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 10:24:52 AM

Dear City Council,
 
I love Sausalito.  I own a duplex on Sausalito Blvd and have made Sausalito my home for
10 years.  One of the reasons I moved to Sausalito was because of the active vibrant tennis
community here.  That community centers around the MLK tennis courts.  These courts are
always packed full of Sausalito residents enjoying tennis, pickle ball, running on the track,
playing soccer, walking our dogs.  We have so few parks here.  Why would the city council
want to destroy our MLK park? 
 
The idea that the city council would destroy our courts is horrifying to me.  Don’t you guys
care about the people of Sausalito at all? 
 
Please please don’t destroy our MLK tennis courts and park.
 
Best,
Gennifer Choldenko
378 Sausalito Blvd., Sausalito
 

mailto:gennifer@choldenko.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: Rhonda Gutenberg
To: City Clerk
Subject: Re: Planning commission has just voted to add the MLK Tennis Courts as a housing site on the Housing element
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 10:40:36 AM

Hi,

I understand that there will be a special meeting today to discuss this initiative.  Naturally, finding locations for low-
income housing is a pressing, challenging and important matter.  However, as a long-time Sausalito resident and
regular user of park/recreation services, I am adamantly opposed to using this location for housing. We have not had
use of the Marinship tennis courts (the only ones in the City with lights) since December 2020 and it is unclear if we
will ever get them back again.  Besides MLK, the only other court is on 4th street, in Hurricane Gulch - as
information for non-tennis players, wind is not a good combination with tennis, and this court is often the victim of
heavy winds. The MLK courts are often occupied with clinics and organized activities, so it is even hard to access
them, however that really is our only good choice at the moment.  And if these courts are turned into housing where
will the schools and coaches go for their clinics and lessons? If there anything further that I can do to help prevent
this measure from moving forward, please be sure to contact me.

Best regards,

Rhonda Gutenberg
rhondagutenberg@gmail.com
415.887.8588

mailto:rhondagutenberg@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: Gigi Sims
To: City Clerk; City Council
Subject: Marinship
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 11:19:22 AM

Dear Mayor Blaustein and Council members:

I’ve lived in Sausalito for over twenty years and was raised in Marin.  I care about Sausalito’s
working waterfront because it’s essential for our community…. it always has been.
I urge you to please vote to remove any residential sites from Marinship south of Harbor
Drive.

Thank you,
Gigi Sims

mailto:gigisims@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov
mailto:citycouncil@sausalito.gov


From: Shea Putnam
To: City Clerk
Subject: Public Comment for 1/30 City Council Meeting
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 11:28:15 AM

Dear Sausalito Planning Commission and City Council,

tl;dr: The solution currently proposed to meet the deadline is shortsighted and will not 
accomplish what it's trying to do. It also does not address the findings related to the 
affirmatively furthering fair housing issues, as those numbers will take weeks to obtain. 
Don't throw away a year of hard work by the HEAC and open the city up to lawsuits, to 
adopt a housing element that won't be compliant anyway. It's just an overall stupid strategy. 

I am writing in regards to the ill-conceived plan to adopt the Housing Element at the 1/30 
joint Planning Commission/City Council meeting. I urge the City Council to vote against 
adopting the Housing Element, and instead to focus on making the Housing Element 
compliant. 

1. 
This process will likely result in Sausalito getting sued, and will not protect it 
from the consequences of missing the deadline for adopting a housing 
element. HCD requires community input throughout the process. The revised 
housing element has not been available for public review for seven days as required. 
As of Sunday morning, it wasn’t available for review for the Monday meeting. City 
Council cannot both adopt 1/30 and give the public a change to review and comment. 
This will likely result in Sausalito being sued, just as Belvedere and Novato have 
been for their premature adoption of their housing elements. It’s also hard to see how 
HCD accepts a housing element that is so blatantly disregarding their letter and 
process. We should be spending our resources on making the Housing Element 
Compliant, not on lawsuits. Premature adoption of the Housing Element will not 
protect Sausalito from the Builder’s Remedy. It will just cost it more time and more 
money. 

2. 
Revisions in the Site Inventory were not properly reviewed with the public and 
will likely anger many residents. Throughout the HEAC process, it was clear that:

a. 
There is great support for affordable and senior housing

b. 
There is enormous debate on where they should be placed

Most of the HEAC time was spent reviewing the sites on the inventory. Yet, at the 
last minute, the planning commission has recommended removing the sites from the 

mailto:shea.putnam@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


Marinship most likely to develop into affordable or senior housing and to add a 
number of sites that were not vetted by the public. Throughout the process, there 
were concerns about development at MLK park. Now the MLK tennis courts are 
part of the site inventory. This will anger many residents. These changes were not 
based on the results of the EIR or comments back from HCD. They were proposed 
unilaterally by the Planning Commission. Over 10% of the sites on the inventory 
have been changed. If the City thinks that such wholesale change is required, the 
public should be re-engaged. 

The current process of revising the Housing Element behind closed doors and then 
speedily pushing it through reeks of the kind of secret backroom dealing that the Housing 
Element process is specifically designed to prevent. It blatantly reveals that the current 
Planning Commission and City Council leadership that is working on the revision (Janelle 
Kellman, Joan Cox, Kristina Feller, & Nastassya Saad) is not interested in listening to the 
community and is beholden to special interests such as the Working Waterfront Coalition 
and the neighborhood residents adjacent to City Hall.

Shea Putnam



From: Ted Maher
To: City Clerk
Subject: Comment on MLK
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 11:35:44 AM

Please do not take away the tennis courts and playing field at MLK.

There are so few sports facilities in Sausalito.

When living in or moving to a city, these facilities are very important both for children and
adults.

O personally use MLK four times a week.

Thank you,
Edward Maher
415-775-3020 ext 0

mailto:tedmaher@comcast.net
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: Jacob Brown
To: City Clerk
Subject: Save the tennis courts!
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 11:43:17 AM

To the Sausalito City Council,

I want to weigh in on the idea of tearing down the MK tennis courts.  While I recognize the
need for additional housing, I also see the importance that those courts play in the social fabric
of our town.

I am a regular user of the courts and their destruction would be a terrible loss for me and for
my tennis partners.  I am a Sausalito homeowner, as are my tennis partners.  I know I am
speaking for all of them when I strongly urge you to look into other solutions.

Those courts are part of the fabric of our town.  Please do your best to keep them.  For all of
us.

Sincerely,

Jacob Brown

mailto:jacob94965@gmail.com
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov


From: Marcio Von Muhlen
To: City Clerk
Cc: housingelements@hcd.ca.gov; housingelements@yimbylaw.org
Subject: Comment on Sausalito 6th cycle Housing Element
Date: Monday, January 30, 2023 12:00:20 PM
Attachments: Sausalito City Council HE letter Jan 30 2023.pdf

Home3_Sausalito_HE_Analysis.pdf

hi Sausalito City Clerk, 

Please see the attached letter and analysis, concerning today's city council vote on Sausalito's
6th cycle Housing Element.

Kind regards,
Marcio

-- 
Marcio von
Muhlen
COO and co-founder
Home3, Inc.

(617) 758-9871

marcio@home3.co

https://www.linkedin.com/in/marciovm/

mailto:marcio@home3.co
mailto:CityClerk@sausalito.gov
mailto:housingelements@hcd.ca.gov
mailto:housingelements@yimbylaw.org
https://home3.co/
tel:(617)+758-9871
mailto:marcio@home3.co
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marciovm/



Home3, Inc.
2261 Market Street #4940
San Francisco, CA 94114
hello@home3.co


January 30, 2023


Sausalito City Council, C/O Office of the City Clerk
420 Litho Street
Sausalito, CA 94965
cityclerk@sausalito.gov
Cc: California HCD


Dear Sausalito City Council,


We are a professional real estate investment firm, writing with concerns about the housing inventory sites


in the 6th Cycle Housing Element you are voting on later today.


We are longtime Bay Area residents, and we feel a moral imperative to help solve our housing shortage by


increasing the regional housing supply. We believe new housing is especially needed in high-resource,
economically segregated communities, like Sausalito.


Our principals have 15 years of combined experience investing in multifamily infill developments in


California and other states. We are experts in underwriting the financial feasibility of infill development
projects in the multifamily asset class. Our clients trust our expertise with their hard-earned capital.


Our analysis of 12 housing inventory sites in the Housing Element shows that NONE are feasible for


development under current market conditions. Due primarily to low density and height constraints, high
construction costs, and costly minimum parking requirements, all 12 projects have a negative residual
land value, and would require substantial subsidies to pencil. In addition, many sites are unsuitable for
development because of factors like (i) being mostly underwater; (ii) inadequate road access; and (iii)
high value of current use. Our project-by-project analysis and commentary is attached. If we had more
time, we could further refine this analysis, but your draft was only published yesterday, which is not
sufficient for adequate review.


See the pages enclosed for more details.



mailto:cityclerk@sausalito.gov





As a result, based on our expert opinion, your housing element does not meet the HCD criteria of


planning for adequate capacity to meet state-mandated RHNA growth targets.


We urge you to start over with the inventory sites, and incorporate changes such as a high density zoning


overlay that can facilitate development feasibility.


Alternatively, we are also excited to finance development of projects using Builder’s Remedy, AB 2011, and


other state-mandated entitlement pathways in Sausalito, bypassing overly restrictive local regulations.
The solution to our region’s crushing housing shortage can’t come soon enough.


Best Regards,


Nils Bunger
CEO, Home3, Inc


nils@home3.co


Marcio von Muhlen
COO, Home3, Inc


marcio@home3.co







Issues identified
100 Spinnaker/100 Bay


● -$14.9M residual land value


● This site has a significant portion in the water


● The retaining wall on site may need major work/was not designed foradditional building


load


● Geotechnical reports seems to indicate +100' to bedrock (Large foundations costs)


● BCDC Juristiction (They should confim they would allow this)


● Title Dispute between City and Owner exists on adjacent piece of land that provides


access


300 Locust


● -$1.8M residual land value


● BCDC Juristiction (They should confim they would allow this)


● Site is small, only .51 aces barely making cutoff


● Parking is unlikely to fit


● Affordable rents will not pencil without signficant subsidy


2656 Bridgeway


● $-10.0M residual land value


● Site is potentially developable but not at existing densities


● Owner has requested 20% affordable to City


● 50% does not pencil


636 Nevada


● $-10.7M residual land value


● Site is a portion of school premises


● These densities and levels of affordability do not pencil


● School likely requires a vote of board (Unclear if this has taken place)


● Development on School land is likely subject to increased union labor cost estimated


30%+


● Site is adjacent to school utilites


● Maintaining parking likely means a more expensive Type 5 over Type 1







● Parking ratio makes it infeasible


Tomales St


● -$6.9M residual land value


● City Corp Yard. Where will new Corp yard go?


● Will City develop this? Staff are severely constrained


● Environmental is a concern, corp yards often have some degree of contamination


● May need to be cleaned up


100 Ebbittide


● -$35.2M residual land value


● School Site


● Where will units go? On play field, in dog park, parking, tennis courts?


● Realistically this site is largely constrained due to it's existing uses


● TDC is 160mm how does a city with a strucutral deficit plan to finance this?


● Site in total is over 10 acres (17)


2660 Bridgeway


● $1M residual land value


● Tiny Site


● Not over .5 acres per HC


● No discount for economies of scale


125 Bulkley


● -$14.4M residual land value


● Assemblage in middle of multi million dollar single family homes


● Existing uses are viable - Unlikely to develop


● Existing leases til 2028


● Huge negative land value


611 Bridgeway


● -$5.6M residual land value


● ¸Small site







● Unit yield and mix doesn't make sense


Caltrans at Ebbitide


● -$6.8M residual land value


● State site - Requires disposition


● Has state said they will develop?


●


330 Ebbitide


● -$8.5M residual land value


● Steep site


● Existing single family homes


● Limited Access from bridgeway - no turn off


● limited space for required parking


911-927 Bridgeway


● -$3.9M residual land value


● Three Parcels


● Rundown Houses


● Under .5 Acres








MARIN COUNTY AMI (HCD): 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Summary: This document shows the residual land value and general development assumptions for a variety of the sites listed on the City of Sausalito's 
2023 6th RHNA cycle housing element. This documentation was undertaken to illustrate some of the issues with the feasibility of selected sites.  Equitable, 
affordable, demographically needed housing is critically important to the future of Sausalito and the State of California. It is through this lens that we offer 
this analysis to demonstrate that many of the identified sites are very unlikely to develop at the contemplated densities and affordability levels. We all are 
striving for inclusive and likely to develop housing that offers an excellent quality of life for all residents. Given these shared goals, the numbers herein are 
instructive. Generally, if one requires a 5% stabilized return (Which is likely negative yielding given today's rate environment) a builder would have to get 
paid to accept the land and take the required development risk to build these projects at the contemplated levels of affordability and density. Clearly, as 
with most of the assumptions in this Housing Element, this not realistic. Moreover, the City's existing FAR limitations, parking requirements, height limits, 
development impact fees, and historic resistance to reasonable development have made past building largely infeasible. We note general hard costs, 
typically projects that benefit from economies of scale have a reduced cost per gsf. We note that Marin and Sausalito is one of the most expensive 
construction markets in the bay area with commercial contractors and subcontractors reluctant to cross the bridge from the south, drive over hwy 37 from 
the east bay, or come down the 101 from Sonoma and above. Nearly all of these are 2+ hr commutes that make an 8 hr workday over 10 hrs minus 
mobilization. There is almost no local supply of labor due to local housing costs. Even though this results in higher hard costs, we likely are on the low side 
of cost estimates on many of these sites. We note on many sites, even if parking requirements were half of what is currently in code, because most sites 
are small and constrained, parking reqs make sites unviable. We note general non-exhaustive obstacles to develop each site in the body of this document 
and on their specifc tabs. Such obstacles may include things like a portion of site being in water, title disputes, on difficult slopes, lack of unit yield, and 
required parking taking up 50% of site area. We do not note things that likely will impact development including interest rates, lack of local municipal 
affordable housing subsidy, a given site's documentable cost basis, and lack of development experience of site ownership. Generally, when rents are what 
they are, the costs to build are relatively fixed, the sources and uses of capital standard, the residual lands value should be postive enough to incentivize 
development. That is not the case here at all. Even when altering the aforementioned inputs in realistic way, it is not reasonable to assume these sites will 
develop at the contemplated affordability or density levels.


Acutely Low $17,450 $19,900 $22,400 $24,900 $26,900 $28,900 $30,900 $32,850


Extremely Low $39,150 $44,750 $50,350 $55,900 $60,400 $64,850 $69,350 $73,800


Very Low $65,250 $74,600 $83,900 $93,200 $100,700 $108,150 $115,600 $123,050


Low $104,400 $119,300 $134,200 $149,100 $161,050 $173,000 $184,900 $196,850


Median $116,200 $132,800 $149,400 $166,000 $179,300 $192,550 $205,850 $219,100


Moderate $139,450 $159,350 $179,300 $199,200 $215,150 $231,050 $247,000 $262,950


https://www.hcd.ca.gov/docs/grants-and-funding/inc2k22.pdf


AFFORDABILITY LEVEL: 30% STUDIO 1 BED 2 BED


Very Low 50% $1,453 $1,660 $1,868


Low 60% $1,743 $1,992 $2,241


Moderate 80% $2,324 $2,656 $2,988


Above Moderate 120% $3,486 $3,984 $4,482


SAUSALITO HOUSING ELEMENT MIX (BY INCOME CATEGORY): 


Very Low Income 48%


Low Income 26%


Moderate Income 11%


Above Moderate 15%


ASSUMED UNIT MIX (BY TYPE): UNIT SIZE Very Low Low Moderate Above Mod MODEL 


Studio 500 60% $1,453 $1,743 $2,324 $3,486 $1,929


1 Bedroom 600 30% $1,660 $1,992 $2,656 $3,984 $2,204


2 Bedroom 800 10% $1,868 $2,241 $2,988 $4,482 $2,480


$2,067  <-- Blended Average based on unit mix


MARIN COUNTY RENTS (CTCAC): EFFICIENCY 1 BED 2 BED 3 BED 4 BED 5 BED


100% $3,262 $3,496 $4,194 $4,846 $5,406 $5,966


80% $2,610 $2,797 $3,356 $3,878 $4,326 $4,773


70% $2,283 $2,447 $2,936 $3,393 $3,785 $4,176


60% $1,957 $2,097 $2,517 $2,908 $3,244 $3,579


55% $1,794 $1,922 $2,307 $2,666 $2,974 $3,281


50% $1,631 $1,748 $2,097 $2,423 $2,703 $2,983


45% $1,468 $1,573 $1,887 $2,181 $2,433 $2,684


40% $1,305 $1,398 $1,678 $1,939 $2,163 $2,386


35% $1,141 $1,223 $1,468 $1,696 $1,892 $2,088


30% $978 $1,048 $1,258 $1,454 $1,622 $1,789


20% $652 $699 $839 $969 $1,081 $1,193


https://www.treasurer.ca.gov/ctcac/rentincome/22/rent/rent-limits-pis-from-041822.pdf



https://www.hcd.ca.gov/docs/grants-and-funding/inc2k22.pdf

https://www.treasurer.ca.gov/ctcac/rentincome/22/rent/rent-limits-pis-from-041822.pdf





SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL $/UNIT


ADDRESS 100 Spinnaker/100 Bay Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $500 $520 $43,160,000 $461,160


PARCELS 065-041-04/05/06/10 Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $3,129,100 $33,434


Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $4,316,000 $46,116


SITE AREA 1.91 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $8,632,000 $92,232


SITE AREA (SF) 83,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $2,158,000 $23,058


PROPOSED DENSITY 49 Lease-Up Duration 6 2/1/27 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $431,600 $4,612


MAXIMUM UNITS 94 Stable Year 2027 Total Development Cost $61,826,700 $660,612


H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $46,859,000


ELI/VL 55% 23 Market rate rents $3,567


L 29% 12 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -$14,967,700


M 17% 7 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT -$159,928


AM 0% 0 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF -$180


TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 42 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%


Vacancy 5.00% Site Narrative: 
Expense Ratio 30.00% This site has a significant portion in the water 


Management Fees 5.00% The retaining wall on site may need major work/was not designed foradditional building load 


MARKET UNITS 52.00 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250 Geotechnical reports seems to indicate +100' to bedrock (Large foundations costs) 


Market Rents per sf $4.75 Construction Cost Escalation 4.00% BCDC Juristiction (They should confim they would allow this) 


LOT COVERAGE 50.00% Title Dispute between City and Owner exists on adjacent piece of land that provides access 


FLOORPLATE 41,500 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE


STORIES 2 Rental Income (Market) $2,225,964 $2,554,345


ABOVE-GRADE AREA 83,000 Rental Income (Affordable) $908,352 $1,022,358


ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $222,596 $255,434


NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 70,550 Gross Rental Income $3,356,912 $3,832,138


AVERAGE UNIT SIZE (using all available area) 751 Vacancy Loss -$167,846 -$191,607


TOTAL UNITS 94 Net Rental Income $3,189,067 $3,640,531


FAR ACHIEVED 1.00


Operating Expenses $956,720 $1,092,159


PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $159,453 $182,027


Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $23,398 $23,398


Parking Stalls Needed 94 Toatl Expenses $1,139,571 $1,297,583


Area Per Stall 400


Total Parking Area 37,436 NET OPERATING INCOME $2,049,496 $2,342,947


Parking Area as % of Site Area 45%


REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%


Studio 1BR 2BR


Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $46,859,000


Unit size 500 600 800


Count - ELI-VL 14 7 2


Count - L 7 4 1


Count - M 4 2 1


Count - AM 0 0 0


Count - Market 31 16 5.00


Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868


Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241


Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988


Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482


TOTAL affordable rents $41,832 $24,900 $8,964







SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL $/UNIT


ADDRESS 300 Locust Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $500 $520 $11,440,000 $457,783


PARCELS 064-087-07 Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $829,400 $33,189


Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $1,144,000 $45,778


SITE AREA 0.51 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $2,288,000 $91,557


SITE AREA (SF) 22,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $572,000 $22,889


PROPOSED DENSITY 49 Lease-Up Duration 3 11/1/26 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $114,400 $4,578


MAXIMUM UNITS 25 Stable Year 2026 Total Development Cost $16,387,800 $655,774


H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $14,594,000


ELI/VL 0% 0 Market Rents $4.15 $3,725


L 0% 0 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -$1,793,800


M 46% 6 Affordable Rents $2,067 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT -$71,781


AM 54% 7 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF -$82


TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 13 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%


Vacancy 5.00%


OVERALL % AFFORDABLE 50.00% Expense Ratio 30.00% Site Narrative: 
Management Fees 5.00% BCDC Juristiction (They should confim they would allow this) 


MARKET UNITS 12.00 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250 Site is small, only .51 aces barely making cutoff


Construction Cost Escalation 4.00% Parking is unlikely to fit 


LOT COVERAGE 50.00% Affordable rents will not pencil without signficant subsidy 


FLOORPLATE 11,000 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE


STORIES 2 Rental Income (Market) $536,406 $594,723


ABOVE-GRADE AREA 22,000 Rental Income (Affordable) $492,024 $537,648


ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $53,641 $59,472


NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 18,700 Gross Rental Income $1,082,070 $1,191,843


AVERAGE UNIT SIZE 898 Vacancy Loss -$54,104 -$59,592


TOTAL UNITS 21 Net Rental Income $1,027,967 $1,132,251


FAR ACHIEVED 1.00


Operating Expenses $308,390 $339,675


PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $51,398 $56,613


Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $6,248 $6,248


Parking Stalls Needed 25 Toatl Expenses $366,036 $402,535


Area Per Stall 400


Total Parking Area 9,996 NET OPERATING INCOME $661,931 $729,715


Parking Area as % of Site Area 45%


REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%


Studio 1BR 2BR


Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $14,594,000


Unit size 500 600 800


Count - ELI-VL 0 0 0


Count - L 0 0 0


Count - M 4 2 0


Count - AM 4 2 1


Count - Market 7 4 1.00


Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868


Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241


Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988


Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482


TOTAL affordable rents $23,240 $13,280 $4,482







SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL 


ADDRESS 2656 Bridgeway Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $500 $520 $21,320,000


PARCELS 063-140-21 Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $1,545,700


Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $2,132,000


SITE AREA 0.93 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $4,264,000


SITE AREA (SF) 41,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $1,066,000


PROPOSED DENSITY 49 Lease-Up Duration 3 11/1/26 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $213,200


MAXIMUM UNITS 46 Stable Year 2026 Total Development Cost $30,540,900


H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $20,524,000


ELI/VL 57% 13 Market Rents $4.50 $3,409


L 30% 7 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -$10,016,900


M 13% 3 Affordable Rents $2,067 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT -$219,813


AM 0% 0 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF -$244


TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 23 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%


Vacancy 5.00%


OVERALL % AFFORDABLE 50.00% Expense Ratio 30.00% Site Narrative: 
Management Fees 5.00% Site is potentially developable but not at existing densities


MARKET UNITS 23.00 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250 Owner has requested 20% affordable to City


Construction Cost Escalation 4.00% 50% does not pencil 


LOT COVERAGE 50.00%


FLOORPLATE 20,500 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE


STORIES 2 Rental Income (Market) $940,950 $1,043,248


ABOVE-GRADE AREA 41,000 Rental Income (Affordable) $487,542 $532,750


ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $94,095 $104,325


NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 34,850 Gross Rental Income $1,522,587 $1,680,323


AVERAGE UNIT SIZE 758 Vacancy Loss -$76,129 -$84,016


TOTAL UNITS 46 Net Rental Income $1,446,458 $1,596,307


FAR ACHIEVED 1.00


Operating Expenses $433,937 $478,892


PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $72,323 $79,815


Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $11,393 $11,393


Parking Stalls Needed 46 Toatl Expenses $517,653 $570,100


Area Per Stall 400


Total Parking Area 18,228 NET OPERATING INCOME $928,805 $1,026,207


Parking Area as % of Site Area 44%


REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%


Studio 1BR 2BR


Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $20,524,000


Unit size 500 600 800


Count - ELI-VL 8.0 4.0 1.0


Count - L 4.0 2.0 1.0


Count - M 2.0 1.0 0.0


Count - AM 0.0 0.0 0.0


Count - Market 14.0 7.0 2.0


Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868


Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241


Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988


Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482







TOTAL affordable rents $23,240 $13,280 $4,109







SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL $/UNIT


ADDRESS 636 Nevada Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $500 $520 $24,960,000 $463,080


PARCELS 064-322-01 Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $1,809,600 $33,573


Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $2,496,000 $46,308


SITE AREA 1.10 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $4,992,000 $92,616


SITE AREA (SF) 48,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $1,248,000 $23,154


PROPOSED DENSITY 49 Lease-Up Duration 4 12/1/26 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $249,600 $4,631


MAXIMUM UNITS 54 Stable Year 2026 Total Development Cost $35,755,200 $663,362


H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $25,029,000


ELI/VL 56% 15 Market Rents $4.75 $3,589


L 30% 8 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -$10,726,200


M 15% 4 Affordable Rents $2,067 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT -$199,002


AM 0% 0 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF -$223


TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 27 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%


Vacancy 5.00%


OVERALL % AFFORDABLE 50.00% Expense Ratio 30.00% Site Narrative: 
Management Fees 5.00% Site is a portion of school premises 


MARKET UNITS 27 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250 These densities and levels of affordability do not pencil 


Construction Cost Escalation 4.00% School likely requires a vote of board (Unclear if this has taken place) 


LOT COVERAGE 50.00% Development on School land is likely subject to increased union labor cost estimated 30%+ 


FLOORPLATE 24,000 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE Site is adjacent to school utilites


STORIES 2 Rental Income (Market) $1,158,493 $1,284,442 Maintaining parking likely means a more expensive Type 5 over Type 1


ABOVE-GRADE AREA 48,000 Rental Income (Affordable) $581,664 $635,600 Parking ratio makes it infeasible 


ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $115,849 $128,444


NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 40,800 Gross Rental Income $1,856,007 $2,048,486


AVERAGE UNIT SIZE 756 Vacancy Loss -$92,800 -$102,424


TOTAL UNITS 54 Net Rental Income $1,763,206 $1,946,062


FAR ACHIEVED 1.00


Operating Expenses $528,962 $583,819


PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $88,160 $97,303


Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $13,475 $13,475


Parking Stalls Needed 54 Toatl Expenses $630,597 $694,597


Area Per Stall 400


Total Parking Area 21,560 NET OPERATING INCOME $1,132,609 $1,251,465


Parknig Area as % of Site Area 45%


REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%


Studio 1BR 2BR


Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $25,029,000


Unit size 500 600 800


Count - ELI-VL 9.0 5.0 1.0


Count - L 5.0 2.0 1.0


Count - M 2.0 1.0 1.0


Count - AM 0.0 0.0 0.0


Count - Market 16.0 8.0 2.9


Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868


Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241


Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988


Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482


TOTAL affordable rents $26,436 $14,940 $7,097







SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL $/UNIT


ADDRESS Tomales Street Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $550 $572 $18,532,800 $434,023


PARCELS 064-341-04/10 Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $1,343,628 $31,467


Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $1,853,280 $43,402


SITE AREA 0.61 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $3,706,560 $86,805


SITE AREA (SF) 27,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $926,640 $21,701


PROPOSED DENSITY 70 Lease-Up Duration 3 11/1/26 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $185,328 $4,340


MAXIMUM UNITS 43 Stable Year 2026 Total Development Cost $26,548,236 $621,739


H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $19,615,000


ELI/VL 59% 10 Market Rents $5.00 $3,202


L 24% 4 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -$6,933,236


M 18% 3 Affordable Rents $2,067 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT -$162,371


AM 0% 0 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF -$257


TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 17 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%


Vacancy 5.00% Site Narrative: 
OVERALL % AFFORDABLE 50.00% Expense Ratio 30.00% City Corp Yard. Where will new Corp yard go?


Management Fees 5.00% Will City develop this? Staff are severly constrained 


MARKET UNITS 26 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250 Environmental is a concern, corp yards often have some degree of contamination 


Construction Cost Escalation 4.00% May need to be cleaned up


LOT COVERAGE 40.00%


FLOORPLATE 10,800 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE


STORIES 3 Rental Income (Market) $987,597 $1,094,967


ABOVE-GRADE AREA 32,400 Rental Income (Affordable) $367,026 $401,059


ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $98,760 $109,497


NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 27,540 Gross Rental Income $1,453,383 $1,605,522


AVERAGE UNIT SIZE 640 Vacancy Loss -$72,669 -$80,276


TOTAL UNITS 43 Net Rental Income $1,380,714 $1,525,246


FAR ACHIEVED 1.20


Operating Expenses $414,214 $457,574


PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $69,036 $76,262


Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $10,675 $10,675


Parking Stalls Needed 43 Toatl Expenses $493,925 $544,511


Area Per Stall 400


Total Parking Area 17,080 NET OPERATING INCOME $886,789 $980,735


Parking Area as % of Site Area 63%


REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%


Studio 1BR 2BR


Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $19,615,000


Unit size 500 600 800


Count - ELI-VL 6.0 3.0 1.0


Count - L 2.0 1.0 1.0


Count - M 2.0 1.0 0.0


Count - AM 0.0 0.0 0.0


Count - Market 15.0 8.0 2.7


Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868


Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241


Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988


Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482


TOTAL affordable rents $16,849 $9,628 $4,109







SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL 


ADDRESS 100 Ebbittide Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $515 $536 $111,833,280


PARCELS 063-170-03 Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $8,107,913


Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $11,183,328


SITE AREA 4.00 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $22,366,656


SITE AREA (SF) 174,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $5,591,664


PROPOSED DENSITY 70 Lease-Up Duration 18 2/1/28 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $1,118,333


MAXIMUM UNITS 280 Stable Year 2028 Total Development Cost $160,201,174


H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $124,927,000


ELI/VL 60% 84 Market Rents $5.00 $3,169


L 40% 56 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -$35,274,174


M 0% 0 Affordable Rents $2,067 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT -$125,979


AM 0% 0 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF -$203


TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 140 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%


Vacancy 5.00%


OVERALL % AFFORDABLE 50.00% Expense Ratio 30.00%


Management Fees 5.00% Site Narrative: 
MARKET UNITS 140 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250 School Site


Construction Cost Escalation 4.00% Where will units go? On play field, in dog park, parking, tennis courts?


LOT COVERAGE 40.00% Realistically this site is largely constrained due to it's existing uses 


FLOORPLATE 69,600 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE TDC is 160mm how does a city with a strucutral deficit plan to finance this? 


STORIES 3 Rental Income (Market) $5,324,400 $6,323,717 Site in total is over 10 acres (17)


ABOVE-GRADE AREA 208,800 Rental Income (Affordable) $2,823,162 $3,272,819


ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $532,440 $632,372


NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 177,480 Gross Rental Income $8,680,002 $10,228,907


AVERAGE UNIT SIZE 634 Vacancy Loss -$434,000 -$511,445


TOTAL UNITS 280 Net Rental Income $8,246,002 $9,717,462


FAR ACHIEVED 1.20


Operating Expenses $2,473,801 $2,915,238


PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $412,300 $485,873


Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $70,000 $70,000


Parking Stalls Needed 280 Toatl Expenses $2,956,101 $3,471,112


Area Per Stall 400


Total Parking Area 112,000 NET OPERATING INCOME $5,289,901 $6,246,350


Parking Area as % of Site Area 64%


REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%


Studio 1BR 2BR


Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $124,927,000


Unit size 500 600 800


Count - ELI-VL 50.0 25.0 9.0


Count - L 34.0 17.0 5.0


Count - M 0.0 0.0 0.0


Count - AM 0.0 0.0 0.0


Count - Market 84.0 42.0 14.0


Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868


Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241


Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988


Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482







TOTAL affordable rents $131,887 $75,364 $28,013







SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL $/UNIT


ADDRESS 2660 Bridgeway Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $650 $676 $5,948,800 $339,931


PARCELS 063-140-20 Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $431,288 $24,645


Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $594,880 $33,993


SITE AREA 0.25 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $1,189,760 $67,986


SITE AREA (SF) 11,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $297,440 $16,997


PROPOSED DENSITY 70 Lease-Up Duration 2 10/1/26 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $59,488 $3,399


MAXIMUM UNITS 18 Stable Year 2026 Total Development Cost $8,521,656 $486,952


H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $9,578,000


ELI/VL 0% 0 Market Rents $5.00 $3,202


L 0% 0 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE $1,056,344


M 50% 4 Affordable Rents $2,067 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT $60,363


AM 50% 4 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF $96


TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 8 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%


Vacancy 5.00% Site Narrative: 
OVERALL % AFFORDABLE 50.00% Expense Ratio 30.00% Tiny Site 


Management Fees 5.00% Not over .5 acres per HC


MARKET UNITS 10 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250 No discount for economies of scale


Construction Cost Escalation 4.00%


LOT COVERAGE 40.00%


FLOORPLATE 4,400 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE


STORIES 2 Rental Income (Market) $365,065 $404,754


ABOVE-GRADE AREA 8,800 Rental Income (Affordable) $308,760 $337,390


ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $36,507 $40,475


NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 7,480 Gross Rental Income $710,332 $782,620


AVERAGE UNIT SIZE 640 Vacancy Loss -$35,517 -$39,131


TOTAL UNITS 12 Net Rental Income $674,815 $743,489


FAR ACHIEVED 0.80


Operating Expenses $202,444 $223,047


PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $33,741 $37,174


Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $4,375 $4,375


Parking Stalls Needed 18 Toatl Expenses $240,560 $264,596


Area Per Stall 400


Total Parking Area 7,000 NET OPERATING INCOME $434,255 $478,893


Parking Area as % of Site Area 64%


REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%


Studio 1BR 2BR


Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $9,578,000


Unit size 500 600 800


Count - ELI-VL 0.0 0.0 0.0


Count - L 0.0 0.0 0.0


Count - M 2.0 1.0 1.0


Count - AM 2.0 1.0 1.0


Count - Market 6.0 3.0 0.5


Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868


Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241


Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988


Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482


TOTAL affordable rents $11,620 $6,640 $7,470







SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL $/UNIT


ADDRESS 125 Bulkley Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $550 $572 $43,243,200 $426,041


PARCELS 065-093-18 Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $3,135,132 $30,888


Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $4,324,320 $42,604


SITE AREA 1.45 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $8,648,640 $85,208


SITE AREA (SF) 63,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $2,162,160 $21,302


PROPOSED DENSITY 70 Lease-Up Duration 8 4/1/27 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $432,432 $4,260


MAXIMUM UNITS 102 Stable Year 2027 Total Development Cost $61,945,884 $610,304


H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $47,541,000


ELI/VL 39% 25 Market Rents $5.00 $3,150


L 16% 10 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -$14,404,884


M 13% 8 Affordable Rents $2,067 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT -$141,920


AM 33% 21 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF -$229


TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 64 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%


Vacancy 5.00% Site Narrative: 
OVERALL % AFFORDABLE 50.00% Expense Ratio 30.00% Assemblage in middle of multi million dollar single family homes 


Management Fees 5.00% Existing uses are viable - Unlikely to develop 


MARKET UNITS 38 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250 Existing leases til 2028


Construction Cost Escalation 4.00% Huge negative land value


LOT COVERAGE 40.00%


FLOORPLATE 25,200 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE


STORIES 3 Rental Income (Market) $1,417,501 $1,626,615


ABOVE-GRADE AREA 75,600 Rental Income (Affordable) $1,867,002 $2,101,327


ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $141,750 $162,661


NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 64,260 Gross Rental Income $3,426,253 $3,890,604


AVERAGE UNIT SIZE 630 Vacancy Loss -$171,313 -$194,530


TOTAL UNITS 102 Net Rental Income $3,254,940 $3,696,073


FAR ACHIEVED 1.20


Operating Expenses $976,482 $1,108,822


PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $162,747 $184,804


Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $25,375 $25,375


Parking Stalls Needed 102 Toatl Expenses $1,164,604 $1,319,001


Area Per Stall 400


Total Parking Area 40,600 NET OPERATING INCOME $2,090,336 $2,377,073


Parking Area as % of Site Area 64%


REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%


Studio 1BR 2BR


Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $47,541,000


Unit size 500 600 800


Count - ELI-VL 15.0 8.0 2.0


Count - L 6.0 3.0 1.0


Count - M 5.0 2.0 1.0


Count - AM 13.0 6.0 2.0


Count - Market 23.0 11.0 3.5


Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868


Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241


Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988


Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482


TOTAL affordable rents $89,184 $48,472 $17,928







SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL $/UNIT


ADDRESS 611 Bridgeway Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $550 $572 $16,473,600 $427,886


PARCELS 065-132-16 Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $1,194,336 $31,022


Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $1,647,360 $42,789


SITE AREA 0.55 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $3,294,720 $85,577


SITE AREA (SF) 24,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $823,680 $21,394


PROPOSED DENSITY 70 Lease-Up Duration 6 2/1/27 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $164,736 $4,279


MAXIMUM UNITS 39 Stable Year 2027 Total Development Cost $23,598,432 $612,946


H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $17,976,000


ELI/VL 40% 8 Market Rents $4.75 $2,982


L 20% 4 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -$5,622,432


M 10% 2 Affordable Rents $2,067 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT -$146,037


AM 30% 6 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF -$234


TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 20 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%


Vacancy 5.00% Site Narrative: 
OVERALL % AFFORDABLE 50.00% Expense Ratio 30.00% Small site


Management Fees 5.00% Unit yield and mix doesn't make sense


MARKET UNITS 19 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250


Construction Cost Escalation 4.00%


LOT COVERAGE 40.00%


FLOORPLATE 9,600 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE


STORIES 3 Rental Income (Market) $661,901 $759,547


ABOVE-GRADE AREA 28,800 Rental Income (Affordable) $564,732 $635,611


ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $66,190 $75,955


NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 24,480 Gross Rental Income $1,292,823 $1,471,112


AVERAGE UNIT SIZE 628 Vacancy Loss -$64,641 -$73,556


TOTAL UNITS 39 Net Rental Income $1,228,182 $1,397,557


FAR ACHIEVED 1.20


Operating Expenses $368,455 $419,267


PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $61,409 $69,878


Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $9,625 $9,625


Parking Stalls Needed 39 Toatl Expenses $439,489 $498,770


Area Per Stall 400


Total Parking Area 15,400 NET OPERATING INCOME $788,693 $898,787


Parking Area as % of Site Area 64%


REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%


Studio 1BR 2BR


Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $17,976,000


Unit size 500 600 800


Count - ELI-VL 5.0 2.0 1.0


Count - L 2.0 1.0 1.0


Count - M 1.0 1.0 0.0


Count - AM 4.0 2.0 0.0


Count - Market 11.0 6.0 1.5


Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868


Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241


Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988


Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482


TOTAL affordable rents $27,017 $15,936 $4,109







SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL $/UNIT


ADDRESS Caltrans at Ebbitide Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $550 $572 $20,592,000 $432,605


PARCELS Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $1,492,920 $31,364


Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $2,059,200 $43,261


SITE AREA 0.68 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $4,118,400 $86,521


SITE AREA (SF) 30,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $1,029,600 $21,630


PROPOSED DENSITY 70 Lease-Up Duration 4 12/1/26 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $205,920 $4,326


MAXIMUM UNITS 48 Stable Year 2026 Total Development Cost $29,498,040 $619,707


H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $22,649,000


ELI/VL 42% 10 Market Rents $5.00 $3,202


L 17% 4 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -$6,849,040


M 13% 3 Affordable Rents $2,067 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT -$143,887


AM 29% 7 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF -$228


TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 24 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%


Vacancy 5.00% Site Narrative: 
OVERALL % AFFORDABLE 50.00% Expense Ratio 30.00% State site - Requires disposition 


Management Fees 5.00% Has state said they will develop?


MARKET UNITS 24 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250  


Construction Cost Escalation 4.00%


LOT COVERAGE 40.00%


FLOORPLATE 12,000 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE


STORIES 3 Rental Income (Market) $906,898 $1,005,495


ABOVE-GRADE AREA 36,000 Rental Income (Affordable) $683,754 $747,156


ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $90,690 $100,549


NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 30,600 Gross Rental Income $1,681,342 $1,853,200


AVERAGE UNIT SIZE 640 Vacancy Loss -$84,067 -$92,660


TOTAL UNITS 48 Net Rental Income $1,597,275 $1,760,540


FAR ACHIEVED 1.20


Operating Expenses $479,183 $528,162


PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $79,864 $88,027


Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $11,900 $11,900


Parking Stalls Needed 48 Toatl Expenses $570,946 $628,089


Area Per Stall 400


Total Parking Area 19,040 NET OPERATING INCOME $1,026,329 $1,132,451


Parking Area as % of Site Area 63%


REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%


Studio 1BR 2BR


Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $22,649,000


Unit size 500 600 800


Count - ELI-VL 6.0 3.0 1.0


Count - L 2.0 1.0 1.0


Count - M 2.0 1.0 0.0


Count - AM 4.0 2.0 1.0


Count - Market 14.0 7.0 2.6


Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868


Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241


Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988


Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482


TOTAL affordable rents $30,793 $17,596 $8,591







SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL $/UNIT


ADDRESS 330 Ebbitide Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $550 $572 $22,651,200 $431,451


PARCELS Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $1,642,212 $31,280


Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $2,265,120 $43,145


SITE AREA 0.75 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $4,530,240 $86,290


SITE AREA (SF) 33,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $1,132,560 $21,573


PROPOSED DENSITY 70 Lease-Up Duration 4 12/1/26 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $226,512 $4,315


MAXIMUM UNITS 53 Stable Year 2026 Total Development Cost $32,447,844 $618,054


H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $23,882,000


ELI/VL 42% 13 Market Rents $5.00 $3,202


L 19% 6 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -$8,565,844


M 10% 3 Affordable Rents $2,067 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT -$163,159


AM 29% 9 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF -$260


TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 31 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%


Vacancy 5.00% Site Narrative: 
OVERALL % AFFORDABLE 50.00% Expense Ratio 30.00% Steep site


Management Fees 5.00% Existing single family homes 


MARKET UNITS 22 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250 Limited Access from bridgeway - no turn off


Construction Cost Escalation 4.00% limited space for required parking


LOT COVERAGE 40.00%


FLOORPLATE 13,200 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE


STORIES 3 Rental Income (Market) $826,200 $916,023


ABOVE-GRADE AREA 39,600 Rental Income (Affordable) $867,018 $947,414


ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $82,620 $91,602


NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 33,660 Gross Rental Income $1,775,838 $1,955,039


AVERAGE UNIT SIZE 640 Vacancy Loss -$88,792 -$97,752


TOTAL UNITS 53 Net Rental Income $1,687,046 $1,857,287


FAR ACHIEVED 1.20


Operating Expenses $506,114 $557,186


PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $84,352 $92,864


Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $13,125 $13,125


Parking Stalls Needed 53 Toatl Expenses $603,591 $663,175


Area Per Stall 400


Total Parking Area 21,000 NET OPERATING INCOME $1,083,455 $1,194,111


Parking Area as % of Site Area 64%


REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%


Studio 1BR 2BR


Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $23,882,000


Unit size 500 600 800


Count - ELI-VL 8.0 4.0 1.0


Count - L 4.0 2.0 0.0


Count - M 2.0 1.0 0.0


Count - AM 5.0 3.0 1.0


Count - Market 13.0 6.0 2.5


Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868


Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241


Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988


Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482


TOTAL affordable rents $40,670 $25,232 $6,350







SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL $/UNIT


ADDRESS 911-927 Bridgeway Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $575 $598 $14,352,000 $455,619


PARCELS Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $1,040,520 $33,032


Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $1,435,200 $45,562


SITE AREA 0.45 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $2,870,400 $91,124


SITE AREA (SF) 20,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $717,600 $22,781


PROPOSED DENSITY 70 Lease-Up Duration 3 11/1/26 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $143,520 $4,556


MAXIMUM UNITS 32 Stable Year 2026 Total Development Cost $20,559,240 $652,674


H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $17,176,000


ELI/VL 0% 0 Market Rents $5.00 $3,202


L 0% 0 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -$3,383,240


M 43% 6 Affordable Rents $2,067 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT -$107,404


AM 57% 8 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF -$169


TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 14 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%


Vacancy 5.00% Site Narrative: 
OVERALL % AFFORDABLE 50.00% Expense Ratio 30.00% Three Parcels


Management Fees 5.00% Rundown Houses 


MARKET UNITS 18 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250 Under .5 Acres 


Construction Cost Escalation 4.00%


LOT COVERAGE 40.00%


FLOORPLATE 8,000 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE


STORIES 3 Rental Income (Market) $672,488 $745,600


ABOVE-GRADE AREA 24,000 Rental Income (Affordable) $533,856 $583,359


ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $67,249 $74,560


NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 20,400 Gross Rental Income $1,273,593 $1,403,519


AVERAGE UNIT SIZE 640 Vacancy Loss -$63,680 -$70,176


TOTAL UNITS 32 Net Rental Income $1,209,913 $1,333,343


FAR ACHIEVED 1.20


Operating Expenses $362,974 $400,003


PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $60,496 $66,667


Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $7,875 $7,875


Parking Stalls Needed 32 Toatl Expenses $431,345 $474,545


Area Per Stall 400


Total Parking Area 12,600 NET OPERATING INCOME $778,569 $858,798


Parking Area as % of Site Area 63%


REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%


Studio 1BR 2BR


Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $17,176,000


Unit size 500 600 800


Count - ELI-VL 0.0 0.0 0.0


Count - L 0.0 0.0 0.0


Count - M 4.0 2.0 0.0


Count - AM 5.0 2.0 1.0


Count - Market 11.0 5.0 1.5


Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868


Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241


Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988


Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482


TOTAL affordable rents $26,726 $13,280 $4,482







MARIN COUNTY AMI (HCD): 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Summary: This document shows the residual land value and general development assumptions for a variety of the sites listed on the City of Sausalito's 
2023 6th RHNA cycle housing element. This documentation was undertaken to illustrate some of the issues with the feasibility of selected sites.  Equitable, 
affordable, demographically needed housing is critically important to the future of Sausalito and the State of California. It is through this lens that we offer 
this analysis to demonstrate that many of the identified sites are very unlikely to develop at the contemplated densities and affordability levels. We all are 
striving for inclusive and likely to develop housing that offers an excellent quality of life for all residents. Given these shared goals, the numbers herein are 
instructive. Generally, if one requires a 5% stabilized return (Which is likely negative yielding given today's rate environment) a builder would have to get 
paid to accept the land and take the required development risk to build these projects at the contemplated levels of affordability and density. Clearly, as 
with most of the assumptions in this Housing Element, this not realistic. Moreover, the City's existing FAR limitations, parking requirements, height limits, 
development impact fees, and historic resistance to reasonable development have made past building largely infeasible. We note general hard costs, 
typically projects that benefit from economies of scale have a reduced cost per gsf. We note that Marin and Sausalito is one of the most expensive 
construction markets in the bay area with commercial contractors and subcontractors reluctant to cross the bridge from the south, drive over hwy 37 from 
the east bay, or come down the 101 from Sonoma and above. Nearly all of these are 2+ hr commutes that make an 8 hr workday over 10 hrs minus 
mobilization. There is almost no local supply of labor due to local housing costs. Even though this results in higher hard costs, we likely are on the low side 
of cost estimates on many of these sites. We note on many sites, even if parking requirements were half of what is currently in code, because most sites 
are small and constrained, parking reqs make sites unviable. We note general non-exhaustive obstacles to develop each site in the body of this document 
and on their specifc tabs. Such obstacles may include things like a portion of site being in water, title disputes, on difficult slopes, lack of unit yield, and 
required parking taking up 50% of site area. We do not note things that likely will impact development including interest rates, lack of local municipal 
affordable housing subsidy, a given site's documentable cost basis, and lack of development experience of site ownership. Generally, when rents are what 
they are, the costs to build are relatively fixed, the sources and uses of capital standard, the residual lands value should be postive enough to incentivize 
development. That is not the case here at all. Even when altering the aforementioned inputs in realistic way, it is not reasonable to assume these sites will 
develop at the contemplated affordability or density levels.

Acutely Low $17,450 $19,900 $22,400 $24,900 $26,900 $28,900 $30,900 $32,850

Extremely Low $39,150 $44,750 $50,350 $55,900 $60,400 $64,850 $69,350 $73,800

Very Low $65,250 $74,600 $83,900 $93,200 $100,700 $108,150 $115,600 $123,050

Low $104,400 $119,300 $134,200 $149,100 $161,050 $173,000 $184,900 $196,850

Median $116,200 $132,800 $149,400 $166,000 $179,300 $192,550 $205,850 $219,100

Moderate $139,450 $159,350 $179,300 $199,200 $215,150 $231,050 $247,000 $262,950

https://www.hcd.ca.gov/docs/grants-and-funding/inc2k22.pdf

AFFORDABILITY LEVEL: 30% STUDIO 1 BED 2 BED

Very Low 50% $1,453 $1,660 $1,868

Low 60% $1,743 $1,992 $2,241

Moderate 80% $2,324 $2,656 $2,988

Above Moderate 120% $3,486 $3,984 $4,482

SAUSALITO HOUSING ELEMENT MIX (BY INCOME CATEGORY): 

Very Low Income 48%

Low Income 26%

Moderate Income 11%

Above Moderate 15%

ASSUMED UNIT MIX (BY TYPE): UNIT SIZE Very Low Low Moderate Above Mod MODEL 

Studio 500 60% $1,453 $1,743 $2,324 $3,486 $1,929

1 Bedroom 600 30% $1,660 $1,992 $2,656 $3,984 $2,204

2 Bedroom 800 10% $1,868 $2,241 $2,988 $4,482 $2,480

$2,067  <-- Blended Average based on unit mix

MARIN COUNTY RENTS (CTCAC): EFFICIENCY 1 BED 2 BED 3 BED 4 BED 5 BED

100% $3,262 $3,496 $4,194 $4,846 $5,406 $5,966

80% $2,610 $2,797 $3,356 $3,878 $4,326 $4,773

70% $2,283 $2,447 $2,936 $3,393 $3,785 $4,176

60% $1,957 $2,097 $2,517 $2,908 $3,244 $3,579

55% $1,794 $1,922 $2,307 $2,666 $2,974 $3,281

50% $1,631 $1,748 $2,097 $2,423 $2,703 $2,983

45% $1,468 $1,573 $1,887 $2,181 $2,433 $2,684

40% $1,305 $1,398 $1,678 $1,939 $2,163 $2,386

35% $1,141 $1,223 $1,468 $1,696 $1,892 $2,088

30% $978 $1,048 $1,258 $1,454 $1,622 $1,789

20% $652 $699 $839 $969 $1,081 $1,193

https://www.treasurer.ca.gov/ctcac/rentincome/22/rent/rent-limits-pis-from-041822.pdf

https://www.hcd.ca.gov/docs/grants-and-funding/inc2k22.pdf
https://www.treasurer.ca.gov/ctcac/rentincome/22/rent/rent-limits-pis-from-041822.pdf


SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL $/UNIT

ADDRESS 100 Spinnaker/100 Bay Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $500 $520 $43,160,000 $461,160

PARCELS 065-041-04/05/06/10 Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $3,129,100 $33,434

Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $4,316,000 $46,116

SITE AREA 1.91 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $8,632,000 $92,232

SITE AREA (SF) 83,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $2,158,000 $23,058

PROPOSED DENSITY 49 Lease-Up Duration 6 2/1/27 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $431,600 $4,612

MAXIMUM UNITS 94 Stable Year 2027 Total Development Cost $61,826,700 $660,612

H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $46,859,000

ELI/VL 55% 23 Market rate rents $3,567

L 29% 12 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -$14,967,700

M 17% 7 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT -$159,928

AM 0% 0 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF -$180

TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 42 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%

Vacancy 5.00% Site Narrative: 
Expense Ratio 30.00% This site has a significant portion in the water 

Management Fees 5.00% The retaining wall on site may need major work/was not designed foradditional building load 

MARKET UNITS 52.00 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250 Geotechnical reports seems to indicate +100' to bedrock (Large foundations costs) 

Market Rents per sf $4.75 Construction Cost Escalation 4.00% BCDC Juristiction (They should confim they would allow this) 

LOT COVERAGE 50.00% Title Dispute between City and Owner exists on adjacent piece of land that provides access 

FLOORPLATE 41,500 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE

STORIES 2 Rental Income (Market) $2,225,964 $2,554,345

ABOVE-GRADE AREA 83,000 Rental Income (Affordable) $908,352 $1,022,358

ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $222,596 $255,434

NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 70,550 Gross Rental Income $3,356,912 $3,832,138

AVERAGE UNIT SIZE (using all available area) 751 Vacancy Loss -$167,846 -$191,607

TOTAL UNITS 94 Net Rental Income $3,189,067 $3,640,531

FAR ACHIEVED 1.00

Operating Expenses $956,720 $1,092,159

PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $159,453 $182,027

Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $23,398 $23,398

Parking Stalls Needed 94 Toatl Expenses $1,139,571 $1,297,583

Area Per Stall 400

Total Parking Area 37,436 NET OPERATING INCOME $2,049,496 $2,342,947

Parking Area as % of Site Area 45%

REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%

Studio 1BR 2BR

Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $46,859,000

Unit size 500 600 800

Count - ELI-VL 14 7 2

Count - L 7 4 1

Count - M 4 2 1

Count - AM 0 0 0

Count - Market 31 16 5.00

Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868

Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241

Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988

Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482

TOTAL affordable rents $41,832 $24,900 $8,964



SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL $/UNIT

ADDRESS 300 Locust Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $500 $520 $11,440,000 $457,783

PARCELS 064-087-07 Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $829,400 $33,189

Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $1,144,000 $45,778

SITE AREA 0.51 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $2,288,000 $91,557

SITE AREA (SF) 22,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $572,000 $22,889

PROPOSED DENSITY 49 Lease-Up Duration 3 11/1/26 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $114,400 $4,578

MAXIMUM UNITS 25 Stable Year 2026 Total Development Cost $16,387,800 $655,774

H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $14,594,000

ELI/VL 0% 0 Market Rents $4.15 $3,725

L 0% 0 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -$1,793,800

M 46% 6 Affordable Rents $2,067 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT -$71,781

AM 54% 7 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF -$82

TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 13 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%

Vacancy 5.00%

OVERALL % AFFORDABLE 50.00% Expense Ratio 30.00% Site Narrative: 
Management Fees 5.00% BCDC Juristiction (They should confim they would allow this) 

MARKET UNITS 12.00 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250 Site is small, only .51 aces barely making cutoff

Construction Cost Escalation 4.00% Parking is unlikely to fit 

LOT COVERAGE 50.00% Affordable rents will not pencil without signficant subsidy 

FLOORPLATE 11,000 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE

STORIES 2 Rental Income (Market) $536,406 $594,723

ABOVE-GRADE AREA 22,000 Rental Income (Affordable) $492,024 $537,648

ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $53,641 $59,472

NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 18,700 Gross Rental Income $1,082,070 $1,191,843

AVERAGE UNIT SIZE 898 Vacancy Loss -$54,104 -$59,592

TOTAL UNITS 21 Net Rental Income $1,027,967 $1,132,251

FAR ACHIEVED 1.00

Operating Expenses $308,390 $339,675

PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $51,398 $56,613

Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $6,248 $6,248

Parking Stalls Needed 25 Toatl Expenses $366,036 $402,535

Area Per Stall 400

Total Parking Area 9,996 NET OPERATING INCOME $661,931 $729,715

Parking Area as % of Site Area 45%

REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%

Studio 1BR 2BR

Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $14,594,000

Unit size 500 600 800

Count - ELI-VL 0 0 0

Count - L 0 0 0

Count - M 4 2 0

Count - AM 4 2 1

Count - Market 7 4 1.00

Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868

Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241

Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988

Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482

TOTAL affordable rents $23,240 $13,280 $4,482



SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL 

ADDRESS 2656 Bridgeway Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $500 $520 $21,320,000

PARCELS 063-140-21 Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $1,545,700

Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $2,132,000

SITE AREA 0.93 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $4,264,000

SITE AREA (SF) 41,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $1,066,000

PROPOSED DENSITY 49 Lease-Up Duration 3 11/1/26 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $213,200

MAXIMUM UNITS 46 Stable Year 2026 Total Development Cost $30,540,900

H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $20,524,000

ELI/VL 57% 13 Market Rents $4.50 $3,409

L 30% 7 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -$10,016,900

M 13% 3 Affordable Rents $2,067 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT -$219,813

AM 0% 0 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF -$244

TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 23 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%

Vacancy 5.00%

OVERALL % AFFORDABLE 50.00% Expense Ratio 30.00% Site Narrative: 
Management Fees 5.00% Site is potentially developable but not at existing densities

MARKET UNITS 23.00 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250 Owner has requested 20% affordable to City

Construction Cost Escalation 4.00% 50% does not pencil 

LOT COVERAGE 50.00%

FLOORPLATE 20,500 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE

STORIES 2 Rental Income (Market) $940,950 $1,043,248

ABOVE-GRADE AREA 41,000 Rental Income (Affordable) $487,542 $532,750

ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $94,095 $104,325

NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 34,850 Gross Rental Income $1,522,587 $1,680,323

AVERAGE UNIT SIZE 758 Vacancy Loss -$76,129 -$84,016

TOTAL UNITS 46 Net Rental Income $1,446,458 $1,596,307

FAR ACHIEVED 1.00

Operating Expenses $433,937 $478,892

PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $72,323 $79,815

Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $11,393 $11,393

Parking Stalls Needed 46 Toatl Expenses $517,653 $570,100

Area Per Stall 400

Total Parking Area 18,228 NET OPERATING INCOME $928,805 $1,026,207

Parking Area as % of Site Area 44%

REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%

Studio 1BR 2BR

Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $20,524,000

Unit size 500 600 800

Count - ELI-VL 8.0 4.0 1.0

Count - L 4.0 2.0 1.0

Count - M 2.0 1.0 0.0

Count - AM 0.0 0.0 0.0

Count - Market 14.0 7.0 2.0

Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868

Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241

Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988

Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482



TOTAL affordable rents $23,240 $13,280 $4,109



SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL $/UNIT

ADDRESS 636 Nevada Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $500 $520 $24,960,000 $463,080

PARCELS 064-322-01 Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $1,809,600 $33,573

Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $2,496,000 $46,308

SITE AREA 1.10 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $4,992,000 $92,616

SITE AREA (SF) 48,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $1,248,000 $23,154

PROPOSED DENSITY 49 Lease-Up Duration 4 12/1/26 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $249,600 $4,631

MAXIMUM UNITS 54 Stable Year 2026 Total Development Cost $35,755,200 $663,362

H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $25,029,000

ELI/VL 56% 15 Market Rents $4.75 $3,589

L 30% 8 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -$10,726,200

M 15% 4 Affordable Rents $2,067 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT -$199,002

AM 0% 0 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF -$223

TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 27 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%

Vacancy 5.00%

OVERALL % AFFORDABLE 50.00% Expense Ratio 30.00% Site Narrative: 
Management Fees 5.00% Site is a portion of school premises 

MARKET UNITS 27 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250 These densities and levels of affordability do not pencil 

Construction Cost Escalation 4.00% School likely requires a vote of board (Unclear if this has taken place) 

LOT COVERAGE 50.00% Development on School land is likely subject to increased union labor cost estimated 30%+ 

FLOORPLATE 24,000 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE Site is adjacent to school utilites

STORIES 2 Rental Income (Market) $1,158,493 $1,284,442 Maintaining parking likely means a more expensive Type 5 over Type 1

ABOVE-GRADE AREA 48,000 Rental Income (Affordable) $581,664 $635,600 Parking ratio makes it infeasible 

ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $115,849 $128,444

NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 40,800 Gross Rental Income $1,856,007 $2,048,486

AVERAGE UNIT SIZE 756 Vacancy Loss -$92,800 -$102,424

TOTAL UNITS 54 Net Rental Income $1,763,206 $1,946,062

FAR ACHIEVED 1.00

Operating Expenses $528,962 $583,819

PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $88,160 $97,303

Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $13,475 $13,475

Parking Stalls Needed 54 Toatl Expenses $630,597 $694,597

Area Per Stall 400

Total Parking Area 21,560 NET OPERATING INCOME $1,132,609 $1,251,465

Parknig Area as % of Site Area 45%

REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%

Studio 1BR 2BR

Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $25,029,000

Unit size 500 600 800

Count - ELI-VL 9.0 5.0 1.0

Count - L 5.0 2.0 1.0

Count - M 2.0 1.0 1.0

Count - AM 0.0 0.0 0.0

Count - Market 16.0 8.0 2.9

Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868

Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241

Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988

Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482

TOTAL affordable rents $26,436 $14,940 $7,097



SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL $/UNIT

ADDRESS Tomales Street Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $550 $572 $18,532,800 $434,023

PARCELS 064-341-04/10 Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $1,343,628 $31,467

Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $1,853,280 $43,402

SITE AREA 0.61 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $3,706,560 $86,805

SITE AREA (SF) 27,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $926,640 $21,701

PROPOSED DENSITY 70 Lease-Up Duration 3 11/1/26 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $185,328 $4,340

MAXIMUM UNITS 43 Stable Year 2026 Total Development Cost $26,548,236 $621,739

H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $19,615,000

ELI/VL 59% 10 Market Rents $5.00 $3,202

L 24% 4 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -$6,933,236

M 18% 3 Affordable Rents $2,067 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT -$162,371

AM 0% 0 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF -$257

TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 17 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%

Vacancy 5.00% Site Narrative: 
OVERALL % AFFORDABLE 50.00% Expense Ratio 30.00% City Corp Yard. Where will new Corp yard go?

Management Fees 5.00% Will City develop this? Staff are severly constrained 

MARKET UNITS 26 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250 Environmental is a concern, corp yards often have some degree of contamination 

Construction Cost Escalation 4.00% May need to be cleaned up

LOT COVERAGE 40.00%

FLOORPLATE 10,800 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE

STORIES 3 Rental Income (Market) $987,597 $1,094,967

ABOVE-GRADE AREA 32,400 Rental Income (Affordable) $367,026 $401,059

ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $98,760 $109,497

NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 27,540 Gross Rental Income $1,453,383 $1,605,522

AVERAGE UNIT SIZE 640 Vacancy Loss -$72,669 -$80,276

TOTAL UNITS 43 Net Rental Income $1,380,714 $1,525,246

FAR ACHIEVED 1.20

Operating Expenses $414,214 $457,574

PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $69,036 $76,262

Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $10,675 $10,675

Parking Stalls Needed 43 Toatl Expenses $493,925 $544,511

Area Per Stall 400

Total Parking Area 17,080 NET OPERATING INCOME $886,789 $980,735

Parking Area as % of Site Area 63%

REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%

Studio 1BR 2BR

Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $19,615,000

Unit size 500 600 800

Count - ELI-VL 6.0 3.0 1.0

Count - L 2.0 1.0 1.0

Count - M 2.0 1.0 0.0

Count - AM 0.0 0.0 0.0

Count - Market 15.0 8.0 2.7

Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868

Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241

Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988

Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482

TOTAL affordable rents $16,849 $9,628 $4,109



SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL 

ADDRESS 100 Ebbittide Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $515 $536 $111,833,280

PARCELS 063-170-03 Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $8,107,913

Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $11,183,328

SITE AREA 4.00 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $22,366,656

SITE AREA (SF) 174,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $5,591,664

PROPOSED DENSITY 70 Lease-Up Duration 18 2/1/28 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $1,118,333

MAXIMUM UNITS 280 Stable Year 2028 Total Development Cost $160,201,174

H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $124,927,000

ELI/VL 60% 84 Market Rents $5.00 $3,169

L 40% 56 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -$35,274,174

M 0% 0 Affordable Rents $2,067 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT -$125,979

AM 0% 0 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF -$203

TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 140 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%

Vacancy 5.00%

OVERALL % AFFORDABLE 50.00% Expense Ratio 30.00%

Management Fees 5.00% Site Narrative: 
MARKET UNITS 140 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250 School Site

Construction Cost Escalation 4.00% Where will units go? On play field, in dog park, parking, tennis courts?

LOT COVERAGE 40.00% Realistically this site is largely constrained due to it's existing uses 

FLOORPLATE 69,600 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE TDC is 160mm how does a city with a strucutral deficit plan to finance this? 

STORIES 3 Rental Income (Market) $5,324,400 $6,323,717 Site in total is over 10 acres (17)

ABOVE-GRADE AREA 208,800 Rental Income (Affordable) $2,823,162 $3,272,819

ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $532,440 $632,372

NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 177,480 Gross Rental Income $8,680,002 $10,228,907

AVERAGE UNIT SIZE 634 Vacancy Loss -$434,000 -$511,445

TOTAL UNITS 280 Net Rental Income $8,246,002 $9,717,462

FAR ACHIEVED 1.20

Operating Expenses $2,473,801 $2,915,238

PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $412,300 $485,873

Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $70,000 $70,000

Parking Stalls Needed 280 Toatl Expenses $2,956,101 $3,471,112

Area Per Stall 400

Total Parking Area 112,000 NET OPERATING INCOME $5,289,901 $6,246,350

Parking Area as % of Site Area 64%

REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%

Studio 1BR 2BR

Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $124,927,000

Unit size 500 600 800

Count - ELI-VL 50.0 25.0 9.0

Count - L 34.0 17.0 5.0

Count - M 0.0 0.0 0.0

Count - AM 0.0 0.0 0.0

Count - Market 84.0 42.0 14.0

Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868

Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241

Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988

Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482



TOTAL affordable rents $131,887 $75,364 $28,013



SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL $/UNIT

ADDRESS 2660 Bridgeway Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $650 $676 $5,948,800 $339,931

PARCELS 063-140-20 Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $431,288 $24,645

Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $594,880 $33,993

SITE AREA 0.25 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $1,189,760 $67,986

SITE AREA (SF) 11,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $297,440 $16,997

PROPOSED DENSITY 70 Lease-Up Duration 2 10/1/26 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $59,488 $3,399

MAXIMUM UNITS 18 Stable Year 2026 Total Development Cost $8,521,656 $486,952

H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $9,578,000

ELI/VL 0% 0 Market Rents $5.00 $3,202

L 0% 0 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE $1,056,344

M 50% 4 Affordable Rents $2,067 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT $60,363

AM 50% 4 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF $96

TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 8 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%

Vacancy 5.00% Site Narrative: 
OVERALL % AFFORDABLE 50.00% Expense Ratio 30.00% Tiny Site 

Management Fees 5.00% Not over .5 acres per HC

MARKET UNITS 10 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250 No discount for economies of scale

Construction Cost Escalation 4.00%

LOT COVERAGE 40.00%

FLOORPLATE 4,400 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE

STORIES 2 Rental Income (Market) $365,065 $404,754

ABOVE-GRADE AREA 8,800 Rental Income (Affordable) $308,760 $337,390

ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $36,507 $40,475

NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 7,480 Gross Rental Income $710,332 $782,620

AVERAGE UNIT SIZE 640 Vacancy Loss -$35,517 -$39,131

TOTAL UNITS 12 Net Rental Income $674,815 $743,489

FAR ACHIEVED 0.80

Operating Expenses $202,444 $223,047

PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $33,741 $37,174

Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $4,375 $4,375

Parking Stalls Needed 18 Toatl Expenses $240,560 $264,596

Area Per Stall 400

Total Parking Area 7,000 NET OPERATING INCOME $434,255 $478,893

Parking Area as % of Site Area 64%

REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%

Studio 1BR 2BR

Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $9,578,000

Unit size 500 600 800

Count - ELI-VL 0.0 0.0 0.0

Count - L 0.0 0.0 0.0

Count - M 2.0 1.0 1.0

Count - AM 2.0 1.0 1.0

Count - Market 6.0 3.0 0.5

Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868

Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241

Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988

Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482

TOTAL affordable rents $11,620 $6,640 $7,470



SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL $/UNIT

ADDRESS 125 Bulkley Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $550 $572 $43,243,200 $426,041

PARCELS 065-093-18 Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $3,135,132 $30,888

Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $4,324,320 $42,604

SITE AREA 1.45 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $8,648,640 $85,208

SITE AREA (SF) 63,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $2,162,160 $21,302

PROPOSED DENSITY 70 Lease-Up Duration 8 4/1/27 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $432,432 $4,260

MAXIMUM UNITS 102 Stable Year 2027 Total Development Cost $61,945,884 $610,304

H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $47,541,000

ELI/VL 39% 25 Market Rents $5.00 $3,150

L 16% 10 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -$14,404,884

M 13% 8 Affordable Rents $2,067 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT -$141,920

AM 33% 21 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF -$229

TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 64 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%

Vacancy 5.00% Site Narrative: 
OVERALL % AFFORDABLE 50.00% Expense Ratio 30.00% Assemblage in middle of multi million dollar single family homes 

Management Fees 5.00% Existing uses are viable - Unlikely to develop 

MARKET UNITS 38 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250 Existing leases til 2028

Construction Cost Escalation 4.00% Huge negative land value

LOT COVERAGE 40.00%

FLOORPLATE 25,200 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE

STORIES 3 Rental Income (Market) $1,417,501 $1,626,615

ABOVE-GRADE AREA 75,600 Rental Income (Affordable) $1,867,002 $2,101,327

ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $141,750 $162,661

NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 64,260 Gross Rental Income $3,426,253 $3,890,604

AVERAGE UNIT SIZE 630 Vacancy Loss -$171,313 -$194,530

TOTAL UNITS 102 Net Rental Income $3,254,940 $3,696,073

FAR ACHIEVED 1.20

Operating Expenses $976,482 $1,108,822

PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $162,747 $184,804

Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $25,375 $25,375

Parking Stalls Needed 102 Toatl Expenses $1,164,604 $1,319,001

Area Per Stall 400

Total Parking Area 40,600 NET OPERATING INCOME $2,090,336 $2,377,073

Parking Area as % of Site Area 64%

REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%

Studio 1BR 2BR

Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $47,541,000

Unit size 500 600 800

Count - ELI-VL 15.0 8.0 2.0

Count - L 6.0 3.0 1.0

Count - M 5.0 2.0 1.0

Count - AM 13.0 6.0 2.0

Count - Market 23.0 11.0 3.5

Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868

Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241

Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988

Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482

TOTAL affordable rents $89,184 $48,472 $17,928



SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL $/UNIT

ADDRESS 611 Bridgeway Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $550 $572 $16,473,600 $427,886

PARCELS 065-132-16 Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $1,194,336 $31,022

Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $1,647,360 $42,789

SITE AREA 0.55 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $3,294,720 $85,577

SITE AREA (SF) 24,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $823,680 $21,394

PROPOSED DENSITY 70 Lease-Up Duration 6 2/1/27 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $164,736 $4,279

MAXIMUM UNITS 39 Stable Year 2027 Total Development Cost $23,598,432 $612,946

H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $17,976,000

ELI/VL 40% 8 Market Rents $4.75 $2,982

L 20% 4 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -$5,622,432

M 10% 2 Affordable Rents $2,067 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT -$146,037

AM 30% 6 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF -$234

TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 20 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%

Vacancy 5.00% Site Narrative: 
OVERALL % AFFORDABLE 50.00% Expense Ratio 30.00% Small site

Management Fees 5.00% Unit yield and mix doesn't make sense

MARKET UNITS 19 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250

Construction Cost Escalation 4.00%

LOT COVERAGE 40.00%

FLOORPLATE 9,600 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE

STORIES 3 Rental Income (Market) $661,901 $759,547

ABOVE-GRADE AREA 28,800 Rental Income (Affordable) $564,732 $635,611

ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $66,190 $75,955

NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 24,480 Gross Rental Income $1,292,823 $1,471,112

AVERAGE UNIT SIZE 628 Vacancy Loss -$64,641 -$73,556

TOTAL UNITS 39 Net Rental Income $1,228,182 $1,397,557

FAR ACHIEVED 1.20

Operating Expenses $368,455 $419,267

PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $61,409 $69,878

Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $9,625 $9,625

Parking Stalls Needed 39 Toatl Expenses $439,489 $498,770

Area Per Stall 400

Total Parking Area 15,400 NET OPERATING INCOME $788,693 $898,787

Parking Area as % of Site Area 64%

REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%

Studio 1BR 2BR

Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $17,976,000

Unit size 500 600 800

Count - ELI-VL 5.0 2.0 1.0

Count - L 2.0 1.0 1.0

Count - M 1.0 1.0 0.0

Count - AM 4.0 2.0 0.0

Count - Market 11.0 6.0 1.5

Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868

Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241

Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988

Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482

TOTAL affordable rents $27,017 $15,936 $4,109



SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL $/UNIT

ADDRESS Caltrans at Ebbitide Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $550 $572 $20,592,000 $432,605

PARCELS Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $1,492,920 $31,364

Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $2,059,200 $43,261

SITE AREA 0.68 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $4,118,400 $86,521

SITE AREA (SF) 30,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $1,029,600 $21,630

PROPOSED DENSITY 70 Lease-Up Duration 4 12/1/26 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $205,920 $4,326

MAXIMUM UNITS 48 Stable Year 2026 Total Development Cost $29,498,040 $619,707

H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $22,649,000

ELI/VL 42% 10 Market Rents $5.00 $3,202

L 17% 4 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -$6,849,040

M 13% 3 Affordable Rents $2,067 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT -$143,887

AM 29% 7 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF -$228

TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 24 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%

Vacancy 5.00% Site Narrative: 
OVERALL % AFFORDABLE 50.00% Expense Ratio 30.00% State site - Requires disposition 

Management Fees 5.00% Has state said they will develop?

MARKET UNITS 24 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250  

Construction Cost Escalation 4.00%

LOT COVERAGE 40.00%

FLOORPLATE 12,000 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE

STORIES 3 Rental Income (Market) $906,898 $1,005,495

ABOVE-GRADE AREA 36,000 Rental Income (Affordable) $683,754 $747,156

ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $90,690 $100,549

NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 30,600 Gross Rental Income $1,681,342 $1,853,200

AVERAGE UNIT SIZE 640 Vacancy Loss -$84,067 -$92,660

TOTAL UNITS 48 Net Rental Income $1,597,275 $1,760,540

FAR ACHIEVED 1.20

Operating Expenses $479,183 $528,162

PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $79,864 $88,027

Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $11,900 $11,900

Parking Stalls Needed 48 Toatl Expenses $570,946 $628,089

Area Per Stall 400

Total Parking Area 19,040 NET OPERATING INCOME $1,026,329 $1,132,451

Parking Area as % of Site Area 63%

REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%

Studio 1BR 2BR

Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $22,649,000

Unit size 500 600 800

Count - ELI-VL 6.0 3.0 1.0

Count - L 2.0 1.0 1.0

Count - M 2.0 1.0 0.0

Count - AM 4.0 2.0 1.0

Count - Market 14.0 7.0 2.6

Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868

Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241

Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988

Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482

TOTAL affordable rents $30,793 $17,596 $8,591



SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL $/UNIT

ADDRESS 330 Ebbitide Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $550 $572 $22,651,200 $431,451

PARCELS Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $1,642,212 $31,280

Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $2,265,120 $43,145

SITE AREA 0.75 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $4,530,240 $86,290

SITE AREA (SF) 33,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $1,132,560 $21,573

PROPOSED DENSITY 70 Lease-Up Duration 4 12/1/26 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $226,512 $4,315

MAXIMUM UNITS 53 Stable Year 2026 Total Development Cost $32,447,844 $618,054

H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $23,882,000

ELI/VL 42% 13 Market Rents $5.00 $3,202

L 19% 6 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -$8,565,844

M 10% 3 Affordable Rents $2,067 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT -$163,159

AM 29% 9 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF -$260

TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 31 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%

Vacancy 5.00% Site Narrative: 
OVERALL % AFFORDABLE 50.00% Expense Ratio 30.00% Steep site

Management Fees 5.00% Existing single family homes 

MARKET UNITS 22 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250 Limited Access from bridgeway - no turn off

Construction Cost Escalation 4.00% limited space for required parking

LOT COVERAGE 40.00%

FLOORPLATE 13,200 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE

STORIES 3 Rental Income (Market) $826,200 $916,023

ABOVE-GRADE AREA 39,600 Rental Income (Affordable) $867,018 $947,414

ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $82,620 $91,602

NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 33,660 Gross Rental Income $1,775,838 $1,955,039

AVERAGE UNIT SIZE 640 Vacancy Loss -$88,792 -$97,752

TOTAL UNITS 53 Net Rental Income $1,687,046 $1,857,287

FAR ACHIEVED 1.20

Operating Expenses $506,114 $557,186

PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $84,352 $92,864

Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $13,125 $13,125

Parking Stalls Needed 53 Toatl Expenses $603,591 $663,175

Area Per Stall 400

Total Parking Area 21,000 NET OPERATING INCOME $1,083,455 $1,194,111

Parking Area as % of Site Area 64%

REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%

Studio 1BR 2BR

Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $23,882,000

Unit size 500 600 800

Count - ELI-VL 8.0 4.0 1.0

Count - L 4.0 2.0 0.0

Count - M 2.0 1.0 0.0

Count - AM 5.0 3.0 1.0

Count - Market 13.0 6.0 2.5

Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868

Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241

Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988

Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482

TOTAL affordable rents $40,670 $25,232 $6,350



SITE DATA: SCHEDULE ASSUMPTIONS: COST ASSUMPTIONS: $/2023 $/START $/TOTAL $/UNIT

ADDRESS 911-927 Bridgeway Site Acquisition 6/1/23 Shell & Core Costs $575 $598 $14,352,000 $455,619

PARCELS Site Acquisition Year 2023 CA Construction Tax 7.25% $1,040,520 $33,032

Entitlement Duration 18 12/1/24 Other Hard Costs 10.00% $1,435,200 $45,562

SITE AREA 0.45 Construction Start Year 2024 Soft Costs (A&E, Permits, Fees) 20.00% $2,870,400 $91,124

SITE AREA (SF) 20,000 Construction Duration 20 8/1/26 Hard Cost Contingency 5.00% $717,600 $22,781

PROPOSED DENSITY 70 Lease-Up Duration 3 11/1/26 Soft Cost Contingency 5.00% $143,520 $4,556

MAXIMUM UNITS 32 Stable Year 2026 Total Development Cost $20,559,240 $652,674

H/E CAPACITY: RENT ASSUMPTIONS: MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $17,176,000

ELI/VL 0% 0 Market Rents $5.00 $3,202

L 0% 0 Market Rent Growth 3.50% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -$3,383,240

M 43% 6 Affordable Rents $2,067 RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT -$107,404

AM 57% 8 Affordable Rent Growth 3.00% RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/LSF -$169

TOTAL H/E CAPACITY 100% 14 Other Income (Market Units) 10.00%

Vacancy 5.00% Site Narrative: 
OVERALL % AFFORDABLE 50.00% Expense Ratio 30.00% Three Parcels

Management Fees 5.00% Rundown Houses 

MARKET UNITS 18 CapEx Reserves (Per Unit) $250 Under .5 Acres 

Construction Cost Escalation 4.00%

LOT COVERAGE 40.00%

FLOORPLATE 8,000 INCOME STATEMENT: $/2023 $/STABLE

STORIES 3 Rental Income (Market) $672,488 $745,600

ABOVE-GRADE AREA 24,000 Rental Income (Affordable) $533,856 $583,359

ABOVE-GRADE EFFICIENCY 85.00% Other Income (Market Units) $67,249 $74,560

NRSF ABOVE-GRADE 20,400 Gross Rental Income $1,273,593 $1,403,519

AVERAGE UNIT SIZE 640 Vacancy Loss -$63,680 -$70,176

TOTAL UNITS 32 Net Rental Income $1,209,913 $1,333,343

FAR ACHIEVED 1.20

Operating Expenses $362,974 $400,003

PARKING REQUIREMENTS: Management Fees $60,496 $66,667

Parking Required Per Unit 1.00 CapEx Reserves $7,875 $7,875

Parking Stalls Needed 32 Toatl Expenses $431,345 $474,545

Area Per Stall 400

Total Parking Area 12,600 NET OPERATING INCOME $778,569 $858,798

Parking Area as % of Site Area 63%

REQUIRED STABILIZED YIELD 5.00%

Studio 1BR 2BR

Unit mix 60% 30% 10% MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT COST $17,176,000

Unit size 500 600 800

Count - ELI-VL 0.0 0.0 0.0

Count - L 0.0 0.0 0.0

Count - M 4.0 2.0 0.0

Count - AM 5.0 2.0 1.0

Count - Market 11.0 5.0 1.5

Rent - ELI-VL $1,453 $1,660 $1,868

Rent - L $1,743 $1,992 $2,241

Rent - M $2,324 $2,656 $2,988

Rent - AM $3,486 $3,984 $4,482

TOTAL affordable rents $26,726 $13,280 $4,482



Home3, Inc.
2261 Market Street #4940
San Francisco, CA 94114
hello@home3.co

January 30, 2023

Sausalito City Council, C/O Office of the City Clerk
420 Litho Street
Sausalito, CA 94965
cityclerk@sausalito.gov
Cc: California HCD

Dear Sausalito City Council,

We are a professional real estate investment firm, writing with concerns about the housing inventory sites

in the 6th Cycle Housing Element you are voting on later today.

We are longtime Bay Area residents, and we feel a moral imperative to help solve our housing shortage by

increasing the regional housing supply. We believe new housing is especially needed in high-resource,
economically segregated communities, like Sausalito.

Our principals have 15 years of combined experience investing in multifamily infill developments in

California and other states. We are experts in underwriting the financial feasibility of infill development
projects in the multifamily asset class. Our clients trust our expertise with their hard-earned capital.

Our analysis of 12 housing inventory sites in the Housing Element shows that NONE are feasible for

development under current market conditions. Due primarily to low density and height constraints, high
construction costs, and costly minimum parking requirements, all 12 projects have a negative residual
land value, and would require substantial subsidies to pencil. In addition, many sites are unsuitable for
development because of factors like (i) being mostly underwater; (ii) inadequate road access; and (iii)
high value of current use. Our project-by-project analysis and commentary is attached. If we had more
time, we could further refine this analysis, but your draft was only published yesterday, which is not
sufficient for adequate review.

See the pages enclosed for more details.

mailto:cityclerk@sausalito.gov


As a result, based on our expert opinion, your housing element does not meet the HCD criteria of

planning for adequate capacity to meet state-mandated RHNA growth targets.

We urge you to start over with the inventory sites, and incorporate changes such as a high density zoning

overlay that can facilitate development feasibility.

Alternatively, we are also excited to finance development of projects using Builder’s Remedy, AB 2011, and

other state-mandated entitlement pathways in Sausalito, bypassing overly restrictive local regulations.
The solution to our region’s crushing housing shortage can’t come soon enough.

Best Regards,

Nils Bunger
CEO, Home3, Inc

nils@home3.co

Marcio von Muhlen
COO, Home3, Inc

marcio@home3.co



Issues identified
100 Spinnaker/100 Bay

● -$14.9M residual land value

● This site has a significant portion in the water

● The retaining wall on site may need major work/was not designed foradditional building

load

● Geotechnical reports seems to indicate +100' to bedrock (Large foundations costs)

● BCDC Juristiction (They should confim they would allow this)

● Title Dispute between City and Owner exists on adjacent piece of land that provides

access

300 Locust

● -$1.8M residual land value

● BCDC Juristiction (They should confim they would allow this)

● Site is small, only .51 aces barely making cutoff

● Parking is unlikely to fit

● Affordable rents will not pencil without signficant subsidy

2656 Bridgeway

● $-10.0M residual land value

● Site is potentially developable but not at existing densities

● Owner has requested 20% affordable to City

● 50% does not pencil

636 Nevada

● $-10.7M residual land value

● Site is a portion of school premises

● These densities and levels of affordability do not pencil

● School likely requires a vote of board (Unclear if this has taken place)

● Development on School land is likely subject to increased union labor cost estimated

30%+

● Site is adjacent to school utilites

● Maintaining parking likely means a more expensive Type 5 over Type 1



● Parking ratio makes it infeasible

Tomales St

● -$6.9M residual land value

● City Corp Yard. Where will new Corp yard go?

● Will City develop this? Staff are severely constrained

● Environmental is a concern, corp yards often have some degree of contamination

● May need to be cleaned up

100 Ebbittide

● -$35.2M residual land value

● School Site

● Where will units go? On play field, in dog park, parking, tennis courts?

● Realistically this site is largely constrained due to it's existing uses

● TDC is 160mm how does a city with a strucutral deficit plan to finance this?

● Site in total is over 10 acres (17)

2660 Bridgeway

● $1M residual land value

● Tiny Site

● Not over .5 acres per HC

● No discount for economies of scale

125 Bulkley

● -$14.4M residual land value

● Assemblage in middle of multi million dollar single family homes

● Existing uses are viable - Unlikely to develop

● Existing leases til 2028

● Huge negative land value

611 Bridgeway

● -$5.6M residual land value

● ¸Small site



● Unit yield and mix doesn't make sense

Caltrans at Ebbitide

● -$6.8M residual land value

● State site - Requires disposition

● Has state said they will develop?

●

330 Ebbitide

● -$8.5M residual land value

● Steep site

● Existing single family homes

● Limited Access from bridgeway - no turn off

● limited space for required parking

911-927 Bridgeway

● -$3.9M residual land value

● Three Parcels

● Rundown Houses

● Under .5 Acres




